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Nederlandse samenvatting
–Summary in Dutch–

Koelmachines zijn alomtegenwoordig in ons dagelijks leven. Thuis, op kantoor, in
de auto of op de trein wordt het binnenklimaat geregeld. Ook in de voedselketen
is koeltechniek cruciaal voor het bewaren van verse producten: bij het invriezen
of afkoelen bij de fabrikant, tijdens het transport naar en van de distributeurs tot in
de koelkamers van de supermarkt en uiteindelijk tot bij de consument. Koelsys-
temen zijn eveneens op een industriële schaal noodzakelijk bij tal van chemische
processen om de gewenste lage temperaturen te behouden, bijv. in olieraffinade-
rijen en tijdens het vloeibaar maken van gassen (zoals zuurstof, stifstof, enz. ).

Dit werk is voornamelijk gericht op airconditioningtoestellen. Maar de con-
cepten en ideëen zijn meer algemeen bruikbaar. Het uiteindelijke doel is het ver-
beteren van het ontwerp van deze toestellen om ze energie-efficiënter te maken.
Ook het beperken van het noodzakelijke constructiemateriaal of de nodige koel-
vloeistof is in dit opzicht interessant.

De warmteoverdrachtsmodellen van tweefasige stromingen bij verdamping van
het koelmiddel moeten hiervoor verbeterd worden. Deze warmteoverdracht is
sterk gecorreleerd met de stromingsregimes. De prestatie van de warmteover-
drachtsmodellen kan verder verhoogd worden door meer stromingsfenomenen in
rekening te brengen [1]. Daarom worden in dit werk de stromingsregimes van ver-
dampende koelmiddelstromingen in horizontale gladde ronde buizen bestudeerd.
Het belangrijkste doel is hierbij het beter begrijpen en in kaart brengen van die
tweefasige stromingen en hun effect op de warmteoverdracht.

Eerst is er een overzicht gemaakt van de stromingsregimekaarten voor hori-
zontale tweefasige stromingen. De vooruitgang in het onderzoek naar tweefasige
stromingen wordt toegelicht evenals de bruikbaarheid van de beschikbare kaar-
ten. Daarna wordt een gedetailleerde studie gemaakt van de transities tussen de
verschillende stromingsregimes. Het is hierbij de bedoeling om de ideeën en con-
cepten te achterhalen die gebruikt werden om de correlaties voor deze transities
op te stellen. Verder wordt er eveneens een overzicht gemaakt van de beschikbare
warmteoverdrachtmodellen voor verdampende stromingen. Verschillende kook-
mechanismen worden toegelicht. De verschillen in de modellen worden verdui-
delijkt en hun prestaties worden geëvalueerd. Bijzondere aandacht wordt besteed
aan de modellen die rekening houden met de verschillende stromingsregimes en
aan de probabilistische modellen vanwege hun expliciete implementatie van de
stromingsfenomenen.
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Tijdens dit werk is verder een testopstelling ontworpen en gebouwd voor twee-
fasige stromingen en warmteoverdrachtsmetingen van fluorkoolwaterstof koelmid-
delen (HFK’s). De testopstelling is bruikbaar voor zowel lagedruk als hogedruk
koelmiddelen (tot 40 bar). De voorverdamper gebruikt warm water om de gewen-
ste dampkwaliteit van de koelmiddelstroming naar de testsectie te verkrijgen. Een
Labview procedure werd geschreven om de testcondities te meten en te regelen.
Bijzondere aandacht werd besteed aan het ontwikkelen van een kalibratieproce-
dure voor de temperatuursmetingen. Hiermee worden zeer lage onzekerheden
bekomen voor de (warmteoverdrachts-)metingen die kunnen wedijveren met de
beste internationale standaarden.

Een capacitieve gasfractiesensor werd ontwikkeld om het dynamisch gedrag
van tweefasige stromingen te bestuderen. Een eerste prototype werd getest met
water-lucht stromingen. De diëlektrische constante van vloeibare HFK’s is echter
veel kleiner dan die van water. De capaciteitssverschillen die gemeten moeten
worden bij HFK’s zijn dan ook veel kleiner. Daarom werd een verbeterde versie
van de capaciteitsmeter ontwikkeld. Met deze verbeterde versie is het mogelijk
om signalen te meten van vloeistoffen waarbij de capaciteit kleiner is dan 1 pF en
dat bij signaal-ruisverhoudingen groter dan 300. Dynamische capaciteitsignalen
van HFK stromingen kunnen hiermee onderzocht worden. Omwille van de lage
diëlektrische constante was dit nog niet eerder gerapporteerd. De afwijkingen van
de gemiddelde samplewaarden ten opzichte van het gasfractiemodel van Rouhani
en Axelsson [2] is gemiddeld kleiner dan 5%.

De signalen van de capacitieve sensor worden samen met opnames van een
hogesnelheidscamera, gebruikt als karakterisatie van de tweefasige stromingen
in een horizontale gladde buis met een inwendige diameter van 7.91 mm. Twee
datasets werden hiervoor opgemeten met respectievelijk R410A en R134a. Elke
dataset bestaat uit vier series bij massasnelheden vanG = 200 tot 500 kg/m2s. De
dampkwaliteit varieert in elk van die series van 0 tot 1 in stappen van 0.025. De
visuele classificatie van de stromingen bevestigt het transitiecriterium van Barbi-
eri et al. [3] van intermittente naar annulaire stromingen voor R410A, evenals bij
een saturatietemperatuur van 15◦C. Een gedetailleerde beschrijving van de twee-
fasige stromingsfenomenen werd uitgewerkt samen met een karakterisatie aan de
hand van de sensorsignalen zowel in het tijdsdomein als met PDFs en PSDs. Al
de dominante tweefasige stromingsfenomenen zijn duidelijk waarneembaar in de
sensorsignalen.

Verschillende statistische parameters werden geanalyseerd op hun mogelijkhe-
den voor stromingsregimeklassificatie, om de objectiviteit van de huidige stro-
mingsregimekaarten na te gaan als ook de mogelijkheden van de sensor als stro-
mingsregimedetector te onderzoeken. Een multivariate analyse duidde de gemid-
delde waarde van het signaal, de variantie en een frequentieparameter (HFCF voor
water-lucht en F95 voor de HFK’s) aan als beste stromingsregime indicators. De
keuze van deze parameters kan als volgt gelinkt worden met de tweefasige stro-
mingen: het gemiddelde is een maat voor de gasfractie, de variantie is rechtstreeks
verbonden met de aanwezigheid van vloeistofslugs en de frequentieparameters
kunnen de verschuiving van de power spectrum contributies naar hogere frequen-
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ties in rekening brengen in de intermittente/annulaire transitiezone.
De mogelijkheden van het fuzzy c-means clustering algoritme werden ver-

volgens onderzocht in functie van het verhogen van de objectiviteit van de stro-
mingsregimetransities. De stromingen kunnen hiermee geklasseerd worden zuiver
op basis van de signalen zonder inherent subjectieve visuele waarnemingen. Het
clusteren van de datapunten in de parameterruimte groepeert hen in duidelijk scheid-
bare groepen in de stromingsregimekaarten. Met deze techniek kunnen slug flows
makkelijk gescheiden worden door de variantie van het sensorsignaal te gebruiken.
De AVG en de F95 parameter zijn het meest geschikt om intermittente stromingen
van annulaire stromingen te onderscheiden. Deze transitie is echter zeer gradueel.
De keuze van deze parameter is eerder arbitrair en was uiteindelijk gekozen op
basis van de beste overeenkomst met de visuele waarnemingen.

Het soft-clustering algoritme bepaalt eveneens voor elk datapunt een verwant-
schapsgraad per klasse die als stromingsregimeprobabiliteit kan geı̈nterpreteerd
worden. Na regressie van deze verwantschapsgraden worden probabiliteitsfunc-
ties bekomen die samen een probabilistische stromingsregimekaart vormen. Deze
kaarten bepalen duidelijk de breedte van de transitiezones en kunnen verder ge-
bruikt worden bij het ontwikkelen van probabilistische warmteoverdrachts- en/of
drukvalmodellen.

Tot slot wordt ook een eerste set van warmteoverdrachtsmetingen met R134a
gerapporteerd. Enkelfasige nauwkeurigheidstesten bevestigen de correcte wer-
king van de diabate testsectie en de meetmethode. Met deze nieuwe warmteover-
drachtstdata is een evaluatie gemaakt van verschillende warmteoverdrachtsmodel-
len uit de literatuur. De inzichten van de karakaterisatie van de tweefasige stro-
mingen werden gebruikt om een aantal suggesties te maken voor het verbeteren
van deze modellen. Aanbevelingen voor verbeteringen aan de testopstelling wer-
den beschreven om de onzekerheden in de metingen verder te reduceren en de
beperkingen op de testcondities weg te werken.





English summary

Refrigeration is omnipresent. In daily life, air-conditioning devices are all around
us. At home, at the office, in cars or in public carriers, indoor climates are con-
trolled to increase the comfort of the occupants. Also in the food chain, refrigera-
tion is crucial for the conservation of rapidly decaying products: from the freezing
or cooling process at the producer, over transport to and from the distributors to
the fridges of the supermarket and finally at the consumers. At an industrial scale,
refrigeration is necessary too in lots of chemical processes to maintain the desired
low temperatures, for instance in oil refineries and during the production of lique-
fied gases.

The applications aimed at in this work are the air-conditioning devices. But
the concepts and ideas are more generally applicable. The final purpose is to im-
prove the design of the devices by optimizing for energy efficiency, by minimizing
for the amount of construction material needed or by minimizing for refrigerant
charge. To achieve this, the prediction of two-phase flow heat transfer of evap-
orating refrigerants has to be improved. This heat transfer is strongly related to
the two-phase flow patterns. Improving the current two-phase flow models should
therefore focus on incorporating more flow phenomena into the models [1]. In
this work, two-phase flow patterns of horizontal evaporating refrigerant flow in
smooth round macro-scale tubes are investigated. The main goal is understanding
and mapping of the two-phase flow regimes and studying their effect upon the heat
transfer of the evaporating refrigerants.

A survey of flow pattern maps for horizontal two-phase flow is first presented.
The evolution of two-phase flow studies and the applicability of the flow pattern
maps are clarified. Furthermore, a detailed study is made of each flow regime
transition. The purpose is to track the ideas, concepts and models behind the tran-
sition correlations. A review on flow boiling heat transfer models is also given.
Some boiling mechanisms are discussed. The differences between the models are
studied and their performances are evaluated. Special attention is paid to the flow
pattern based models and the probabilistic flow regime modelling, because of their
explicit use of two-phase flow patterns.

A macro-scale test facility for two-phase flow and heat transfer studies of HFCs
was designed and constructed during this work. It is suitable for low pressure as
well as high pressure HFCs (up to 40 bar). A water heated preheater is used to
condition the refrigerant flow to the test section. A Labview procedure is writ-
ten to fully measure and control these test conditions. A great deal of time was
spent on developing a calibration procedure for the temperature measurements, to
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achieve very low uncertainties in the (heat transfer) measurements, competitive to
the highest of international laboratory standards.

A capacitive void fraction sensor was developed to study the dynamic behav-
iour of two-phase flows. A first prototype was tested with air-water flow. The
dielectric constant of liquid HFCs however is much smaller than the one of water,
which results in much smaller capacitances to be measured. An improved version
of the capacitance transducer makes it possible to measure dynamic signals of flu-
ids with the capacitance of the liquid smaller than 1pF and still achieve a SNR
greater than 300. Capacitance signals of HFCs can thus be investigated, which
was not reported before, because of the low dielectric constant. The average signal
values compared to the Rouhani-Axelsson void fraction model [2] differ less than
5% on average.

The dynamic capacitance signals in combination with high speed camera im-
ages were used to characterize horizontal two-phase flows in an 7.91 mm ID smooth
tube. Two datasets were gathered using R410A and R134a respectively. Each
dataset consists of four series at mass velocities fromG = 200 kg/m2s to 500 kg/m2s
with vapour qualities covering to full range from 0 to 1 in steps of 0.025. A visual
classification confirmed the intermittent/annular flow transition proposed by Bar-
bieri et al. [3] for use with R410A and a saturation temperature of 15◦C. A detailed
description of the two-phase flow phenomena was presented together with a sensor
signal characterization using the time signals as well as PDFs and PSDs. All major
two-phase flow phenomena were clearly represented in the sensor signals.

To investigate the objectivity in the current (visually determined) flow pattern
maps and the ability of the sensor to be used as flow pattern detector, several
statistical parameters were analysed. The average of the signal, the variance and
a frequency parameter (HFCF for air-water and F95 for the HFCs) were indicated
by a multivariate analysis as most suitable for flow pattern distinction. The choice
of the features can be related to the two-phase flows as follow: the AVG is a matter
for void fraction, the M2 is directly related to the presence of liquid slugs and the
frequency parameters (HFCF and F95) can track the power spectrum contribution
shift towards higher frequencies in the intermittent-annular flow transition.

The use the fuzzy c-means clustering algorithm was explored to find more
objectivity in flow pattern mapping by classifying two-phase flows solely based
on sensor signals without the interference of subjective visual observations. The
clustering in the selected feature space, groups the data points in clearly separable
areas in a flow pattern map. Applying the technique to the HFC datasets, the
slug flows could be easily separated from non-slug flows by using the variance
of the sensor signal. The AVG and the F95 parameter were found most suitable
for separating intermittent flows from annular flows. But, because of the gradual
nature of this transition, the choice of this parameter is rather arbitrary and was
chosen to best fit the visual classification.

The soft-clustering algorithm also assigns a membership grade to each data
point which can be interpreted as a flow regime probability. After regression of
these membership grades, flow regime probability functions were found and a
probabilistic flow pattern map was presented for the HFC data. These maps clearly
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quantify the width of the transition zones and can be applied for probabilistic heat
transfer and/or pressure drop modelling.

Finally, a first set of heat transfer measurements obtained with R134a was pro-
vided. Single-phase accuracy test prove the proper functioning of the diabatic
test section. An assessment of several models from literature was presented us-
ing the new heat transfer data. Based on the insights gained from the two-phase
flow characterization, suggestions were made for further improvement of the pre-
dictive models. Recommendations for improvements to the test facility were also
discussed to further lower the uncertainties in the measurements and extend the
current limitations to the test conditions.





1
Introduction

Refrigeration is omnipresent. In daily life, air-conditioning devices are all around
us. At home, at the office, in cars or in public carriers, indoor climates are con-
trolled to increase the comfort of the occupants. Also in the food chain, refrigera-
tion is crucial for the conservation of rapidly decaying products: from the freezing
or cooling process at the producer, over transport to and from the distributors to
the fridges of the supermarket and finally at the consumers. At an industrial scale,
refrigeration is necessary too in lots of chemical processes to maintain the desired
low temperatures, for instance in oil refineries and during the production of lique-
fied gases.

Because of environmental issues concerning global warming and ozone de-
pletion, there is a renewed interest in improving the available technologies. New
challenges are also popping up. Advances in computer processor performance for
example are being limited by the amount of heat that can be removed. New solu-
tions are therefore being looked for at micro-scale. This also boosts the research
in improving cooling technology.

The applications aimed at in this work are mainly air-conditioning devices. But
the concepts and ideas are more generally applicable. The final purpose is to im-
prove the design of the devices by optimizing for energy efficiency, by minimizing
for the amount of construction material needed or by minimizing for refrigerant
charge.
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1.1 Refrigeration

In refrigeration, heat has to be removed from a cold environment to a hot envi-
ronment, to cool the cold environment and keep it colder than the surrounding hot
environment. To this end, a thermodynamic cycle is necessary, because the spon-
taneous heat flow direction goes only from a hot source to a cold source. The most
commonly used thermodynamic cycle is thevapour-compression cycle. Alterna-
tives are theabsorption cycleand thereversed Brayton cycle.

1.1.1 Vapour-compression refrigeration cycle

In Figure1.1, the layout of a standard vapour-compression refrigeration system
for air-conditioning is shown. A refrigerant flows in a closed loop through two
fin-and-tube heat exchangers. The corresponding thermodynamic cycle is shown
in a log P-h diagram in Figure1.2. Point K is thecritical point of the refrigerant.
The black curve through point K is thesaturation linewhich separates the liquid
area and the vapour area from the two-phase area.

Figure 1.1: Vapour-compression refrigeration system

In the evaporator heat is removed from the cold environment, by evaporation
of the fluid flowing inside the tubes. This refrigerant fluid is chosen in accordance
with the evaporation temperature and thus depends on the desired temperature of
the cold environment. The heat is removed in the condenser by condensation of the
refrigerant at the condensation temperature. The compressor and expansion device
are used to overcome the pressure differences corresponding to the temperatures
in both heat exchangers.
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Figure 1.2: log P - h diagram of vapour-compression refrigeration cycle

Figure 1.3: Flow distributor and capillary tubes
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In the vapour phase, the density of the refrigerant is much lower than in the
liquid phase. During the evaporation of the refrigerant, the flow therefore accel-
erates drastically, causing a lot of friction and so a high pressure drop. To limit
this increase in flow velocity, several parallel circuits are used in the evaporator, as
illustrated in Figure1.1. A flow distributordivides the flow before the evaporator
coil and a collector is used at exit. In Figure1.3 a flow distributor withcapillary
tubesis depicted. The refrigerant flow has to be superheated when entering the
compressor, to prevent damage caused by impinging liquid droplets. To ensure
this, the length of the capillary tubes has to be selected appropriately. A capillary
tube which is too short can cause a flow rate that is too high. The evaporator circuit
is then not able to fully evaporate the refrigerant flow. Depending on the variation
of the heat flux in the circuits, different capillary tube lengths are necessary to bal-
ance the different circuits. Then the same superheated state is reached at exit of
the evaporator.

1.1.2 Refrigerants

Since the 1930s,chlorofluorocarbons, CFCs, are used as refrigerant because of
their safety and performance characteristics. The CFCs include R11, R12, R114,
R115 and R502. At the end of the 1970s, the depletion of ozone in the stratosphere
because of the CFCs became known. The search for replacing refrigerants began.
Temporarily,hydrochlorofluorocarbons, HCFCs were proposed. They also deplete
the ozon layer, but to a much lesser extent than the CFCs. R123 and R22 for
example were the replacements of R11.

In the Montreal Protocol (1987)[4], the international community agreed to
control the production and consumption of both CFCs and HCFCs. This inter-
national treaty was administered by the United Nations Environment Programme
(UNEP). Updates of this protocol scheduled the phaseout of these ozone-depleting
substances. At the moment, the CFCs are completely banned in Europe since 1998.
By the 1st of January 2010, the production of new HCFCs will also be forbidden
and complete phaseout is scheduled soon. Therefore,hydrofluorocarbons, HFCs,
are now the preferred choice, because they do not deplete the ozone layer and
have many of the desirable properties of CFCs and HCFCs. Well known HFCs are
R134a and R152a. R410A is a near-azeotropic blend of R32 and R125 (50/50%
by mass) and R407C is a zeotropic blend of R32, R125 and R134a (23/25/52% by
mass). Both were proposed as a substitute for R22. R134a is the primary substitute
for R12.

Unfortunately, the HFCs contribute to global warming if released into the at-
mosphere. TheKyoto Protocol (1998)[5] targets a reduction of emissions of sub-
stances which have a global warming potential. As a consequence, the European
Union issued theF-gas regulation (2006)[6] which tries to prevent leakages of
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HFCs. Therefore, a set of measures was taken including leakage testing and a
certification system for companies and technical operators. Because of all these
environmental issues and the subsequential legislation, refrigeration revived as a
very active research field focussing on a smaller charge per unit.

Table 1.1: Environmental parameters of several refrigerants [7]

type refrigerant ODP GWP lifetime (years)
CFC R11 1 4750 45

R12 1 10890 100

HCFC R22 0.055 1810 12

HFC R23 0 12240 270
R32 0 550 5
R125 0 3400 29
R134a 0 1320 14
R410A 0 1725

natural R744: CO2 0 1
R717: NH3 0 0
R290: propane 0 3

In Table1.1, some environmental parameters are listed for several refrigerants.
The global warming potential(GWP) represents how much a given mass of a
substance contributes to global warming over a given time period compared to the
same mass of carbon dioxide. Carbon dioxide’s GWP is thus defined as 1.0. The
GWP values represent global warming potential over a 100-year time horizon. The
ozone depletion potential(ODP) is the ratio of the impact on ozone of a substance
compared to the impact of a similar mass of R11. Thus, the ODP of R11 is defined
to be 1.0. Theatmospheric lifetimeis the time in years that a substance remains in
the atmosphere.

Recently, a lot of research has been focussed on natural refrigerants, such
as hydrocarbons, ammonia and carbon dioxide, because their GWP is minimal.
Some have interesting thermodynamic properties and will gain importance in fu-
ture. Propane is already in use in large cascade refrigeration systems. Propane/n-
butane mixtures are also being considered for use as refrigerant [8]. The major
disadvantage of hydrocarbons is their flammability. But they seem to have better
heat transfer characteristics compared to HFCs. Carbon dioxide has a low critical
temperature. This results in much higher reduced pressures than other refriger-
ants, causing substantially different transport properties. It also has a high vapour
density, much lower surface tension and low vapour viscosity. This drastically
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influences the boiling characteristics. Heat transfer coefficients are typically a fac-
tor 2 to 3 greater than those of conventional refrigerants [9]. Ammonia has many
advantages. It is a time-tested, self alarming refrigerant that offers excellent heat
transfer and thermodynamic characteristics. It has a zero ozone depletion potential
and a zero global warming potential. But ammonia is toxic at high concentrations,
it is flammable within a rather narrow temperature band, it has a corrosive effect
on copper material and has a high compressor discharge temperature [10].

1.2 Two-phase flows and heat transfer inside evapo-
rator tubes

1.2.1 Heat transfer resistances

In Figure1.4, a picture is shown of an evaporator coil. For HFCs, the tubes of
the refrigerant circuit are usually made out of copper. To reduce the heat transfer
resistance, the tubes can have micro-fins on the inside, as illustrated in Figure1.5.
The heat transfer at the air side is promoted by using fins. These aluminium fins
are usually perforated using complex patterns to further enhance the air-side heat
transfer.

Figure 1.4: Evaporator coil

In Figure1.6, the heat transfer resistances are shown. In the evaporator, a heat
flux q flows from the outside to the inside of the tube, withD the inner diameter
andDext the outer diameter. On the outside of the tube,Rair represents the con-
vective heat transfer resistance from the air to the tube wall. It can be expressed as
a function of a convection coefficienthair, the external tube diameterDext and the
tube lengthL, Eq. (1.1a). A surface efficiencyη is usually incorporated to account
for the contribution of the complex fin geometries. It is a function of the fin effi-
ciencyηfin, which is the ratio of the actual heat transfer from an extended surface
to the maximum possible heat transfer from the surface.Afin is the fin surface
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Figure 1.5: Enhanced evaporator tube (Hydro Precision Tubing)

RTP Rwall Rair

D/2
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Figure 1.6: Heat transfer resistances
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area andAtot the total external area.Rwall is the wall resistance which depends
on the thermal conductivityλ of the wall material and the inner and outer diameter
of the tube, Eq. (1.1c). The third resistance is the two-phase heat transfer resis-
tance from the tube wall to the refrigerantRTP . This resistance is expressed as
a function of a two-phase heat transfer coefficienthTP , Eq. (1.1d). The total heat
transfer resistance is of course the sum of individual resistances in series. In this
work, only the two-phase flow heat transfer resistanceRTP will be investigated.

Rair =
1

ηhairAtot
(1.1a)

η = 1− (1− ηfin)
Afin

Atot
(1.1b)

Rwall =
ln(Dext/D)

2πLλ
(1.1c)

RTP =
1

hTP πDL
(1.1d)

Rtot = Rair + Rwall + RTP (1.1e)

1.2.2 Flow patterns during evaporation

Figure 1.7: Flow regimes during evaporation [11]

When a liquid is vaporized inside a heated channel, the liquid-vapour mixture
can take up a variety of configurations known asflow patternsor flow regimes.
Figure1.7 illustrates that from fully liquid flow to fully vapour flow, several flow
regimes occur. The flow evolves through several flow regime transitions during
the evaporation process. First small vapour bubbles are formed. Several bubbles
coalesce downstream to form vapour plugs. If more liquid is vaporized, only liquid
slugs bridge the entire tube section. Then, part of the tube perimeter dries out and
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liquid can be entrained as droplets in the vapour core. Several other flow regimes
occur and will be discussed in detail in Chapter2.

The flow regime transitions occur in a transition zone, comparable with the
laminar/turbulent transition zone of a single phase flow. Some transitions have a
narrow zone, other transitions are rather gradual. The presence of a flow regime
depends on the tube geometry, the mass flow rateṁ, the heat fluxq and the fluid
properties.

It is well known that the two-phase heat transfer coefficienthTP is strongly
dependent on the flow regime [1]. This work therefore focusses on the further
coupling of the flow regimes and the two-phase heat transfer coefficienthTP .

In practical applications, internally enhanced tubes are used to promote the
heat transfer. A full understanding of flow boiling in plain tubes is necessary
for the modelling of the heat transfer in enhanced tubes. The complexity in tube
geometry of enhanced tubes however adds a lot of parameters to account for and
thus complicates the modelling. Because a thorough unified theory for flow boiling
in smooth tubes is still missing, only these smooth tubes are further considered.

1.3 Two-phase flow definitions

In this section, several two-phase flow parameters are defined, which are used for
flow regime transition modelling and heat transfer prediction. Throughout this
work, the subscriptsL andV are used for the liquid and the vapour phase respec-
tively.

1.3.1 Vapour quality and mass velocities

Vapour quality

The vapour qualityx is the ratio of the vapour mass flow rateṁV [kg/s] to the
total mass flow ratėm [kg/s]. The complementary liquid fraction is1 − x, with
ṁL [kg/s] the liquid mass flow rate.

ṁ = ṁV + ṁL (1.2a)

x =
ṁV

ṁ
(1.2b)

1− x =
ṁL

ṁ
(1.2c)

Mass velocities

The mass flow rate in two-phase flow literature is frequently expressed as amass
flux or mass velocityG [kg/m2s]. It is the mass flow rate divided by the inner
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cross-sectional area of the tube. For each phase a corresponding mass velocityGV

andGL is used as well.

G =
ṁ

A
=

ṁ
πD2

4

(1.3a)

GV =
ṁx

A
= Gx (1.3b)

GL =
ṁ(1− x)

A
= G(1− x) (1.3c)

Superficial velocities

Thesuperficial velocitiesare defined as the velocities the phases would have if they
were flowing alone in the tube. These velocities are used as coordinates in some
flow pattern maps and as characteristic velocity in several dimensionless numbers.

UV S =
ṁx

AρV
=

GV

ρV
(1.4a)

ULS =
ṁ(1− x)

AρL
=

GL

ρL
(1.4b)

1.3.2 Void fraction

Void fraction definitions

Several definitions for void fraction exist. In this work, the time-averagedcross-
sectional void fractionε is used.ε is defined as the ratio of the cross-sectional area
occupied by vapourAV to the total cross-section of the tubeA, Eq. (1.5).

ε =
AV

A
=

AV

AV + AL
(1.5)

The volumetric void fractionor space-average void fractionεvol is also fre-
quently used. It is the ratio of the (momentary) volume occupied by vapourVV

[m3] to the total volume of the tubeV [m3], Eq. (1.6). It is thus an average of
cross-sectional void fractions over a certain tube length. The(volumetric) liquid
hold-upis defined as the liquid volume fraction1− εvol.

εvol =
VV

V
=

VV

VV + VL
(1.6)

Void fraction models

Due to the difference in the velocity of the phases, the vapour fraction and the void
fraction are not equal. Several models exist to related both parameters. A review
of void fraction models can be found in Wojtan [12]. Only the most important
models are briefly described here.
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• In the homogeneous model, both phases are assumed to travel at the same
velocity. The continuity equations of both phases are given by Eqs. (1.7).
The void fraction for the homogeneous model (Eq. (1.8)) can easily be found
by equating the phase velocities and using the definition of void fractionε

and liquid hold-up1− ε.

ṁV = GxA = AV UV ρV (1.7a)

ṁL = G(1− x)A = ALULρL (1.7b)

ε =
x

ρV

x
ρV

+ 1−x
ρL

(1.8)

• In the separated flow model, both phases are assumed to travel separately,
each with its own velocityU , as illustrated in Figure1.8. A velocity ratioK

is then defined, Eq. (1.9). The void fractionε (Eq. (1.10)) can again be found
using Eqs. (1.7)) and the definition ofK. Note that forK = 1 the homoge-
neous void fraction is found. In theZivi model, K is found by assuming that
the kinetic energy of the two-phases will seek a minimum, Eq. (1.11).

Figure 1.8: Separated flow model

K =
UV

UL
(1.9)

ε =
x

ρV

x
ρV

+ K 1−x
ρL

(1.10)

K =
(

ρL

ρV

)1/3

(1.11)

• Both previous models are very simple. In the separated flow model for in-
stance, a discontinuity in the velocity is assumed at the vapour-liquid in-
terface. But this is physically not possible. Thedrift flux modelinstead
is more advanced and takes a velocity and phase distribution profile into
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account. Woldesemayat and Ghajar [13] confirmed in their extensive com-
parison of void fraction models that the drift flux methods perform the best
when evaluating the prediction of 900 experimental datapoints from seven
different sources. The Rouhani-Axelsson drift flux model (1970) [2] is one
of them (Eq. (1.12)). This model is the recommended choice for horizon-
tal refrigerant flow according to Steiner [14]. This model also incorporates
a dependency on the mass velocityG and the surface tensionσ, which is
missing in the other models.

ε =
x

ρV

[
(1 + 0.12(1− x))

[
x

ρV
+

1− x

ρL

]

+
1.18(1− x) [gσ(ρL − ρV )]1/4

Gρ
1/2
L

]−1

(1.12)

In Figure1.9, the three void fraction models are set out as function of vapour
quality. At low vapour qualities, a small increase inx results in a very large in-
crease inε. The difference in the void fraction predictions of the different models
is then significant. At high vapour qualities instead, the curve flattens out and the
predictions of the models do not differ a lot.
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Figure 1.9: Comparison of void fraction models
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1.3.3 Dimensionless parameters

In two-phase flow, similar dimensionless numbers as in single phase flow are used.
Due to the differences in thermophysical properties of the phases, different phase
velocities and the possibility of different flow structures, several definitions exist
for the same dimensionless number. A lot of care has to be taken when applying
these dimensionless numbers in two-phase flow correlations.

Reynolds number

The Reynolds numberis defined as the ratio of the inertia forces to the viscous
forces. The characteristic length for channel flow is the hydraulic diameter of the
tubeDh, Eq. (1.14), with S the circumference of the channel. For circular tubes,
Dh = D.

ReD =
ρUDh

µ
(1.13)

Dh =
4A

S
(1.14)

The Reynolds number can be evaluated using liquid properties or vapour prop-
erties. Several assumptions of the characteristic velocity or characteristic length
are possible as well. Different subscripts are used to distinguish the definitions:

• If the total flow is liquid or vapour, the single phase definition can written in
the form of Eqs. (1.15).

Retot,L =
GD

µL
(1.15a)

Retot,V =
GD

µV
(1.15b)

• Under the assumption that the liquid (or vapour) phase is flowing alone in the
entire tube section, the superficial velocities (Eqs. (1.4)) are used to define
the Reynolds numbers, Eqs. (1.16). Compared to Eqs. (1.15), G is replaced
by GL andGV respectively.

ReLS =
G(1− x)D

µL
(1.16a)

ReV S =
GxD

µV
(1.16b)

• If a separated flow model is assumed with a true mean velocity of the phase
(Eqs. (1.17)) and a corresponding hydraulic diameter (Eq. (1.18)), Re can be
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written as Eqs. (1.19). Q̇ is the volumetric flow rate.SL andSV are the parts
of the tube circumference which are wetted or dry respectively, as illustrated
in Figure1.8.

UL =
Q̇L

AL
=

ṁ

ρLA

1− x

1− ε
=

G

ρL

1− x

1− ε
(1.17a)

UV =
Q̇V

AV
=

ṁ

ρV A

x

ε
=

G

ρV

x

ε
(1.17b)

Dh,L =
4AL

SL
=

4(1− ε)A
SL

(1.18a)

Dh,V =
4AV

SV
=

4εA

SV
(1.18b)

ReL =
ρLDhUL

µL
=

4G(1− x)A
µLSL

(1.19a)

ReV =
ρV DhUV

µV
=

4GxA

µV SV
(1.19b)

• Because the void fraction increases very rapidly with increasing vapour
quality, with values close to unity at high vapour qualities, Kattan [15] as-
sumedDh = D in the definition ofReV . Equation (1.19b) is then:

ReV,Kattan =
GD

µV

x

ε
(1.20)

• If a liquid film flow is assumed, the film thicknessδ can be used as a charac-
teristic length for the liquid phase. For thin films,Dh can be approximated
to Dh ' 4δSL/SL = 4δ. This Reδ, Eq. (1.21), is used by Thome and
co-workers for the modelling of the heat transfer coefficient in stratified and
stratified-wavy flows. For a full liquid ring,δ can be easily expressed as
function ofε, Eq. (1.22). Reδ then reduces to Eq. (1.23). This definition is
used for intermittent and annular flows, where the dry angle is zero. The
film flow is wavy-free laminar forReδ < 30. Complete turbulent flow is
assumed atReδ > 1800.

Reδ =
4Gδ

µL

1− x

1− ε
(1.21)

1− ε =
πDδ
πD2

4

(1.22)

Reδ =
G(1− x)D

µL
(1.23)
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Prandtl number

The Prandtl numberPr is the ratio of the molecular diffusivity of momentum
µ/ρ to the molecular diffusivity of heatλ/(ρcp). It is a function only of the fluid
properties and can thus be expressed for the vapour phasePrV and for the liquid
phasePrL

PrL =
µLcp,L

λL
(1.24)

PrV =
µV cp,V

λV
(1.25)

Froude number

The Froude numberFr expresses the ratio of the inertia forces to the gravity
forces. It is used for instance to separate stratified from non-stratified flows.

Fr =
U2

gL
(1.26)

The liquid and vapour Froude numbers are usually defined, assuming that the
flow is entirely liquid or vapour:

FrL =
G2

ρ2
LgD

(1.27)

FrV =
G2

ρ2
V gD

(1.28)

Mori et al. [16] used another definition in their dry-out and mist flow correla-
tions:

FrL =
G2

ρV (ρL − ρV )gD
(1.29)

Weber number

TheWeber numberWe is the ratio of the inertia forces to the surface tension forces
(Eq. (1.30)). It is useful for instance in bubble or droplet formation. This number is
important for small tube diameters, where surface tension will dominate. For full
liquid and full vapour flow these definitions are written in the form of Eqs. (1.31).
The(We/Fr)L ratio is often used to evaluate the importance of the gravity forces
over the surface tension forces.

WeL =
ρLU2

LD

σ
(1.30a)

WeV =
ρV U2

V D

σ
(1.30b)
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WeL =
G2D

ρLσ
(1.31a)

WeV =
G2D

ρV σ
(1.31b)

Nusselt number

TheNusselt numberNu is the ratio of the convective to the conductive heat trans-
fer, with h the convective heat transfer coefficient andλ the thermal conductivity
of the fluid. The characteristic length in the case of a tubular flow is the diameter
D. In a tube-in-tube heat exchanger, the characteristic length at the annulus side is
the external diameter of the inner tube.

Nu =
hD

λ
(1.32)

Lockhart-Martinelli parameter

TheLockhart-Martinelli parameterX, Eq. (1.33), is the ratio of the frictional pres-
sure drops that would exist if each flow was flowing separately in the tube. Its ori-
gin is related to the two-phase multipliers which were used to relate the two-phase
pressure drop to the single phase pressure drop.

X2 =
|(dP/dx)LS |
|(dP/dx)V S |

(1.33)

Using the friction factors of Eqs. (1.34) and the Reynolds numbers based on
the superficial velocities (Eqs. (1.16)), the Lockhart-Martinelli parameter can be
written in the form of Eq. (1.35). It is assumed here thatn = m andcL = cV .

fL = cLRe−n
L (1.34a)

fV = cV Re−m
V (1.34b)

X =
(

1− x

x

)(2−n)/2(
ρV

ρL

)1/2(
µL

µV

)n/2

(1.35)

Lockhart and Martinelli definedX dependent on the laminar or turbulent be-
haviour of the phases. In practice, only the turbulent vapour/turbulent liquid flow
case is of importance according to Kattan [15]. Therefore only theX = Xtt is
further considered.

For smooth tubes, Lockhart-Martinelli and Taitel-Dukler [17] usedn = m =
0.2 andcL = cV = 0.046, reducingXtt to Eq. (1.36).
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Xtt =
(

1− x

x

)0.9(
ρV

ρL

)0.5(
µL

µV

)0.1

(1.36)

Steiner [14] and Kattan et al. [18] usedn = m = 0.25. Xtt is then simplified
to Eq. (1.37). Note thatXtt is only dependent on the vapour quality and fluid
properties.

Xtt =
(

1− x

x

)0.875(
ρV

ρL

)0.5(
µL

µV

)0.125

(1.37)

Scaling of two-phase flows

Dimensionless numbers are used in single-phase flow for scaling purposes. Dy-
namic similarity criteria needRe andFr. In two-phase flow many more parame-
ters are accounted for. Chesters [19] [20] studied the applicability of dynamic-
similarity criteria to isothermal, liquid-gas two-phase flows. From the governing
equations, six dimensionless constants have to be equal, aside from geometrical
similarity of the velocity or pressure boundary conditions. These areWe, Fr,
ReL, theEuler numberEu (Eq. (1.38a)), a characteristic vapour to liquid density
ratio (Eq. (1.38b)) and the vapour to liquid dynamic viscosity ratio (Eq. (1.38c)).

Eu =
pV

ρV U2
(1.38a)

ρ̃V =
ρG

ρL
(1.38b)

µ̃V =
µV

LρLU
=

µV

µL

1
ReL

(1.38c)

For practical scaling purposes, these numbers can be regrouped as in Eqs. (1.39).
They are equivalent to the three expressions forReL, Fr andWe. TheMorton
numberMo is only dependent on fluid properties. Fluids that keep this number
constant have to be selected. TheEötvös numberEo is beside fluid properties
only function of the characteristic length.We · Fr instead is only dependent on
the characteristic velocity. These numbers are suitable for appropriately scaling
the lengths and velocities.

Mo =
We3

Re4
LFr

=
gµ4

L

ρLσ3
(1.39a)

Eo =
We

Fr
=

ρLgL2

σ
(1.39b)

We · Fr =
ρLU4

gσ
(1.39c)
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1.4 Goals and Outline

1.4.1 Goals

In this work, two-phase flow patterns of horizontal evaporating refrigerant flow
in smooth round macro-scale tubes are investigated. Flow patterns are crucial
for further improvement of flow boiling heat transfer models. The main goal is
therefore a better understanding and objective mapping of the evaporating flow
regimes and their effect upon the heat transfer.

Since void fraction is a key parameter in the modelling, a first target is the de-
velopment of a dynamic void fraction sensor for use with HFC refrigerants. The
sensor signals can then be used to characterize the flow regimes and their transi-
tions. Such a sensor based flow pattern identification for evaporating refrigerant
flow is not studied so far. The use of statistical tools on the sensor signals is then to
be investigated, to find more objectivity in flow pattern mapping, as well as to try
to probabilistically describe flow regime transitions. Finally, new and independent
heat transfer data is necessary to improve the coupling of flow regimes and heat
transfer in the predictive models.

1.4.2 Outline

In Chapter 2, a survey of flow pattern maps for horizontal two-phase flow is pre-
sented. The evolution of two-phase flow studies and the applicability of the flow
pattern maps are clarified. Furthermore, a detailed study is made of each flow re-
gime transition. The purpose is to track the ideas, concepts and models behind the
transition correlations.

A review on flow boiling heat transfer models is given in Chapter 3. Some
boiling mechanisms are discussed. The differences between the models are studied
and their performances are evaluated. Special attention is paid to the flow pattern
based models and the probabilistic flow regime modelling, because of their explicit
use of two-phase flow patterns.

Chapter 4 describes the design of the refrigerant test facility developed at our
laboratories during this study. The basic data reduction for the two-phase flow
conditions in the test sections and for the local heat transfer measurements are pre-
sented as well. Details about the measurement devices, the calibration procedure
and an uncertainty analysis can be found in Appendix 1 and 2.

Since flow pattern based heat transfer models use the cross-sectional void frac-
tion as a base parameter, an electric capacitance void fraction sensor was developed
and tested for use with refrigerant two-phase flow. Because of tube size and work-
ing pressure limitations, no commercial devices were found suitable. A custom
design was necessary. Chapter 5 describes this design and the construction of both
the sensor and the transducer. Details about the electronic circuits are given in
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Appendix 3.
The output of the capacitance sensor is a dynamic signal which characterizes

the two-phase flow and its time-dependent behaviour. In Chapter 6, first a char-
acterization of horizontal air-water flow in a simple air-water test facility is given.
Secondly, a detailed analysis of two-phase flow regimes obtained with R410A and
R134a is presented based on a sensor signal characterization and high-speed cam-
era images.

To overcome the subjectivity in flow pattern classification based on visual ob-
servations, a method is looked for which can classify flow regime solely based on
sensor signals. Chapter 7 starts with a literature review on objective flow pattern
classifiers. Several capacitance sensor signals are then investigated for their flow
pattern classification potential. The use of clustering algorithms is explored to
create objective and probabilistic flow pattern maps. Mathematical details of the
methods used, are provided in Appendix 4.

Chapter 8 presents measurement results of local heat transfer coefficients ob-
tained with R134a and evaluates them against the existing heat transfer prediction
models. A comparison with recent data is made. Furthermore, suggestions are
given for improving heat transfer modelling based on the two-phase flow regime
insights gained from this work.

Finally, conclusions are drawn and recommendation for future work are made
in Chapter 9.





2
Flow pattern maps for in-tube

evaporation

In Figure1.7 it was illustrated that during evaporation of a fluid flowing inside a
tube, the vapour-liquid mixture can take up several flow patterns. The fluid flow
evolves from fully liquid to fully vapour flow through several flow regime tran-
sitions. In this chapter, the classification and mapping of the flow regimes for
horizontal two-phase flow are discussed. The flow regime transition modelling is
further studied in detail to track the ideas, concepts and models behind the transi-
tion correlations.

2.1 Flow regimes of evaporating flow in horizontal
tubes

The presence of a particular flow pattern depends on the channel geometry and
the conditions of pressure, mass flow and heat flux. In literature, a multitude of
divisions are described, because classification of flow patterns is to a large extent
subjective. It is however desirable to know the flow patterns when designing a
heat exchanger, to select an appropriate hydrodynamic or heat transfer model. The
spatial and temporal distributions of the vapour and liquid phases greatly influence
the resulting phenomena of heat transfer and friction.

The flow patterns in co-current two-phase flow in horizontal tubes are more
complex compared to the flow in vertical tubes because of the asymmetry of the
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Figure 2.1: Flow regimes in horizontal two-phase flow [21]

phases that results from the influence of gravity. The generally accepted flow pat-
terns are briefly described below and illustrated in Figure2.1. Many sub-divisions
do exist. Wong and Yau [22] for example distinguish 16 flow regimes, but these
transitions between the patterns are not well defined.

• Bubbly flow: The vapour phase is distributed as discrete bubbles in a con-
tinuous liquid phase. The bubbles can be small and spherical but also large
with a spherical cap and a flat tail. The vapour bubbles tend to travel in the
upper half of the tube at low liquid velocities. At moderate to high velocities
the bubbles are more uniformly distributed over the entire cross-section of
the tube.

• Plug flow: The vapour plugs tend to travel in the upper half of the tube. The
nose of the plug has a characteristic spherical cap and the vapour in the plug
is separated from the tube wall by a thin film of liquid. Smaller plugs can be
entrained in the wake of a large plug. The length of the main vapour plug
can vary considerably. Plug flow is also calledelongated bubble flowand
occurs at low vapour flow rates and moderate liquid flow rates.

• Stratified flow: The two phases flow separately with a relatively smooth
interface. This pattern occurs at very low liquid and vapour velocities.

• Stratified-wavy flow: When the vapour velocity is increased, the smooth
vapour-liquid interface becomes disrupted by waves travelling in the direc-
tion of the flow.
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• Slug flow: Further increasing the vapour velocity causes the interfacial waves
to grow. Liquid slugs fill the entire cross-section of the tube, but can be aer-
ated. The upper surface of the tube behind the slug is wetted by a residual
film which drains into the bulk of liquid at the bottom of the tube. The flow
is more chaotic compared to plug flow. The vapour-liquid interface at the
front and tail of the slug is not always clearly definable.

• Intermittent flow: This flow pattern groups the unsteady flow patterns like
plug flow, slug flow and other flows with a chaotic nature. The entire tube
periphery is frequently wetted. The vapour-liquid interface can often be
undefinable.

• Annular flow: At high vapour velocities, a vapour core will be formed with
a liquid film around the periphery of the tube. The film will be thicker at
the base of the tube. The distribution of the film thickness depends on the
vapour velocity. Droplets can be entrained in the vapour core. As soon as
the motion of the liquid flowing at the top of the tube is comparable to the
one of the liquid at the bottom of the tube, the flow pattern is considered
annular.

• Partial dry-out flow: When the annular liquid film thins out, dry spots appear
frequently at the top of the tube. When the liquid continues to vaporize, the
upper part of the tube periphery remains constantly dry. Finally, also the
bottom section of the tube periphery dries out. Liquid droplets frequently
impinge on the tube wall rewetting the dry periphery.

• Mist flow: All liquid is entrained in the vapour core in the form of droplets.
The flow can again be considered as a continuous fluid.

2.2 Flow pattern maps for horizontal evaporating flow

The flow regimes can be mapped in flow pattern maps. In the early stages, the first
air-water maps appeared purely based on observations. Then, several attempts
were made to predict the transitions between the flow regimes based on physical
models. Later, the maps were modified to diabatic two-phase flows. The research
is still ongoing to extend the flow regime mapping to new refrigerants, smaller
tube diameters, a larger heat flux range, etc. Only flow pattern maps for horizon-
tal vapour-liquid flows in macroscale smooth circular tubes are considered further
on. Macroscale tubes are conventional size tubes with inner diameters generally
larger than 6 mm. Flow pattern maps for vertical flow, microscale channels, com-
plex channel geometries, etc. are covered in the recent comprehensive review of
Cheng et al. [23]. Classification criteria for macroscale and microscale channels
are discussed as well.
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2.2.1 First adiabatic flow pattern maps

Baker map (1954)

Figure 2.2: Two-phase flow pattern map of Baker [24]

Baker [24] published a first map (Figure2.2) based on air-water data at at-
mospheric conditions, with corrections for other liquids, considering the density,
the viscosity and the surface tension of the fluids (Eqs. (2.1)). The subscriptsA
andW refer to air and water at atmospheric pressure and temperature andf andg

to the used liquid and gas.

λ =
[(

ρg

ρA

)(
ρf

ρW

)]1/2

(2.1a)

Ψ =
(σW

σ

)[( µf

µW

)(
ρW

ρf

)2
]1/3

(2.1b)

Mandhane map (1974)

Mandhane et al. [25] published a flow pattern map based on a large number of flow
pattern observations with air-water in horizontal pipes in the 13-50 mm diameter
range. The effect of tube diameter was taken into account by using the superfi-
cial velocitiesj as the coordinates. In Figure2.3, the Mandhane map is shown in
comparison with the Taitel-Dukler map (cf.§ 2.2.2). Both maps coincide quite
well.
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Figure 2.3: Two-phase flow pattern map of Mandhane [25]
compared to Taitel-Dukler map [17] in a 25 mm pipe

Hashizume map (1983)

Hashizume [26] created a modified Baker map based on adiabatic observations
of the refrigerants R12 and R22 in a 10 mm tube, withpsat ranging from 5.7 to
19.6 bar. A new property correction factor for refrigerants was proposed (Eqs. (2.2)),
with the subscriptsf for liquid refrigerant andW for water. The x-coordinate was
redefined and the influence of the surface tension ratio inΨ was reduced to an
exponent of 1/4. The y-coordinate andλ were kept the same.

Xh =
(

1− x

x

)
λΨ′ (2.2a)

Ψ′ =
(σW

σ

)1/4
[(

µf

µW

)(
ρW

ρf

)2
]1/3

(2.2b)

2.2.2 Theoretically based flow pattern maps

Klimenko and Fyodorov map (1990)

Klimenko and Fyodorov [27] proposed a mechanistic criterion to determine the
transition from stratified to non-stratified flow. The non-stratified flows contin-
uously wet the full tube periphery (i.e. intermittent flows, annular flows etc.).
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Figure 2.4: Two-phase flow pattern map of Hashizume [26]

Stratified flows include smooth-stratified flows, stratified-wavy flows and partial
dry-out flows, since part of the tube wall is not wetted. This classification is thus
particularly interesting for heat transfer modelling.

According to Klimenko and Fyodorov, transition from stratified-wavy flow to
annular flow is due to entrainment/deposition of liquid droplets on the tube wall.
Transition from stratified flow to intermittent flow instead, depends on the devel-
opment of gravitational waves on the liquid-vapour interface. A semi-empirical
expression was proposed, Eq. (2.3). The Froude numbers are based on the su-
perficial velocitiesuLS anduV S andbLA is the Laplace constant (Eqs. (2.4)). If
FKF < 1 stratified flows are present. In the opposite case, non-stratified flows
occur. The constants and exponents in Eq. (2.3), were determined from diabatic
boiling experiments with both visual observations and circumferential tempera-
ture measurements around the tube wall.

FKF = 0.074
(

D

bLA

)0.67

FrV + 8

[
1−

(
ρV

ρL

)0.1
]2

FrL (2.3)

FrL =
ρLu2

LS

(ρL − ρV )gD
(2.4a)

FrV =
ρV u2

V S

(ρL − ρV )gD
(2.4b)

bLA =
[

σ

g(ρL − ρV )

]1/2

(2.4c)
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Figure 2.5: Two-phase flow pattern map of Klimenko and Fyodorov [27]

In Figure2.5, the Klimenko and Fyodorov criterion is shown in a map with
modified Froude numbers (Eqs. (2.5)) as coordinates.

(FrLS)mod = Fr0.5
L

[
1−

(
ρV

ρL

)0.1
]

(2.5a)

(FrV S)mod = Fr0.5
V

(
D

bLA

)0.33

(2.5b)

Taitel and Dukler map (1976)

Taitel and Dukler [17] proposed a unified map for adiabatic flows in horizontal
tubes with a better scientific basis by using the Lockhart-Martinelli parameter, a
vapour Froude number and vapour and liquid Reynolds numbers. This map is
based on a theoretical model and was originally compared to the air-water data of
Mandhane et al. [25] (D = 13-50 mm). The model starts with a criterion for the
stratified/non-stratified flow transition. The stratified flows are further classified
as smooth stratified and stratified-wavy flow. The non-stratified flows are divided
into annular and intermittent flows. Finally, the bubbly flows are separated from
the intermittent flows.

The Taitel-Dukler map is shown in Figure2.6with the Lockhart-Martinelli pa-
rameterX =Xtt, F , T andK given by Eqs. (2.6). The transition criteria will be
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Figure 2.6: Two-phase flow pattern map of Taitel and Dukler [17]

discussed in detail in§ 2.3, because this model is the basis for all further flow pat-
tern maps for horizontal refrigerant flow. In Figure2.3, the flow map is compared
to the Mandhane map in a superficial velocity coordinate system. Barnea [28] de-
veloped a map which is applicable to all pipe inclination angles, based on the work
of Taitel and Dukler [17], Barnea et al. [29] and Barnea [30].

Xtt =
(

1− x

x

)0.9(
ρV

ρL

)0.5(
µL

µV

)0.1

(2.6a)

F =
Gx

[gDρV (ρL − ρV )]0.5 (2.6b)

T =

[
−2fL [G(1− x)]2

gDρL(ρL − ρV )

]0.5

(2.6c)

K = F

[
G(1− x)D

µL

]0.5

(2.6d)

fL =

{
16

ReL
, ReL = G(1−x)D

µL
< 2000

0.079
Re0.25

L
, ReL > 2000

(2.6e)
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Steiner map (1993)

Steiner [14] presented a modified Taitel-Dukler map based on experiments with
R12 and R22 (Figure2.7). A new transition from annular to mist flow was added.
The equations will also be discussed in detail in the flow regime transition mod-
elling paragraph (cf.§ 2.3).

Figure 2.7: Two-phase flow pattern map of Steiner [14]

2.2.3 LTCM maps

At theLaboratoire de Transport de Chaleur et de Masse - LTCMof theEcole Poly-
technique F́ed́erale de Lausanne - EPFL, in Lausanne (Switserland) an ongoing
research in flow pattern mapping started with the work of Kattan-Thome-Favrat.
From then, several updates were published based on a growing database of flow
observations and heat transfer measurements. The list below summarizes the dif-
ferent contributions. Again, more details are given in§ 2.3.

• Kattan-Thome-Favrat (1998) [18] modified the Steiner map into aG-x for-
mat and updated the stratified-wavy to intermittent/annular flow transition.
The map was turned into a diabatic map by accounting for the influence of
the heat flux on the onset of dry-out at high vapour qualities and modifying
the mist flow transition to a more realistic boundary. They performed tests
with R134a, R123, R402A, R404A and R502, in a 12.0 mm tube. However,
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Kattan et al. [18] assume the map to be suitable for diameters in the range of
5 to 13.5 mm. Conditions covered by this map are: 1.12≤Psat≤8.88 bar,
100≤G≤500 kg/m2s, 0.04≤x≤1, 0.4≤ q≤36.54 kW/m2, 1.1≤WeL≤
234.5 and 0.037≤FrL≤1.36.

• Zürcher-Thome-Favrat (1999) [31] upgraded the stratified to stratified-wavy
and the stratified-wavy to intermittent/annular flow transitions based on new
flow pattern observations with ammonia (Tsat = 4◦C, 20≤G≤140 kg/m2s,
0.01≤x≤0.99 and 5≤ q≤58 kW/m2, D = 14 mm). Also, the influence of
the heat flux upon dry-out was re-examined.

• Zürcher-Favrat-Thome (2002) [32] developed a more advanced version to
better respect ammonia observations, incorporating a wave dissipation func-
tion. But, this version is in fact quite complex. These modifications were
not adopted in later upgrades.

• Thome-El Hajal (2003) [33] introduced the Rouhani-Axelsson drift flux
model in the determination of the geometrical parameters. This makes the
flow map more consistent with the heat transfer modelling and more gen-
erally applicable. This map predicts flow pattern data for seven different
refrigerants (R134a, R123, R402A, R404A, R502, R407C and ammonia)
covering a wide range of mass velocities (10 to 500 kg/m2s), vapour quali-
ties (0.01 to 0.99) and saturation pressures (about 1 to 9 bar).

• Thome (2005) [34] described the elimation of the iterative procedure to de-
termine the geometrical parameters by using an approximative expression.
The flow pattern map was also evaluated for R22 and R410A in a 13.84 mm
tube at 9.3 bar.

• Wojtan-Ursenbacher-Thome (2005) [21] studied dry-out in detail and intro-
duced physically based transition for dry-out inception and dry-out com-
pletion. The dry angles at low mass velocities were redefined after an ex-
perimental study of dynamic void fraction measurements. A new subdivi-
sion of the stratified-wavy regions was proposed consisting of a slug zone, a
stratified-wavy zone and a slug+stratified-wavy zone. New test results were
obtained with R22 and R410A atTsat = 5◦C, proving the suitability of this
map for these fluids.

• Cheng-Ribatski-Quiben-Thome (2006-2008) [35] [36] recently developed
an updated version for use withCO2. Because of the particular fluid prop-
erties ofCO2 this map is not applicable for other refrigerants or air-water
flow. Therefore, it will not be further considered here.
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In Figures2.8 to 2.10, the evolution of several updates is shown, as made by
Wojtan [12] for R410A atTsat = 5◦C in an 13.84 mm ID tube. By introducing the
drift flux model, the flow pattern map of Thome-El Hajal is plotted for a given
mass velocity. This makes the implementation easier. In Figure2.11, this map
is set out for several mass velocitiesG. The main differences are observed for
the stratified-wavy to intermittent/annular flow transition at low vapour qualities.
In Figure2.12, the update of Wojtan-Ursenbacher-Thome is shown for R410A at
Tsat = 10◦C in an 8 mm tube. Because of the introduction of the dry-out models,
this Wojtan-Ursenbacher-Thome map is plotted for a given heat flux.

Figure 2.8: Two-phase flow pattern map of Kattan compared to Steiner [12]
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Figure 2.9: Two-phase flow pattern map of Zürcher compared to Kattan [12]

Figure 2.10: Two-phase flow pattern map of Thome-El Hajal compared to Zürcher [12]
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Figure 2.11: Two-phase flow pattern map of Thome-El Hajal
at three mass velocities G = 100, 200 and 300 kg/m2s [12]
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2.3 Flow regime transition modelling

2.3.1 Geometrical parameters and void fraction models

Some geometrical definitions are necessary for the flow regime transition mod-
elling. Taitel and Dukler [17] defined these geometrical parameters in terms of
an equilibrium liquid level. A separated flow void fraction model was assumed to
determine the generalized relationship for this equilibrium liquid level. Later on,
Thome and El Hajal [33] introduced a drift flux void fraction model to determine
the same geometrical parameters.

Geometric definitions of Taitel and Dukler

Consider a separated flow with liquid flowing at the bottom and vapour at the top
of the tube, each phase with its own mean velocityU , as shown in Figure2.13.
The equilibrium liquid levelhL is the height of the liquid level, measured from
the bottom of the tube, assuming that all the liquid is present below the hori-
zontal vapour-liquid interface.̃hL is the dimensionless form of the equilibrium
level, (Eq. (2.7a)). Several dimensionless geometrical parameters are identified
(Eqs. (2.7)) as function of this equilibrium liquid level̃hL (Eqs. (2.8)), with S the
perimeter andA the cross-section of the tube. So, if the equilibrium liquid level is
known, these geometric parameters can be calculated.

Figure 2.13: Equilibrium stratified flow [17]

h̃L =
hL

D
S̃i =

Si

D
(2.7a)

S̃L =
SL

D
S̃V =

SV

D
(2.7b)

ÃL =
AL

D2
ÃV =

AV

D2
(2.7c)
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S̃i =
√

1− (2h̃L − 1)2 (2.8a)

S̃L = π − cos−1(2h̃L − 1) (2.8b)

S̃V = cos−1(2h̃L − 1) (2.8c)

ÃL = 0.25
[
π − cos−1(2h̃L − 1) + (2h̃L − 1)

√
1− (2h̃L − 1)2

]
(2.8d)

ÃV = 0.25
[
cos−1(2h̃L − 1)− (2h̃L − 1)

√
1− (2h̃L − 1)2

]
(2.8e)

Geometric definitions of Steiner

Steiner [14] recalculated the relationships of the geometrical parameters and pre-
sented them in the form of Eqs. (2.9). These equations were also used by Kattan et
al. [18] and Z̈urcher et al. [31].

For h̃L ≤ 0.5

S̃L =
1
3

[
8h̃0.5

L − 2
(
h̃L(1− h̃L)

)0.5
]

(2.9a)

S̃V = π − S̃L (2.9b)

ÃL =
1
15

h̃L

[
12
(
h̃L(1− h̃L)

)0.5

+ 8h̃0.5
L

]
(2.9c)

ÃV =
π

4
− ÃL (2.9d)

For h̃L > 0.5

S̃V =
1
3

[
8(1− h̃L)0.5 − 2

(
h̃L(1− h̃L)

)0.5
]

(2.9e)

S̃L = π − S̃V (2.9f)

ÃV =
1
15

(1− h̃L)
[
12
(
h̃L(1− h̃L)

)0.5

+ 8(1− h̃L)0.5

]
(2.9g)

ÃL =
π

4
− ÃV (2.9h)

For0 ≤ h̃L ≤ 1

S̃i = 2
[
h̃L(1− h̃L)

]0.5

(2.9i)
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Separated flow void fraction model of Taitel and Dukler

To find the equilibrium liquid levelhL of the separated flow model, Taitel and
Dukler considered the momentum balance of each phase, Eqs. (2.10) with α the
angle from the horizontal plane.

−AL

(
dP

dx

)
− τWLSL + τiSi + ρLALg sinα = 0 (2.10a)

−AV

(
dP

dx

)
− τWV SV − τiSi + ρV AV g sinα = 0 (2.10b)

Equating the pressure drop and considering a horizontal tube results in Eq. (2.11).

τWV
SV

AV
− τWL

SL

AL
+ τiSi

(
1

AL
+

1
AV

)
= 0 (2.11)

The shear stresses can be evaluated with conventional correlations (Eqs. (2.12)-
(2.13)). The liquid resistance is similar to that of open-channel flow and the vapour
to closed-duct flow. The vapour interfacial shear stress is evaluated with the same
equation as the vapour wall shear, sinceuV >> ui applies at flow rate conditions
where transitions are observed.DL andDV are hydraulic diameters evaluated
with Eqs. (2.14). Taitel and Dukler [17] usedCV = CL = 0.046, n = m = 0.2
for turbulent flow andCV = CL = 16, n = m = 1.0 for laminar flow.

τWL = fL
ρLu2

L

2
(2.12a)

τWV = fV
ρV u2

V

2
(2.12b)

τi = fi
ρV (uV − ui)2

2
(2.12c)

fL = CL

(
DLuL

νL

)−n

fV = CV

(
DV uV

νV

)−m

(2.13)

DL =
4AL

SL
DV =

4AV

(SV + Si)
(2.14)

Making these equations dimensionless withD for length,D2 for surface area and
uLS en uV S for the velocities, yields Eq. (2.15) with X the Lockhart-Martinelli
parameter (Eq. (2.16)).

X2

[(
ũLD̃L

)−n

ũ2
L

S̃L

ÃL

]

−

[(
ũV D̃V

)−m

ũ2
V

(
S̃V

ÃV

+
S̃i

ÃL

+
S̃i

ÃV

)]
= 0 (2.15)
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X2 =
|(dP/dx)L|
|(dP/dx)V |

=

4CL

D

(
uLSD

νL

)−n
ρLu2

LS

2
4CV

D

(
uV SD

νV

)−m
ρV u2

V S

2

(2.16)

All dimensionless parameters in these equations are only dependent on the dimen-
sionless liquid level̃hL. Thus, a unique solution exists betweenX andh̃L. When
a two-phase flow condition is given, the equilibrium liquid level can now be calcu-
lated, based on the momentum balance of the separated flow model. The difference
in using coefficients for turbulent vapour flow with laminar liquid flow or turbu-
lent vapour/turbulent liquid flow in these equations, was found remarkably small
and of no significance in practice. Therefore only the turbulent/turbulent case is
further considered [15]. The Martinelli parameterX in that case reduces toXtt of
Eq. (2.6a).

Rouhani-Axelsson drift flux void fraction model

The determination of̃hL by using the separated void fraction model of Taitel and
Dukler is rather complex. Therefore, Thome and El Hajal [33] proposed an easier
implementation to calculate the geometric parameters. Because Kattan et al. [37]
used the Rouhani-Axelsson drift flux model (Eq. (2.17)) in their flow boiling heat
transfer model, it makes sense to use the same void fraction model in the flow
pattern map. Due to the incorporation of a velocity profile and a void distribution
profile, the Rouhani-Axelsson model can be used for all horizontal flow regimes.
It is thus an even better choice.
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Figure 3 Geometrical parameters for two-phase flow in a circular
tube.

In this formulation, there are six equations that must
be solved iteratively to find the value of h. Further-
more, this calculation is de facto a void fraction model
(of Taitel-Dukler) because the cross-sectional area of
the flow occupied by the vapor is determined, unlike
the flow boiling model of Kattan, Thome, and Favrat
[2], which uses instead the Rouhani-Axelsson drift
flux model for the void fraction, advantageously giv-
ing the void fraction as a function of total mass flux
G total. Hence, it makes sense to use the same void frac-
tion model in both the flow pattern map and the flow
boiling heat transfer model, for which the Rouhani-
Axelsson model is a better choice as a general method
because

ε = x

ρV

[(
1 + 0.12(1 − x)

(
x

ρV
+ 1 − x

ρL

))

+ 1.18(1 − x)[gσ(ρL − ρV )]0.25

G totalρ
0.5
L

]−1

(2)

From the cross-sectional area of the tube A, the values
of AL , AV , ALd , and AV d are directly determinable
without iteration:

AL = A(1 − ε) (3)

AV = Aε (4)

ALd = AL

d2
i

(5)

AV d = AV

d2
i

(6)

The stratified angle of the dry perimeter of the tube
θstrat in Figure 3 remains the only parameter that must
be solved for in an iterative manner from the following
geometrically defined equation:

ALd = 1

8
[(2π − θstrat) − sin(2π − θstrat)] (7)

The dimensionless liquid height can then be determined
from the geometric expression:

hLd = 0.5

(
1 − cos

(
2π − θstrat

2

))
(8)

PLd and PV d are no longer used in the solution. The
geometric expression for Pid in terms of θstrat is

Pid = sin

(
2π − θstrat

2

)
(9)

Now the transition curve between stratified-wavy flow
and intermittent and annular flows is determined using
the updated expression of Zürcher, Thome, and Favrat
[3] for Gwavy, where Gwavy is in kg/m2 s:

Gwavy =
{

16A3
V d gdiρLρV

x2π
2(1 − (2hLd − 1)2)

0.5

×
[

π2

25h2
Ld

(1 − x)−F1(q)
(

We

Fr

)−F2(q)

L
+ 1

]}0.5

+ 50 − 75e−
(

(x2−0.97)2

x(1−x)

)
(10)

Similarly, the transition curve from stratified-wavy flow
to fully stratified flow is determined using the other up-
dated expression of Zürcher, Thome, and Favrat [3] for
Gstrat, where Gstrat is in kg/m2 s:

Gstrat =
{

(226.3)2 ALd A2
V dρV (ρL − ρV )µL g

x2(1 − x)π3

}
+ 20x

(11)

The other transition curves are determined as in the orig-
inal method. Thus, the transition between intermittent
flow and annular flow (the vertical line on Figure 2)
is given by xIA, which is determined by setting the
Martinelli parameter X tt equal to 0.34:

xIA =
{[

0.2914

(
ρV

ρL

)−1/1.75(
µL

µV

)−1/7]
+ 1

}−1

(12)

This transition has a low bound where it intersects the
transition curve of Gwavy (as shown in Figure 2) and
an upper bound where it intersects the transition curve
of Gmist (which is not quite visible in Figure 2). The
transition curve from annular and intermittent flow to

heat transfer engineering vol. 24 no. 6 2003 5

Figure 2.14: Stratified angleθstrat [33]
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ε =
x

ρG

[
(1 + 0.12(1− x))

[
x

ρG
+

1− x

ρL

]

+
1.18(1− x) [gσ(ρL − ρG)]1/4

Gρ
1/2
L

]−1

(2.17)

Using this void fractionε, the geometrical parameters can be determined for
Eqs. (2.18). h̃L and S̃i can be expressed as a function ofθstrat. In Figure2.14,
θstrat is depicted. It is the angle of the dry perimeter when a horizontal liquid
level is assumed.θstrat can be determined by solving the geometrical equation,
Eq. (2.19). But, Thome [34] proposed the approximative expression of Biberg for
θstrat as function ofε, Eq. (2.20). This way, any iterative procedure is avoided.
θstrat can directly be evaluated whenε is known.

ÃL =
A(1− ε)

D2
(2.18a)

ÃV =
Aε

D2
(2.18b)

h̃L = 0.5
[
1− cos

(
2π − θstrat

2

)]
(2.18c)

S̃i = sin

(
2π − θstrat

2

)
(2.18d)

ÃL =
1
8

[(2π − θstrat)− sin(2π − θstrat)] (2.19)

θstrat = 2π − 2
{

π(1− ε)

+
(

3π

2

)1/3 [
1− 2(1− ε) + (1− ε)1/3 − ε1/3

]
− 1

200
(1− ε)ε [1− 2(1− ε)]

[
1 + 4

(
(1− ε)2 + ε2

)]}
(2.20)

2.3.2 Stratified/non-stratified flow transition

Taitel-Dukler

The theoretical basis for the stratified/non-stratified transition is the Kelvin-Helm-
holtz instability. Consider a separated flow model with a wave on the vapour-liquid
interface (Figure2.15). In the cross-section at the top of the liquid wave, the cross-
section occupied by the vapour is smaller compared to the cross-section at equilib-
rium. The vapour phase will therefore accelerate, causing a pressure reduction at
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Figure 2.15: Kelvin-Helmholtz instability for a solitary wave [17]

the top of the wave, which will cause the wave to grow. This effect is counteracted
by gravity. The condition for growth of a finite wave is given by Eqs. (2.21) [17].
HerehV is the distance between the upper plate and the equilibrium liquid level
anduV the velocity at that position. The prime′ refers to the position at the top of
the wave. This instability criterion can be simplified to Eqs. (2.22).

P − P ′ > (hV − h′V )(ρL − ρV )g (2.21a)

P − P ′ = 1/2ρV (u′2V − u2
V ) (2.21b)

uV > C1

[
g(ρL − ρV )hV

ρV

]1/2

(2.22a)

C1 =

 2
hV

h′V

(
hV

h′V
+ 1
)
1/2

(2.22b)

For an infinitesimal disturbancehV /h′V → 1.0, C1 → 1.0, which results in
the stability criterion of Kelvin-Helmoltz for infinite waves between two horizontal
plates (Eq. (2.23)). Further extending this criterion to a round pipe geometry for
small, though finite, disturbances yields Eq. (2.24), whereC2 is estimated using
Eq. (2.25).

uV ≥
[
g(ρL − ρV )hV

ρV

]1/2

(2.23)

uV > C2

[
g(ρL − ρV )AV

ρV dAL/dhL

]1/2

(2.24)

C2 '
A′

V

AV
' 1− hL

D
(2.25)

In a dimensionless form the stratified/non-stratified transition is written as
Eqs. (2.26) with Fr′ a modified Froude number.
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Fr′2

[
1

C2
2

ũV dÃL/dh̃L

ÃV

]
≥ 1 (2.26a)

Fr′ =
√

ρV

(ρL − ρV )
uV√
Dg

(2.26b)

dÃL/dh̃L =
√

1− (2h̃L − 1)2 (2.27)

ÃL andÃV are calculated using Eqs. (2.8). Note that alsodÃL/dh̃L is only
dependent on the equilibrium liquid levelh̃L. This transition is thus uniquely
determined byXtt andF = Fr′.

Steiner

Steiner [14] reported a similar transition, but included a surface tension effect by
introducing

(
Fr
We

)
L

. An iterative method is still needed to find the equilibrium

liquid level h̃L using Eq. (2.15). ÃL, ÃV are determined with Eqs. (2.9).

F ≥ 16Ã3
V

π3

√
1−

(
2h̃L − 1

)2

(
π2

25h̃2
L

(
Fr

We

)
L

+ 1

)
(2.28a)

with (
Fr

We

)
L

=
(

u2
L

gD

σ

ρLu2
LD

)
=

σ

gD2ρL
(2.28b)

and

F =
G2x2

gDρLρG
(2.28c)

Kattan-Thome-Favrat

Kattan et al. [18] started with rewriting Eqs. (2.28) into theG-x form. The bound-
ary is moved up by adding a constant of 50 to better fit their experimental obser-
vations. A second modification is the introduction of a heat flux dependency to
incorporate partial dry-out at high vapour qualitiesx > 0.6 (Eqs. (2.30)). The flow
map is thus converted into a diabatic map. A relationship between the heat flux and
We/Fr is proposed. The factor(1− x)F1(q) limits the influence ofF2(q) up on
We/Fr to x > 0.6. The critical heat flux,qcrit, is determined with the correlation
of Kutateladze, Eq. (2.31). The changes of this boundary compared to the Steiner
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version is illustrated in Figure2.8.

Gwavy =

{
16Ã3

V gDρLρG

x2π2(1− (2h̃L − 1)2)0.5
·

[
π2

25h̃2
L

(1− x)F1(q)

(
We

Fr

)F2(q)

L

+ 1

]}0.5

+ 50 (2.29)

F1(q) = 646.0
(

q

qcrit

)2

+ 64.8
(

q

qcrit

)
(2.30a)

F2(q) = 18.8
(

q

qcrit

)
+ 1.023 (2.30b)

qcrit = 0.131ρ
1/2
V ∆hG [g (ρL − ρV )σL]1/4 (2.31)

Zürcher-Favrat-Thome

The transition from stratified-wavy to intermittent/annular flow of Kattan-Thome-
Favrat was found to be too high at high vapour qualities. Therefore, Zürcher et
al. [31] added an extra empirical term, Eq. (2.32). Zürcher also noticed that the
influence of the heat flux on the onset of dry-out was too strong. Based on a large
number of new ammonia data at high heat fluxes, the heat flux effect was reduced
using new exponentsF1(q) andF2(q), Eqs. (2.33). The shift of the transition to
higher heat fluxes is illustrated in Figure2.9.

Gwavy = Gwavy,Kattan − 75e−[(x2−0.97)2/x(1−x)] (2.32)

F1(q) = 24.12
(

q

qcrit

)
(2.33a)

F2(q) = 4.825
(

q

qcrit

)
+ 1 (2.33b)

Later, Z̈urcher et al. [32] developed a new version of the flow map to better respect
their observations with ammonia. This map includes a wave dissipation function
in the stratified-wavy to intermittent/annular flow transition. But, it is complex to
be implemented. These modifications were not included in later updates.
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Thome-El Hajal

Thome and El Hajal [33] went back to the equations of Zürcher et al. [31], Eq. (2.32).
The influence of the heat flux is this time reduced compared to the version of
Kattan-Thome-Favrat by usingq/2 in the correction factors, Eqs. (2.34). In this
map, the geometrical parameters are calculated using the Rouhani-Axelsson drift
flux model (Eqs. (2.18)).

F1(q) = 646.0
(

q/2
qcrit

)2

+ 64.8
(

q/2
qcrit

)
(2.34a)

F2(q) = 18.8
(

q/2
qcrit

)
+ 1.023 (2.34b)

Wojtan-Ursenbacher-Thome version

Wojtan [12] found that all previous attempts of introducing a heat flux effect were
not fully successful in predicting partial dry-out. From a detailed study of dry-out,
new boundaries for partial dry-out and mist flow were introduced (cf.§ 2.3.6).
The influence of stratified-wavy flow to intermittent or annular flow was again
made independent of the heat flux. They went back to the original transition line
of Kattan et al. [18] (Eq. (2.29)) but without the heat flux modification.

Gwavy =

{
16Ã3

V gDρLρG

x2π2

(
1−

(
2h̃L − 1

)2
)0.5 ·

[
π2

25h̃2
L

(
We

Fr

)−1

L

+ 1

]}0.5

+ 50 (2.35)

Further study of the flow regimes at low mass velocities with a void fraction tech-
nique and visual observations resulted in a subdivision of the stratified-wavy zone
into:

• Slug zone:G > Gwavy(xIA), only liquid slugs

• Slug/stratified-wavy zone:Gstrat < G < Gwavy(xIA) andx < xIA, a
mixed flow structure of liquid slugs and stratified-wavy interfaces

• Stratified wavy zone:x ≥ xIA, fully stratified-wavy flows without any slugs

with xIA the vapour quality at the transition from intermittent to annular flow
(Figure2.12). The flow structures of the subdivisions are illustrated in Figure2.16.
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(a) Slug zone

(b) Slug/Stratified-wavy zone

(c) Stratified-wavy zone

Figure 2.16: Subdivisions of the stratified-wavy zone [21]

2.3.3 Intermittent/annular flow transition

When finite waves are expected to grow, two events can take place. A stable slug
can form when the supply of liquid in the film is large enough to provide the liquid
needed to maintain such a slug. Or, when the level is inadequate, the wave is swept
up the wall to create an annular flow. This suggests that the intermittent-annular
transition only depends on the liquid level in stratified equilibrium flow. So, Tai-
tel and Dukler [17] assumed that intermittent flow will develop, if the equilibrium
liquid level is above the pipe center line. This is explained by considering a si-
nusoidal wave. If the level is above the center line, the peak will reach the top
before the depression reaches the bottom, and then a blockage of the gas passage
and slugging results. If the liquid level is below the center line, the inverse will be
true and slugging will be impossible.hL/D = 0.5 corresponds to a constant value
of Xtt = 1.6. ForX ≥ 1.6 annular flow will occur and forXtt < 1.6 intermittent
flow.

Steiner [14] found a better agreement with experimental data when the bound-
ary is moved toXtt = 0.34, corresponding to lower values ofhL/D. Kattan et
al. [18] used the same value as Steiner, i.e.Xtt = 0.34 and solved Eq. (2.36) to
the vapour quality x, Eq. (2.37). This transition gives a vertical line in aG-x flow
map. No further modifications were made for this transition by Zürcher et al. [32],
Thome and El Hajal [33] and Wojtan et al. [21].

Xtt =
(

1− x

x

)0.875(
ρV

ρL

)0.5(
µL

µV

)0.125

= 0.34 (2.36)
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xIA =

{[
0.341/0.875

(
ρV

ρL

)−1/1.75(
µL

µV

)−1/7
]

+ 1

}−1

(2.37)

Taitel and Dukler [17] mentioned that this intermittent-annular flow transition
is a gradual one, since it is not possible to distinguish an aerated slug from annular
flow with large roll waves. This makes a probability based approach interesting in
this transition area.

2.3.4 Stratified/stratified-wavy flow transition

Stratified-wavy flows occur under conditions were the velocity of the vapour is
sufficiently high to cause interfacial waves, but slower than that needed for rapid
wave growth which causes transition to intermittent or annular flow. Taitel and
Dukler [17] suggested to use the wave generation condition of Jeffreys (1925) [38]
which uses the wave propagation velocityc, a buoyancy factor, the liquid kine-
matic velocityνL and a sheltering coefficients (Eq. (2.38)). AssuminguV >> c

anduL = c under the transition conditions, this criterion can be approximated to
Eq. (2.39) and made dimensionless (Eqs. (2.40)).

(uV − c)2c >
4νLg(ρL − ρV )

sρV
(2.38)

uV ≥
[
4νL(ρL − ρV )g

sρV uL

]1/2

(2.39)

K ≥ 2√
ũLũV

√
s

(2.40a)

K2 = Fr′V ReLS =
[

ρV u2
V S

(ρL − ρV ) Dg

] [
DuLS

νL

]
(2.40b)

Because of a lack of appropriate data, the sheltering factor was set tos = 0.01.
Taitel and Dukler mentioned that this transition curve was only an approximation,
but based on a physically realistic model and rather insensitive to changes inc/uL

ands.
Steiner [14] modifieds to 0.005 and rewrote Eq. (2.40a) in the form of Eqs. (2.41)

using superficial velocities (Eqs. (1.4)). Note thatReLSFr′V = K2 in Eq. (2.40a).

ReLFr′V ≥ (226.3)2

π2
ÃLÃ2

V (2.41a)

ReLFr′V =
G3x2 (1− x)

ρV (ρL − ρV ) µLg
(2.41b)
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Kattan et al. [18] only rewrote these equations into theG-x format, Eq. (2.42),
but Zürcher et al. [31] added+20x to this expression to better fit experimental ob-
servations at low mass velocities. This moves the transition line to slightly higher
G values at high vapour qualities, as shown in Figure2.9. The same transition
criterion was used by Thome and El Hajal [33].

Gstrat =

{
(226.3)2 ÃLÃ2

V ρV (ρL − ρV )µLg

x2(1− x)π3

}1/3

(2.42)

Gstrat = Gstrat,Kattan + 20x (2.43)

Wojtan et al. [21] further studied the low vapour quality area and noticed that
stratified flow does not occur at mass velocities as high as predicted by Eq. (2.43).
They therefore returned to the version of Kattan-Thome-Favrat and added an upper
limit for stratified flow. Whenx > xIA, Eq. (2.42) applies. Forx ≤ xIA, Gstrat =
Gstrat(xIA).

2.3.5 Intermittent/bubbly flow transition

At high liquid rates and low vapour rates, the equilibrium liquid levelhL ap-
proaches the top of the tube. With such a fast running liquid stream the vapour
tends to mix with the liquid. Therefore Taitel and Dukler [17] suggested that the
transition todispersed bubble flowtakes place when the turbulent fluctuations are
strong enough to overcome the buoyancy forces which tend to keep the vapour at
the top of the tube. The buoyancy force per unit length of the gas region in a hor-
izontal tube is given by Eq. (2.44). The force acting because of turbulence can be
estimated by Eqs. (2.45), with v′ the radial velocity fluctuation whose root-mean-
square value is estimated to be approximately equal to the friction velocity.

FB = gAV (ρL − ρV ) (2.44)

FT = 1/2ρLv′2Si (2.45a)

(v′2)1/2 = uL

(
fL

2

)1/2

(2.45b)

Dispersion takes place whenFT ≥ FB (Eq. (2.46)) or in a dimensionless form,
Eqs. (2.47). T can be considered as the ratio of the turbulent to the gravity forces
acting on the vapour. Again, Eq. (2.47) is only dependent oñhL.

uL ≥
[
4AV

Si

g

fL

(
1− ρV

ρL

)]1/2

(2.46)
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T 2 ≥ 8ÃV

S̃iũ2
L

(
ũLD̃L

)−n (2.47a)

T =
[
|(dP/dx)LS |
(ρL − ρV ) g

]1/2

=


4CL

D

(
uLSD

νL

)−n
ρLu2

LS

2
(ρL − ρV ) g


1/2

(2.47b)

Steiner [14] usedfL = 0.3164/Re0.25
L instead of0.046/Re0.2

L . Then, Eqs. (2.49)
are found for the annular/bubbly flow transition, using Eqs. (2.48).

uLS =
G(1− x)

ρL
(2.48a)

ũL =
Ã

ÃL

(2.48b)

(FrEu)L ≥
128ÃV Ã2

L

π2S̃i

(2.49a)

(FrEu)L =
ξLG2 (1− x)2

2DρL (ρL − ρV ) g
(2.49b)

ξL =
0.3164
Re0.25

L

(2.49c)

ReL =
G(1− x)D

µL
(2.49d)

Kattan et al. [18] finally rewrote the Eqs. (2.49) in to theG-x format. In later
updates, this transition was not further mentioned because of the limited practical
use.

Gbubbly =

[
256ÃV Ã2

LD1.25ρL(ρL − ρV )g
0.3164(1− x)1.75π2S̃iµ0.25

L

]1/1.75

(2.50)

2.3.6 Annular flow/dry-out-mist flow transtion

Taitel and Dukler

The work of Taitel and Dukler [17] only considered adiabatic two-phase flow.
Steiner [14] postulates a criterion for mist flow (Eq. (2.51) and Eqs. (2.52)), but
did not describe the physical ideas behind it. Nevertheless,X < 0.51 corresponds
to a maximum equilibrium liquid level. Eqs. (2.52) is a criterion for a modified
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Froude number which has to be high enough. It contains a surface tension effect
(Fr/We)L to ensure that liquid is present in the form of droplets.

X < 0.51 (2.51)

and

G2x2

gDρLρV
≥ 7680Ã2

V

π2ξPh

(
Fr

We

)
L

(2.52a)

ξPh =
[
1.138 + 2 log

π

1.5ÃL

]−2

(2.52b)

Kattan-Thome-Favrat

Kattan et al. [18] noticed an anomaly in the mist flow transition curve of Steiner.
According to the Steiner map, a mist flow could change back to annular flow when
increasing the vapour quality at a constant mass velocity. This is visible in Fig-
ure2.8. Kattan [15] did not observe this phenomena and did not find a physical
reason neither. A solution for this problem is keeping the mass velocity of the
transition curve constant at the minimum value of transition curve until the end of
the evaporation process.

Gmist =


[

7680ÃV gDρV ρL

x2π2ξP h

(
Fr
We

)
L

]0,5

, x < xmin

Gmin , x > xmin

(2.53)

with xmin the vapour quality corresponding with the minimum value of Eq. (2.53).

Wojtan-Ursenbacher-Thome

To better describe the influence of heat flux upon the flow regimes, Wojtan et
al. [21] did not try to include this effect into the transition from stratified-wavy
to intermittent/annular flow. Their starting point is the heat transfer data. At the
onset of dry-out, a sharp fall in heat transfer coefficient is present until the entire
liquid fraction is vaporized and mist flow occurs. Thus, the fall of the heat transfer
coefficient corresponds to the transition towards partial dry-out.

Mori et al. [16] constructed a correlation for the dry-out inception quality,xdi,
and the dry-out completion qualityxde. Wojtan et al. [12] further developed these
correlations by including the effect of heat flux and fitting them to their own ex-
perimental data (cf.§ 3.5.3). The critical heat fluxqcrit is evaluated using the
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correlation of Kutateladze, Eq. (2.31).

xdi = 0.58e
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xde = 0.61e
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Rearranging the equations into theG-x format results in the dry-out incep-
tion and dry-out completion transitions (Eqs. (2.55)). These new transition lines
introduce the dry-out zone into the flow map, as illustrated in Figure2.12.
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3
Heat transfer of evaporating in-tube

refrigerant flow

In the previous chapter, the differences in two-phase flow regimes were discussed
and their transition models were examined. This chapter aims at investigating the
interaction between the two-phase flow patterns and the heat transfer by studying
the flow boiling heat transfer models from literature.

The first attempts in modelling in-tube flow boiling were purely empirical.
In theseenhanced single phase correlations, correction factors for single phase
models were introduced based on dimensionless numbers. They do not incorporate
a direct coupling between the flow phenomena or boiling mechanisms and the heat
transfer predictions.

Superpositionandasymptotic correlationsinstead consider two different heat
transfer mechanisms: thenucleate boiling heat transferand theconvective boil-
ing heat transfer. Nucleate flow boiling is similar to nucleate pool boiling under
natural convection conditions, except for the effects of the flow on bubble growth,
bubble departure and bubble induced convection. Convective boiling refers to the
convective process between the wall and the liquid-phase and between the vapour-
liquid interface.

Flow pattern based methodsare the first to also take flow pattern characteristics
into account. Recently,probabilistic methodshave been developed which try to
combine flow pattern specific correlations using probabilistic data obtained with
a certain measurement technique. Because of their explicit use of two-phase flow
patterns, both the flow pattern based methods and probabilistic methods will be
examined in more detail for shortcomings, potential improvements and general
applicability.
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3.1 Boiling phenomena

3.1.1 Nucleate boiling

Pool boiling is the generation of vapour at a surface immersed in a pool of liquid.
Depending on the heat flux or the temperature difference between the surface and
the liquid, different regions exist. In Figure3.1, the different regions are shown
in a pool boiling curve. The heat flux is set out against the difference between the
wall temperature and the saturation temperature of the liquid. At low heat flux,
no bubble formation occurs and heat is transferred by natural convection only.
Increasing the heat flux, the first bubbles appear but they do not detach from the
surface until a much higher bubble population is reached. This process in which
vapour generation occurs by nucleation at a surface is know asnucleate boiling.
At a critical heat fluxqCHF (= qmax at point C in Figure3.1), the bubbles coalesce
to form a continuous vapour layer on the heated surface. The heat transfer process
in this region, known asfilm boiling, is much less efficient than in the nucleate
boiling region. The surface may become very hot. In thetransitional boiling
region, between the maximum atqCHF and the minimum in the curveqmin (point
D), the surface becomes partially dry.

Figure 3.1: Pool boiling curve [39]

Thesaturated nucleate boilingregion is limited by theonset of nucleate boiling
qONB (point A) and thecritical heat fluxqCHF (point C). Only this region is
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further considered. The surface temperature does not vary a lot betweenqONB and
qCHF . The pool boiling curve is often expressed in the form of an empirical power
law (Eq. (3.1)). TW is the wall temperature andTsat the saturation temperature of
the liquid. C and n are constants depending on the physical properties of the
liquid and vapour and upon the nucleation properties of the surface such as surface
orientation, surface roughness, surface wettability, etc.

TW − Tsat = Cqn (3.1)

Due to the lack of a successful mechanistic model for nucleate boiling, ex-
perimental correlations are to be used for nucleate boiling prediction. Many di-
mensionless relationships tried to use the formNu = CRenPrm, with varying
alternatives for the dimensionless parameters. The heat transfer coefficienthnb

is defined as function of heat fluxq andexcess temperature∆TE = TW − Tsat

(Eq. (3.2)).

hnb =
q

TW − Tsat
(3.2)

• Forster and Zuber [40] (Eq. (3.3)) used an equilibrium bubble radius as the
characteristic length scale forNu andRe and a bubble growth velocity as
the velocity inRe. ∆psat is the difference in vapour pressures at the wall
temperature and the saturation temperature.

hnb = 0.00122

[
λ0.79

L c0.45
p,L ρ0.49

L

σ0.5µ0.29
L h0.24

LV ρ0.24
V

]
∆T 0.24

sat ∆p0.75
sat (3.3)

• The correlation of Rohsenow [41] (Eq. (3.4)) uses the bubble diameter at
departure from the surface and the superficial liquid velocity towards the
surface instead.Csf is a parameter to account for differences in nucleation
properties between liquid-surface combination.

q = µLhLV

[
g(ρL − ρV )

σ

]0.5(
cp,L∆T

CsfhLV Prn
L

)3

(3.4)

The previous correlations have not been effective for predicting independently
obtained data according to Collier and Thome [11]. Stephan and Abdelsalam [42]
have developed more accurate nucleate pool boiling correlations for several classes
of fluids (water, refrigerants and organic fluids) using statistical regression tech-
niques. The correlation for refrigerants (Eq. (3.5)) is valid for reduced pressures
0.003 ≤ pr ≤ 0.78. This reduced pressurepr is defined as the working pressure
divided by the pressure at the critical point:pr =p/pc.

hnb = 207
λL

D

(
qD

λLTsat

)0.745(
ρV

ρL

)0.581

Pr0.533
L (3.5)
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The previous methods require the knowledge of thermophysical properties,
which are complicated to evaluate. Also surface conditions induce a consider-
able and inevitable uncertainty (Collier and Thome [11]). Therefore, Cooper [43]
(Eq. (3.6a)) eliminated a lot of these thermophysical properties by incorporating
them as a power of the reduced pressurepr. In this simple correlation onlypr, the
molecular weightM and the surface roughnessRp are used. This correlation is
based on more than 6000 experimental points related to over 100 publications. If
the surface roughnessRp is unknown, it is set to1.0 µm (Eq. (3.6b))

hnb = 55(pr)0.12−0.2logRp(−logpr)−55M−0.5q0.67 (3.6a)

hnb = 55(pr)0.12(−logpr)−55M−0.5q0.67 (3.6b)

Finally, the method of Gorenflo et al. [44] can be mentioned. This method
(Eqs. (3.7)-(3.9)) uses reference heat transfer coefficients at a given standard con-
dition (pr,0 = 0.1, Rp,0 = 0.4 µm, q0 = 20 kW/m2. This reference valueh0 is
listed for several organic fluids and refrigerants (for R134a,h0 = 4500 W/m2K).
At other conditions, a pressure correction factor, a heat flux correction factor and a
surface roughness correction factor are to be used. For the listed fluids, this method
gives accurate results. For other fluids, experimental values at the reference con-
ditions can be used as input.

hnb = h0FPF

(
q

q0

)nf
(

Rp

Rp,0

)0.133

(3.7)

FPF = 1.2p0.27
r + 2.5pr +

pr

1− pr
(3.8)

nf = 0.9− 0.3p0.3
r (3.9)

Collier and Thome [11] recommend the correlation of Cooper for used with re-
frigerants, water and organic fluids with poorly defined physical properties. Stephan
and Abdelsalam [42] reported that their equation correlates the data within 15%
mean absolute error. Gorenflo et al. [44] reported deviations of about±20%. But,
Kandlikar et al. [39] remark that any of these equations should be used with cau-
tion, as large deviations between actual data and predictions can occur when the
conditions under which the data used in developing the correlation are not dupli-
cated.

3.1.2 Convective boiling

Convective heat transfer is energy exchange between a fluid and a surface or at a
vapour-liquid interface. Important parameters used for describing the phenomena
are the Reynolds number (inertia forces to viscous forces) and the Prandtl number
(the ratio of the molecular diffusivity of momentumµ/ρ to the molecular diffusiv-
ity of heatλ/(ρcp)).
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The most commonly used correlation for in-tube convective heat transfer is
known as the Dittus-Boelter (1930) correlation (Eq. (3.10)). This equation is suit-
able for both the liquid phase and the vapour phases when using an appropriate
turbulent Reynolds number.

hcb = 0.023Re0.8Pr0.4 λ

D
(3.10)

Kattan et al. [37] obtained new empirical constants based on 1141 experimental
points for 5 refrigerants, where the Reynolds number is based on the film thickness
δ of a turbulent annular film instead of the tube diameter. This makes the correla-
tion more related to the nature of most two-phase flows. The film thickness can be
calculated with the void fractionε and dry angleθdry.

hcb = 0.0133Re0.69
δ Pr0.4 λ

δ
(3.11)

The Gnielinski [45] correlation (Eqs. (3.12)) is another well known correlation
for the heat transfer prediction inside a tube. It is applicable over a wide Reynolds
range (2300 < Re < 5× 106, 0.5 < Pr < 2000), but surprisingly not very often
used in two-phase flow heat transfer models. Typical deviations reported for this
correlation are in the range of±10 % to±20 % depending on theRe range and
Pr range used [46].

hcb =
λ

D

(f/2)(Re− 1000)Pr

1 + 12.7(f/2)1/2(Pr2/3 − 1)
(3.12a)

f = (1.58ln(Re)− 3.28)−2 (3.12b)

3.2 Enhanced single-phase models

The enhanced single phase modelsassume that the two-phase flow heat transfer
coefficienthtp can be determined as a liquid single phase convective heat transfer
coefficienthL multiplied by an enhancement factorE:

htp = EhL (3.13)

• Shah [47] uses the Dittus-Boelter correlation with a liquid Reynold number
ReL. His enhancement factor is based on the liquid Froude numberFrL,
the boiling numberBo and a convection numberCo (Eqs. (3.14)). The liq-
uid Froude number is used to incorporate partial dry-out effects in horizontal
tubes (FrL < 0.04). It uses the boiling numberBo to implicitly identify the
nucleate boiling and nucleate boiling suppression regions. The only thermo-
physical property used inBo is the latent heathLV . The boiling regions are
thus only identified based onhLV , which is a weakness. A database of 800
measurement points (obtained with water, R11, R12, R22, R113 and cyclo-
hexane) was used to develop the correlation. According to the assessment
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of da Silva Lima et al. [48], this correlation produces homogeneous results
compared to 499 independent experimental data points, with a standard de-
viation of only 8%. But only 31% of the data is contained inside the±30%
error window.

ReL =
GD(1− x)

µL
(3.14a)

FrL =
G2

ρ2gD
(3.14b)

Bo =
q

GhLV
(3.14c)

Co =
(

1− x

x

)0.8(
ρV

ρL

)0.5

(3.14d)

• Kandlikar [49] proposed a general correlation for saturated two-phase flow
boiling inside horizontal and vertical tubes (Eq. (3.15)). His enhancement
factor is the sum of a convective term dependent onCo and a nucleate
boiling term dependent onBo. A fluid-dependent parameterFfl is incor-
porated in the nucleate boiling term. Values for some CFCs and HCFCs
are presented in tabular form. The same liquid Froude number criterion
FrL < 0.04 is used to incorporate stratification. This correlation was devel-
oped using a very extensive database covering tube diameters between 4.63
and 32 mm, mass velocities from 13 to 8179 kg/m2s and heat fluxes in the
range of 0.3 to 2280 kW/m2.

hTP

hL
= C1CoC2(25FrL)C5 + C3BoC4Ffl (3.15)

• Greco and Vanoli [50] proposed a modified Kandlikar equation based on
an experimental database with R404A and R410A (G = 290-1100 kg/m2s,
q = 11-39 kW/m2 andpsat = 3-12 bar). The fluid-dependent parameterFfl

in Eq. (3.15) was replaced by 0.74Fp. An averageFfl = 0.74 was thus de-
termined for R404A and R410A and a pressure correction factorFp was
introduced. ThisFp (Eq. (3.16)) takes into account the influence of the re-
duced pressure on the nucleate boiling term.

Fp = 3.73
(

p

pc

)n

+
(

2.53 +
5.66

1− (p/pc)4.26

)(
p

pc

)8.83

(3.16)

with

n = 1.1− 2.8
(

p

pc

)
(3.17)
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• Chaddock and Buzzard [51] proposed a strictly convective enhancement cor-
relation (Eq. (3.18)). The enhancement factor is only dependent on the Mar-
tinelli parameterXtt. The Dittus-Boelter equation is used forhL (Eq. (3.10))
using Eq. (1.16) for ReL. It is simple to apply, but does not identify any flow
pattern or boiling characteristic. 90 % of their R502 deviate less than±35%
with their correlation. According to the assessment of different flow boiling
correlations of da Silva Lima et al. [48], this correlation underpredicts his
experimental data with a mean error of -34.3%, but it is able to capture the
effects of the experimental parameters in annular flow.

E =
(

0.785
Xtt

)(
1 + 3.83X0.81

tt

)
(3.18)

3.3 Superposition models

In the superposition models, the two-phase flow heat transfer coefficientshtp are
assumed to be the sum of both nucleate and convective heat transfer coefficients
(Eq. (3.19)). The factorS is aboiling suppression factorwhich takes into account
the reduction of the nucleate boiling heat transfer with increasing vapour quality,
because of the reduction in thermal boundary layer thickness. The factorF is a
convective boiling enhancement factorwhich is always greater than 1 and takes
into account the heat transfer enhancement with increasing vapour quality due to
increasing fluid velocities.

htp = hnbS + hcbF (3.19)

• Chen [52] uses the Forster and Zuber correlation for the nucleate contri-
bution and the liquid Dittus-Boelter correlation for the convective contri-
bution. The boiling suppression factorS was evaluated with an empiri-
cal correlation as an inverse function of the two-phase Reynolds number:
ReTP =ReLF 1.25, with the enhancement factorF data fitted by using the
Martinelli parameterXtt. A correction for horizontal tubes can be made by
using the Froude number. The enhancement factorF is set equal to 1 when
1/Xtt ≤ 0.1.

S = (1 + 2.53 · 10−6ReTP )−1 (3.20a)

F =
(

1
Xtt

+ 0.213
)0.736

(3.20b)

• Gungor and Winterton [53] replaced the Forster and Zuber correlation with
the Cooper correlation for nucleate boiling in the method of Chen and de-
termined an enhancement factorF based on the boiling numberBo and the
Martinelli parameterXtt. This correlation was obtained with a very large
experimental database using water as well as refrigerants and ethylene gly-
col. The ranges of the important parameters are: 12.4≤G≤8179.3 kg/m2s,
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0.0≤x≤0.948, 0.3489≤ q≤2620 kW/m2, 2.95≤D≤32.0 mm, 0.0023≤
pr ≤0.895, 0.83≤PrL≤9.1. da Silva Lima et al. [48] found a very good
agreement with their experiments in the low heat transfer coefficient region,
when typically slug flows appear, but an underprediction at high heat trans-
fer coefficients, when mainly annular flows are present. The overall absolute
mean error was 23.1%.

S = (1 + 1.15 · 10−6F 2Re1.17
L )−1 (3.21a)

F = 1 + 24000Bo1.6 + 1.37X−0.86
tt (3.21b)

• Yu et al. [54] proposed a modification of the Gungor-Winterton correlation
using a limited database of measurements with R134a in a 10.7 mm tube at
Tsat = 6◦C (mass velocities ranging from 163 to 408 kg/m2s and heat fluxes
between 2.2 and 56 kW/m2). For the determination of the convective boil-
ing heat transfer coefficient they used the average liquid film thickness as
the characteristic length instead of the tube diameter. An average mean de-
viation of 19% was found with their own data.

• Jung and Radermacher [55] proposed a correlation for refrigerant mixtures
with the nucleate boiling correlation of Stephan and Abdelsalam. The sup-
pression factorS was expressed as a function of the Martinelli parameter
Xtt and of the Boiling numberBo, the enhancement factorF was ex-
pressed as a function of the Martinelli parameterXtt. Under the conditions
of their database (R12/R152a and R22/R114 mixtures,D = 9.1 mm, mass
velocities from 250 to 720 kg/m2s, heat fluxes between 10 and 45 kg/m2,
0.04≤x≤0.95 and 0.08≤ pr ≤0.16), mean deviations of 7.2% and 9.6%
were found for pure and mixed refrigerant respectively. Again, the correla-
tion captures the experimental parameters in the annular region according to
da Silva Lima [48], but not that well for slug and intermittent flows. A mean
error of -23.0% was found.

3.4 Asymptotic models

Theasymtotic modelscombine both heat transfer mechanisms with a power law:

htp = [(hnbFnb)n + (hcbFcb)n]1/n (3.22)

This way a smooth transition from the nucleate to the convective dominated
flow regime is assured. Settingn to 1 results in the superposition model. Withn
greater than 1, the value approaches asymptotically to the larger of the two terms.
In asymptotic models, a boiling suppression factorS is not necessary. Instead a
boiling correction factorFnb compensates for the differences between pool boiling
and flow boiling conditions. This parameter includes the influences of pressure,
heat flux, tube diameter and surface roughness.Fcb is a two-phase multiplier that
accounts for the enhancement of the liquid convection by a higher velocity of a
two-phase flow compared to a single-phase flow of liquid in a channel.
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• Kutateladze [56] proposed an asymtotic model withn = 2, where the value
of htp tends to the larger of the two values.

• Liu and Winterton [57] used a power of two as well. The data used for
developing this correlation was the same as for the Gungor-Winterton [53]
correlation. The Dittus-Boelter equation is used for the convective contribu-
tion, assuming that the entire mass flow rate flows as liquid in the channel.
The enhancement factorFcb was expressed as a function ofx, PrL, ρL, ρV .
The Cooper correlation was proposed for the nucleate boiling contribution.
The boiling correction factorFnb was found as an inverse function of the
enhancement factorFcb andReL. If the Fr < 0.05 then a Froude number
correction factor is used (Eqs. (3.24)). In the assessment of da Silva Lima et
al. [48], this method produced the highest number of points inside the±30%
error window. A mean error of -22.7% was found. The main contribution to
this mean error is due to the data points in the slug flow region.

Fcb = ef

[
1 + xPrL

(
ρL

ρV
− 1
)]0.35

(3.23a)

Fnb = es(1 + 0.055F 0.1
cb Re0.16

L )−1 (3.23b)

ef =

{
Fr(0.1−2Fr) , F r < 0.05
1 , F r ≥ 0.05

(3.24a)

es =

{√
Fr , Fr < 0.05

1 , F r ≥ 0.05
(3.24b)

• Steiner and Taborek [58] suggested a correlation for vertical tubes with a
powern of three.hcb is evaluated with the Gnielinski correlation (Eqs. (3.12))
based on the total flow as liquid. The enhancement factorFcb is derived as a
function ofx andρL/ρV . In the caseq < qONB an extra term is added. The
nucleate boiling termhnb is determined with a method similar to Goren-
flo [44]. The reference values are tabulated per fluid.

Fcb =
[
(1− x)1.5 + 1.9x0.6

(
ρL

ρV

)0.35
]1.1

q > qONB (3.25)

• Wattelet et al. [59] published an asymptotic correlation withn = 2.5 using
annular flow data of R12 and R134a. They used the Cooper correlation for
the nucleate boiling term and the Dittus-Boelter equation for the convec-
tive boiling term. Fcb uses the Lockhart-Martinelli parameter. For wavy-
stratified flow, a liquid Froude number correctionR was introduced in the
convective term. No boiling correction factorFnb was used.
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Fcb = 1 + 1.925X−0.83
tt (3.26a)

R =

{
1.32Fr0.2

L , F rL < 0.25
1 , F rL ≥ 0.25

(3.26b)

3.5 Flow pattern based models

In the flow pattern based models, different heat transfer correlations are combined
depending on the local two-phase flow pattern. The main purpose is to take into
account differences in flow regimes which have an effect on the heat transfer. The
most important factor is the part of the perimeter of the tube which is not wetted
by liquid. This occurs in stratified flow, stratified-wavy flow, partial dry-out flow
and mist flow.

Kattan et al. [18] proposed to calculate the heat transfer coefficient for the
wet and dry perimeter separately using Eq. (3.27a), with θdry the angle of the
dry part of the perimeter of the tube. Therefore, the local flow regime is first
determined by a flow pattern map. Depending on the local flow regime,θdry is
determined. The Dittus-Boelter equation (Eq. (3.10)) for the vapour phase is used
to determine the heat transfer coefficient of the dry perimeter sectionhV . The
heat transfer coefficient of the wet part of the perimeterhwet is predicted using an
asymptotic model withn = 3. The nucleate boiling term in this asymptotic model
is the Cooper correlation (Eq. (3.6b)) and the convective boiling term is calculated
with the Dittus-Boelter equation for the liquid phase (Eq. (3.11)) of a liquid film
flow.

Several updates of the Kattan-Thome-Favrat model [37] followed to simplify
the implementation of the flow pattern map, to incorporate more specific flow
regime effects and to expand the model for use with other refrigerants like the
HFCs [33], ammonia [32] and carbon dioxide [36] [60]. In the latest update of
Wojtan et al. [21] [61] a fixed boiling suppression factorS = 0.8 was introduced as
well. This version is suitable for HFC refrigerants and ammonia in tubes with inner
diameters between 5 and 14 mm. Conditions covered are 10≤G≤700 kg/m2s,
0≤x≤1, 0.4≤ q≤58 kW/m2. In the assessment of da Silva Lima et al. [48], a
absolute mean error of±21.1 % was found for this model, which is the lowest of
all models evaluated.

htp =
RθdryhV + R(2π − θdry)hwet

2πR
(3.27a)

hwet =
[
(hL,cb)3 + (hnb)3

]1/3
(3.27b)

3.5.1 Flow structures and dry angle

Crucial in this phenomenological heat transfer model is the prediction of the dry
angleθdry. For annular flow it is obvious that the perimeter of the tube is fully
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wetted. For slug flow and intermittent flow it is also reasonable to assume that the
perimeter of the tube is fully wetted because of the constant rewetting by liquid
slugs. Although, when the slugs appear at a low frequency, it is possible that part
of the tube perimeter dries out before the next slug arrives. These flow patterns
are modelled by a ring-shaped flow structure with film thicknessδ, as shown in
Figure3.2. For stratified flow, a horizontal liquid level can be assumed, which is
modelled by an equivalent truncated annular ring with the same liquid volume and
a corresponding dry angleθstrat. The same truncated annular ring is used to model
stratified-wavy flows.

2.4 Condensate flow in tubes

Figure 2.14: Other void fraction geometries (Thome et al., 2003)

conditions and do not account for the changes in flow patterns brought on by

diabatic conditions. This is however the focus of work done by Kattan et al.

(1998a) and their flow map.

In the studies done by Dobson and Chato (1976) and El Hajal et al. (2003),

they compared their visual observations with transitions of Mandhane et al.,

Taitel and Dukler, Breber et al., Tandon et al., Sardesai et al., Dobson and

Chato, and Soliman. In their studies they found problems in the methodology of

flow regime map reporting. First the subjectivity of visual reports and the use

of unique categories to classify flow regimes are considerable. If visual recordings

were made at the end of a condenser test section the Nusselt film condensation

on the perimeter of the tube will cause transitions to be lower. Last there is a

discrepancy between the transitional areas defined by different researchers. For

example, Soliman includes stratified, wavy and slug flow in one regime while

Mandhane, and Taitel and Dukler treat these as three different regimes. The

39

Figure 3.2: Flow structures for stratified flow and equivalent truncated ring structure (top)
and annular, stratified-wavy and stratified flow (bottom) [33]

In the Kattan-Thome-Favrat version [37] of the heat transfer model,θdry was
assumed to vary linearly between 0 andθstrat when the mass flux decreases in the
stratified-wavy zone from the stratified-wavy/slug transitionGwavy to the strati-
fied/stratified-wavy transitionGstrat. Kattan already mentioned the importance of
the wave frequency in this region. In the flow pattern map for condensing refrig-
erants of El Hajal and Thome [62], a quadratic interpolation of the mass flux was
proposed, Eq. (3.28).

θdry =
[

Gwavy −G

Gwavy −Gstrat

]0.5

θstrat (3.28)

Wojtan et al. [21] tried to measure the dry angle experimentally with a dynamic
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void fraction sensor based on a laser sheet and high speed camera combination.
Unfortunately, this method did not give satisfactory results for dry angles. The
measured angles corresponded very close to the stratified angles because the liquid
film present on the sides of the tube wall above the stratified bulk of liquid was
extremely thin and was therefore not detected by the optical system. But based on
the dynamic void fraction signals, they separated slug flows from stratified-wavy
flows and combinations of slug and stratified wavy flows as follows:

• Slug Zone:G > Gwavy(xIA). In pure slug flow, they observed that the
slug frequencies increase systematically with increasing vapour quality until
annular flow is reached.θdry = 0 because the liquid slugs maintain a thin
liquid layer.

• Stratified-Wavy Zone:Gstrat < G < Gwavy andx ≥ xIA. Based on
new experimental data, the quadratic interpolation exponent was changed to
0.61.

θdry =
[

Gwavy −G

Gwavy −Gstrat

]0.61

θstrat (3.29)

• Slug/Stratified-Wavy Zone:Gstrat(xIA) < G < Gwavy(xIA) andx <
xIA. Both liquid slugs and low amplitude waves are observed. In this re-
gion, the frequency of the slugs decreases with increasing vapour quality
and the waves become dominant. At approximatelyxIA, all slugs disap-
pear according to Wojtan et al. [12]. This phenomenon was incorporated
by adding a linear dependency on the vapour quality to the equation of the
stratified wavy zone:

θdry =
x

xIA

[
Gwavy −G

Gwavy −Gstrat

]0.61

θstrat (3.30)

In the partial dry-out zone and the mist flow region,θdry 6= 0. But this is incor-
porated in a different way (cf.§ 3.5.3).

3.5.2 Heat transfer predictions at low mass fluxes

The flow pattern orientated model was updated with the new division of the strat-
ified-wavy region and the corresponding dry angle calculations. An improvement
in the low vapour quality (x < 0.36) and low mass flux regions (G < 300 kg/m2s)
was obtained. The update of the Kattan-Thome-Favrat model by Wojtan was com-
pared with the independent database of Lallemand [63] with a good agreement for
R22 in a 10.7 mm tube atG = 150 kg/m2s andG = 250 kg/m2s,q = 10 kW/m2. Not
a lot of other suitable independent data was found. In the stratified-wavy zone
(x ≥ 0.36) a better agreement was noticed for high heat fluxes than for low heat
fluxes. This could be due to an effect of the heat flux, which is not considered in
the dry angle correlation.
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Wojtan et al. [12] reported that they could not obtain experimental heat trans-
fer data in the slug/stratified-wavy zone for higher heat fluxes, i.e.x < 0.2 for
q ≥ 17.5 kW/m2 andx < 0.45 for q ≥ 37.5 kW/m2 at G = 150 kg/m2s. More
experimental data can be useful at low vapour quality and higher heat fluxes.

In the current flow pattern maps, the (slug/)stratified-wavy flow to annular flow
transition is predicted at a single vapour qualityxIA based on a fixed Martinelli
parameterXtt = 0.34. The transition is a fixed valuexIA in the G-x flow map
(Eq. (3.31)) and causes a discontinuity in the first derivative of the prediction, as
shown in Figure3.3. This is not present in the experimental data. This discontinu-
ity is not present at the intermittent/annular flow transition and thus only occurs at
low mass fluxes. Thus, the smoothing is not yet optimal and may be improved by
a probabilistic boundary between (slug/)stratified-wavy flow and annular flow.

xIA =

{[
0.341/0.875

(
ρV

ρL

)−1/1.75(
µL

µV

)−1/7
]

+ 1

}−1

(3.31)

Figure 3.3: Heat transfer prediction at low mass flux by Wojtan et al. [12] (— h-new)

3.5.3 Partial dry-out and mist flow

Dry-out occurs at high vapour qualities when part of the tube perimeter is not wet-
ted anymore. The evaporating annular film dries out, starting at the top of the tube
where the film is at his thinnest and the remaining liquid is entrained as droplets.
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Figure 3.4: a) Dry-out zone during evaporation in horizontal tubes, b) Cross sections:
A-A onset of dry-out in annular flow, B-B dry-out, C-C end of dry-out and

beginning of mist flow [12]

From dry-out inception (point A in Figure3.4) to dry-out completion (point C) a
larger part of the tube perimeter dries out. The heat transfer coefficient drops fast
in this zone. If the wall temperature is lower than the Leidenfrost temperature, the
tube perimeter can momentarily be rewetted by impinging liquid droplets. After
dry-out completion, mist flow is encountered.

All the correlations discussed so far do not take into account the effect of (par-
tial) dry-out. However, when dry-out occurs, the heat transfer coefficient drops
drastically and the correlations therefore make a huge overprediction. This is not
in contrast with the underpredictions found in the assessment of da Silva Lima et
al. [48] because all dry-out data points were first excluded from the database. The
introduction of the dry-out effect by Wojtan et al. [61] is thus a major step in the
improvement of the phenomenological model.

Dry-out inception and dry-out completion criteria

The flow pattern map used in the heat transfer model of Kattan et al. [18] [64]
[37] used the Steiner version of the Taitel-Dukler transition for the annular-mist
flow transition. This boundary was experimentally investigated by Wojtan et al.
[21] [61]. In their literature review, only a few studies were found concerning
refrigerant heat transfer in the dry-out region of horizontal tubes. Only the work
of Mori et al. [16] is worth mentioning. Experimental data of R22 and R134a
with mass fluxes ranging from 100 to 600 kg/m2s and heat fluxes ranging from 5
to 50 kW/m2 in a 6.34 mm ID tube and a 10.70 mm ID tube are reported. A post
dry-out heat transfer model was developed together with correlations for dry-out
inception and dry-out completion qualities.
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In the study of Mori et al. [16] and all other studies mentioned by Wojtan [12]
the test sections were electrically heated. As shown by Wojtan [12] the dry-out
inception occurs at lower vapour qualities in electrically heated test sections due
to anon-controlled wall temperature increase. If the liquid film on the upper part
dries out, the wall temperature will rapidly increase. This will prevent rewetting of
the surface. Therefore, electrical heating does not represent real operating condi-
tions of evaporators. Wojtan et al. [61] further developed the correlations of Mori
et al. [16] for dry-out inception and completion qualities by including the effect of
heat flux and fitting them to their own experimental database (Eqs. (3.32)).

xdi = 0.58e

�
0.52−0.235We0.17

V Fr0.37
V

�
ρV
ρL

�0.25� q
qcrit

�0.70
�

(3.32a)

xde = 0.61e

�
0.57−5.8·10−3We0.38

V Fr0.15
V

�
ρV
ρL

�−0.09� q
qcrit

�0.27
�

(3.32b)

Table 3.1: Experimental database of Wojtan et al. [12] for dry-out and mist flow
at Tsat = 5 ◦C (*no mist flow data)

refrigerant D [mm] q [kW/m2] G [kg/m2s]

R22 13.84 17.5 300, 400

37.5 300*, 400, 500

57.5 300, 400, 500, 600, 700

R410A 8 37.5 400, 500

57.5 400, 500, 600, 700

13.84 17.5 300, 500*

37.5 300, 400, 500, 600*

57.5 300, 400, 500, 600, 700

Table3.1 summarizes the experimental database of Wojtan [12]. This data-
base contains only a limited number of data points of R410A and R22 obtained
with a water heated test section. Due to the protection system of their electri-
cal preheater, mist flow conditions at low initial heat fluxes (<37.5 kW/m2) could
not be obtained. Furthermore, the 8 mm tube mist flow data was not used in the
development of the new mist flow heat transfer model because of a broken ther-
mocouple. Therefore it is interesting to expand this database to higher mass ve-
locities at low initial heat fluxes. NewAnnular-Dryoutand Dryout-Mist Flow
transition curves for the flow pattern map were found by rearranging Eqs. (3.32)
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into G =f(x) (Eqs. (3.33)).

GA−D =

[
1

0.235

(
ln

(
0.58
x

)
+ 0.52

)(
D

ρV σ

)−0.17

(
1

gDρV (ρL − ρV )

)−0.37(
ρV

ρL

)−0.25(
q

qcrit

)−0.70
]0.926 (3.33a)

GD−M =

[
1

0.0058

(
ln

(
0.61
x

)
+ 0.57

)(
D

ρV σ

)−0.38

(
1

gDρV (ρL − ρV )

)−0.15(
ρV

ρL

)0.09(
q

qcrit

)−0.27
]0.943 (3.33b)

Mist flow heat transfer

Wojtan [12] did not observe a vapour superheating effect in the 13.84 mm tube.
Only at vapour qualities above 0.95 and at the lowest mass velocities in the 8 mm
tube a vapour superheating effect was observed. Therefore, a thermal equilib-
rium correlation seems to be a reasonable choice for mist flow. The experimental
data was compared to the correlations of Douglass-Rohsenow [65] and Groen-
eveld [66]. The correlation of Groeneveld gave the better result in comparison
with the new experimental data and has been reoptimized to Eq. (3.34). This new
correlation predicts 93% of the experimental results within±15% error. It basi-
cally is a modified Dittus-Boelter correlation using homogenous properties.

hmist = 0.0117Re0.79
H Pr1.06

V Y −1.83 λV

D
(3.34a)

Y = 1− 0.01
[(

ρL

ρV
− 1
)

(1− x)
]0.4

(3.34b)

Partial dry-out heat transfer

Because of the limited vapour quality range of the partial dry-out regime and the
limited number of experimental data in this range, a linear interpolation of the
heat transfer coefficient at dry-out inception and at dry-out completion is proposed
for the dry-out zone, Eq. (3.35). This approach predicts the experimental data very
accurately. In Figure3.5, the prediction in the partial dry-out and mist flow regions
is illustrated.

hdry−out = htp(xdi)−
x− xdi

xde − xdi
[htp(xdi)− hmist(xde)] (3.35)
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Figure 3.5: Example of dry-out and mist flow prediction by Wojtan et al. [12]

Conclusion for partial dry-out and mist flow

The crucial part in modelling partial dry-out heat transfer is the prediction of the
dry-out inception and the dry-out completion quality. The current correlations are
based on a limited number of experimental data. This database has to be enlarged
for heat fluxes lower than 37.5 kW/m2 and mass fluxes greater than 500 kg/m2s for
q = 37.5 kW/m2.

The mist flow heat transfer model does not incorporate data for an 8 mm tube.
Therefore the thermal equilibrium assumption in the current model has to be veri-
fied for the 8 mm tube and the adapted correlation of Groeneveld has to be checked
experimentally for a second tube diameter and an independent database.

3.6 Probabilistic flow pattern map models

Recently, two-phase flow heat transfer modelling was approached in a probabilistic
way. Rather than purely classifying a flow in a specific regime, the flow can be
conceived as a combination of different flow regimes. The importance of each of
the acting forces can be better described, especially in the transition areas and the
chaotic flow types such as intermittent flows.

Niño et al. [67] introduced the probabilistic approach in multi-port microchan-
nels. The results from their flow visualization studies indicated that several flow
configurations may exist at the same time in multi-port microchannel tubes, while
constant mass flux and quality flow conditions are maintained. The development
of a typical flow regime map does not appear to be an appropriate manner for de-
scribing the flow field if the flow conditions for each port are not known. Flow
mapping of the fluid regimes was therefore accomplished by developing functions
Fi that describe the fraction of time or the probability, that the fluid exists in an
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observed flow configuration.
Based on this alternative method of flow description, Jassim and Newell [68]

developed a method to predict pressure drop and void fraction in a 6-port mi-
crochannel (Eqs. (3.36)). Full liquid and full vapour flow are considered as well as
annular flow and intermittent flow. The developed probabilistic flow map models
are found to accurately predict void fraction and pressure drop for the entire quality
range (0 ≤ x ≤ 1) and for all three fluids tested (R134a, R410A, and air-water).

(
dP

dz

)
total

= Fliq

(
dP
dz

)
liq

+ Fint

(
dP
dz

)
int

+Fvap

(
dP
dz

)
vap

+ Fann

(
dP
dz

)
ann

(3.36a)

εtotal = Fliqεliq + Fintεint + Fvapεvap + Fannεann (3.36b)

To extend probabilistic two-phase flow map modelling to single tubes, Jassim
et al. [69] obtained probabilistic two-phase flow map data for R134a and R410A,
with mass fluxes from 100 to 600 kg/m2s, in 8.00, 5.43, 3.90, and 1.74 mm ID
smooth horizontal tubes. Based on this data, Jassim [70] constructed time fraction
functionsF for three main flow regimes, i.e. stratified flow, intermittent/liquid
flow and annular flow (Eqs. (3.37)). An example of these time functions is shown
in Figure3.6.

Fint/liq = (1− x)i (3.37a)

Fstrat = (1− xs/
√

x)i − (1− x)i (3.37b)

Fann = 1− Fint/liq − Fstrat (3.37c)

with

i = 0.0243
(

G2D

ρV σ

)0.4(
ρL

ρV

)
+ 8.07 (3.37d)

s =
1

0.45XS
+

1
0.025X4.44

S

(3.37e)

XS =
(

G2

ρ2
V gD

)0.5(
ρV

ρL

)0.65

(3.37f)

Jassim et al. [71] also developed a probabilistic condensation model for re-
frigerants in single, smooth, horizontal tubes. Experimental condensation data of
R134a in 8.92 mm ID smooth tubes was obtained. The flow map time fraction
information is used to provide a physically based weighing of heat transfer mod-
els for the three main regimes (Eq. (3.38)). For the intermittent/liquid fraction,
the Dittus-Boelter correlation for cooling was used (Eq. (3.39)) and for the strat-
ified fraction, the Chato model (Eq. (3.40)). For the annular flow regime, both a
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Figure 3.6: Probabilistic flow map with generalized time fraction curve fits
for an 8.00 mm ID tube, R134a, 25◦C, G = 300 kg/m2s [71]

Dobson-Chato (Eq. (3.41)) and a Thome et al. condensation model [62] are evalu-
ated, with comparable results.

htotal = Fint/liqhint/liq + Fstrathstrat + Fannhann (3.38)

hint/liq = 0.023
(

λL

D

)(
GD

µL

)0.8(
µLCp,L

λL

)0.3

(3.39)

hstrat = 0.555
(

λL

D

)(
ρL(ρL − ρV )ghLV D3

λLµL(Tsat − Twall)

)0.25

(3.40)

hann = 0.023
(

λL

D

)
Re0.8

L Pr0.4
L

(
1 +

2.22
X0.889

tt

)
(3.41)

The model is compared with their experimental data with good agreement
(mean absolute deviation of 6% with the present models) and other condensation
models in the literature with a similar performance (mean absolute deviation of
13%). van Rooyen et al. [72] used the same approach for intermittent flows during
condensation in macro-scale tubes.

Recently, the time fraction functions were also used by Jassim et al. [73] for
void fraction modelling. A probabilistic model for evaporating refrigerant flow
instead is not yet developed. Based on the results of the condensation model,
some improvement can be expected compared to the flow pattern based model.
The probabilistic approach can also be introduced to update the flow pattern based
model in certain subsections of the flow map.
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3.7 Comparison of several predictive models

In Figure3.7, several correlations are plotted for R410A in an 8 mm ID tube un-
der low heat flux conditionsq = 10 kW/m2 andTsat = 15◦C. The enhanced single-
phase models of Shah and Greco-Vanoli show some discontinuities because of the
conditions in the equations. The superposition model of Gungor-Winterton and the
asympototic model of Wattelet et al. are smooth, but do not predict dry-out. The
flow pattern based model is the only one that takes dry-out into account. But at
low mass velocities, some problems arise. A prediction ofxde > 1 occurs, which
is physically not possible. But these low mass fluxes and low heat fluxes fall out of
the range of the dry-out completion correlation. Another issue appears due to the
introduction of dry-out inception and the new interpolation in the stratified-wavy
zone. AtG = 100 kg/m2s an unexpected rise in the heat transfer coefficient is en-
countered for0.9 < x < 0.95. BecauseGwavy =Gdry−out in that region,Gwavy

drops. Gstrat instead remains almost constant, which causes the quadratic inter-
polation term to diminish. This results in a decrease ofθdry and thus an increase
in the predictedhtp.

Large deviations between the models exist for all mass fluxes and vapour qual-
ities. An appropriate choice of heat transfer model is therefore a must. In the
assessment of da Silva Lima et al. [48], a general tendency of all methods to un-
derpredict their experimental values is shown, particularly for low and high vapour
qualities. The best overall prediction was found with the flow pattern based method
of Wojtan et al. [61], with a mean error of -20.3% and 76% of the data within the
±30% error window (with eliminated dry-out and mist flow data). The main er-
rors (higher than±30%) occur at low heat transfer coefficient values in the slug
flow region. Also at high heat transfer coefficient values, dispersion between ex-
perimental and predicted values occurred, mainly due to the underprediction of the
dry-out inception and completion vapour qualities.

3.8 Conclusions

This literature review shows that an explicit coupling between the two-phase flow
regimes and the flow boiling heat transfer is a necessity for the accurate prediction
of the heat transfer coefficients. But large deviations between the predictions and
experimental data still exist when flow pattern based models are evaluated.

To improve these models, dry-out inception and dry-out completion criteria are
crucial. The data sets used for the current correlations have to be enlarged for lower
heat fluxes and higher mass velocities. Experiments at an independent test facility
also have to prove the findings of Wojtan [12] that electrically heated test sections
do not represent the real operation conditions because of a non-controlled wall
temperature increase. An evaluation of the mist flow correlation of Groeneveld for
a second tube diameter is needed as well.

The probabilistic flow pattern models constitute another approach for incor-
porating two-phase flow patterns in the heat transfer modelling. A probabilistic
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Figure 3.7: Comparison of some heat transfer models (Gungor-Winterton [53],
Wattelet et al. [59], Wojtan-Ursenbacher-Thome [61], Shah [47] and

Greco-Vanoli [50])

model for evaporating flow in a single tube is not yet developed and can be worth
investigating. The incorporation of a probabilistic description of the gradual tran-
sition between intermittent flow and annular flow in the flow pattern based model
can be an alternative for a full probabilistic description of all flow regimes. This
will result in a proper weighing of the flow phenomena and thus assures a smooth
transition.





4
Refrigerant test facility

This chapter provides a description of the refrigerant test facility designed and
constructed during this work. The design concepts of the different fluid loops
are discussed first. The second paragraph covers the control strategy. Finally
some considerations of the different test sections are listed. More details about
the measurement devices can be found in AppendixA. The uncertainty analysis is
described in AppendixB.

4.1 Description of the test facility

The refrigerant test facility is designed for creating and controlling steady-state
two-phase flow of HFCs in small macro-scale tubes. The target refrigerant is
R410A, which is a high pressure refrigerant with a design pressure up to 40 bar.
The desired vapour quality range reaches from 0 to 1 and the mass flux range from
50 to 1000 kg/m2s in an 8 mm tube. The set-up has to be able to carefully control
the mass flux, vapour quality and saturation pressure provided to the test sections.

The facility consists of three fluid loops (Figure4.1). Centrally situated is the
refrigerant loop, in which refrigerant is circulated. A hot water loop provides heat
to the preheater and the diabatic test section to evaporate the refrigerant flow. The
condenser is cooled by a cold water/glycol circuit to remove the heat.

All measurement data is gathered using National Instruments Labview 8.0 soft-
ware. Online calculations are performed for control purposes of the pumps and
valves, as well as to check the thermal stability and measurement uncertainty cri-
teria.
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Figure 4.1: Schematic of the fluid loops in the test facility

4.1.1 Refrigerant loop

In Figure4.2a schematic of the refrigerant loop is shown. A pump provides sub-
cooled refrigerant to the preheater. This preheater consist of six tube-in-tube heat
exchangers. The refrigerant in the central tube is heated and evaporated to the
desired vapour quality by the hot water flowing in the annuli. The conditioned
vapour-liquid mixture is fed into the test sections after which it is dumped into a
plate condenser. The condenser transfers the heat from the refrigerant to a cold
water/glycol flow and provides subcooled liquid to the pump. In Figure4.3, the
closed loop of the refrigerant is shown in a log P-h diagram. In contrast with a
traditional compressor loop, there is only one working pressure. The pump only
compensates for the pressure losses.

The refrigerant pressure and temperature are measured at three positions in the
loop. The measurements downstream of the condenser are used for the controlling
the subcooling (cf.§ 4.2.4), the measurements before and after the preheater are
needed to calculate the heat balance required for the vapour quality control (cf.
§ 4.2.2). Downstream of the pump, a mass flow meter is installed for the mass flux
control (cf. § 4.2.1) as well as a filter/dryer, which also helps to damp down the
pump frequencies in the flow. The reservoir is used as a buffer capacity for the
refrigerant and to control the working pressure of the set-up. (cf.§ 4.2.3). The
pump is a magnetic driven gear pump to avoid the use of oil. Since the presence of
oil influences the heat transfer [74], the oil concentration has to be either carefully
controlled or completely avoided.
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Figure 4.2: Schematic of the refrigerant loop
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Figure 4.3: log P-h diagram of the refrigerant loop
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4.1.2 Hot water loop

In Figure4.4, a schematic of the hot water loop is shown. A large insulated hot
water vessel of 2000 litre is used as hot water source for both the preheater and the
test section. A 55 kW gas boiler is used to heat up the water of the hot vessel. An
expansion vessel is necessary to compensate for thermal expansion. On top of the
hot vessel, a de-aerator is installed. The temperature of the hot vessel is monitored
at the bottom, the centre and the top using type K thermocouples. The inflow and
outflow temperature of the boiler are measured. The circuits of the preheater and
the test section each have a coriolis type mass flow meter (25-500 kg/h±0.2%)
and a circulation pump. The water flow rates in these circuits are controlled by
3-way valves which are automatically activated.

Hot Vessel

Boiler

Expansion

Vessel

Preheater

Test section

Exhaust

gas

Gas

supply

Water

supply

Condensation

water

Temperature measurement

Figure 4.4: Schematic of the hot water loop

4.1.3 Cold water loop

In Figure4.5, a schematic of the cold water loop is shown. The fluid in this loop is
a water/glycol (70%/30% by volume) mixture. A cold vessel of 900 litre is used as
the cold source for the refrigerant condenser and the pressure control circuit. The
water flow rate to the condensor is again controlled by a 3-way valve. This valve
has an extra heating element to allow for fluid temperatures below 0◦C. A 37 kW
chiller, outside the building, controls the cold source temperature. The chiller is
switched on and off by a thermostatic device inside the cold vessel.
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Figure 4.5: Schematic of the cold water loop

4.1.4 Preheater

In Figure4.6, a 3D schematic of the preheater is shown. The preheater con-
sists of six tube-in-tube heat exchangers with the refrigerant flowing in the inner
tube (3/8 in.) and hot water flowing in the annuli. The outer tube is a 22 mm
O.D./20 mm I.D. copper tube. The length of the first preheater (PH1) is 1 m, of the
second (PH2) it is 2 m and the length of the other four preheaters is 3 m each. All
HTXs have a counterflow configuration. The water side connections (not shown in
Figure4.6) make it possible to change the total length of the preheater between 1 m
and 15 m in steps of 1 m. The global flow is also a counterflow configuration for
all the combinations. The refrigerant side of the preheater consists of three loops
at different levels in the set-up rack. A bypass at each level can eliminate two PHs
per time, to avoid influences of PHs which are not used. The hot water temperature
at each inlet and outlet of a PH is measured with a type K thermocouple.

4.2 Set-up control

The main parameters which have to be controlled are the mass flux of the refrig-
erant, the vapour quality and the saturation pressure. The subcool temperature at
the outlet of the condenser also has to be controlled to ensure that the refrigerant
is subcooled at the entrance of the preheater.

4.2.1 Mass flux control

The refrigerant pump is a volumetric pump. The refrigerant mass flow rate can
therefore be set by changing the frequency of the pump rotor. Because the pressure
drop in the circuit changes with vapour quality, there is no one-to-one correlation
between the frequency of the pump and the mass flow rate. Therefore the mass flow
rate,mR, is measured with a coriolis type flow meter (10-200 kg/hr± 0.2%). The
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Figure 4.6: Schematic of the preheater
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actual mass flux in the test section is then known (Eq. (4.1)) with D representing
the inner diameter of the test section tube. A NI-DAQmx output card provides
a 0-10 V signal to the frequency controller of the pump. This output voltage is
manually set in the main control program.

G =
mR

πD2

4

(4.1)

The uncertainty in the mass velocity is smaller than 1.5 % at low mass veloci-
ties and smaller than 0.75 % for mass velocities higher than 250 kg/m2s (cf. §B.3).

4.2.2 Vapour quality control

The vapour quality of the refrigerant flow at the exit of the preheater is determined
through a heat balance (Eq. (4.2a)). The mass flow rates of the refrigerantmR and
watermw,PH are both directly measured. The enthalpyhR,PHin at the entrance
of the preheater can be determined from the pressure and the temperature mea-
surement because the refrigerant is subcooled. The temperatures of the hot water
are measured at inlet and outlet. The specific heatcp,w is determined at the aver-
age water temperature and a water pressure of 2.5 bar (absolute). Using this heat
balance the enthalpyhR,PHout can be calculated and so the vapour qualityxPH at
outlet of the preheater (Eq. (4.2b)) is known. The vapour and liquid enthalpy of the
refrigeranthR,V andhR,L are evaluated at the preheater outlet pressure. To change
the vapour quality,mw,PH can be changed by actuating the 3-way valve. The pre-
heater length can also be altered manually or the water temperatureTw,PHin can
be changed.

mR(hR,PHout − hR,PHin) = mw,PHcp,w(Tw,PHin − Tw,PHout) (4.2a)

xPH =
hR,PHout − hR,L

hR,V − hR,L
(4.2b)

Eqs. (4.2) assume thermal equilibrium. As a stability criterion, the preheater
is assumed to be in thermal balance when all temperatures are constant within
their measurement uncertainty. The uncertainty inxPH is mainly dependent on
the uncertainty in the heatQPH added in the preheater. The equations are listed in
AppendixB.4.1. Uncertainties inxPH of ±0.01 are easily obtained.

4.2.3 Pressure control

To control the saturation temperature or pressure of the refrigerant, the reservoir is
submerged in an open water bath. Because a liquid/vapour interface exists inside
the reservoir, the saturation pressure of the loop can be controlled by changing the
temperature of the water bath which sets the saturation temperature in the reservoir.
The demineralised water of the bath is pumped through a thermostatic controller
bath. The temperature of this controller is maintained by an electric heater and a
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cooling coil which is connected to the cold water/glycol vessel. This temperature
is set slightly lower than the desired saturation temperature. The pressure drop
of the refrigerant in the preheater is dependent on the mass flow rate and this
pressure drop determines the outlet saturation pressure. As a result, the pressure
controller temperature needs to be adjusted whenever the refrigerant mass flow rate
is changed, to keep the same saturation pressure at the outlet of the preheater. The
saturation temperature in the test section can be easily controlled within±0.5◦C.

from / To 

cold vessel

Thermostatic

Controller

TCheater to

pump

from

condenser

Figure 4.7: Schematic of the pressure control circuit

4.2.4 Subcooling control

The condenser has to ensure the refrigerant flow is liquid at the entrance of the
preheater. To obtain liquid, a certain level of subcooling,LS, at the exit of the
condenser is chosen. The pressurePR,cond and temperatureTR,cond are mea-
sured at the exit of the condenser. Using the pressure, the corresponding saturation
temperatureTsat,cond is calculated. The subcooling temperatureTsub is then de-
termined (Eq. (4.3)). To keepTR,cond = Tsub the 3-way valve in the water/glycol
circuit is actuated.

Tsub = Tsat,cond − LS (4.3)

4.3 Test sections

In Figure4.8 a schematic of the test sections is shown. The respective dimen-
sions are listed in Table4.1. The flow coming from the preheater first encounters
the diabatic test section and continues to the adiabatic test section before flow-
ing to the condenser. To eliminate disturbances from bends or valves, a minimum
entrance/exit length of45 D is ensured upstream and downstream of both test sec-
tions. D is the inner test tube diameter,Dext the outer test tube diameter and
DPV C the inner diameter of the annulus tube in the diabatic test section.
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Figure 4.8: Schematic of the test sections (topview)
(SG = sight glass, HSC = high speed camera)

Table 4.1: Dimensions of the test section

L1 75D zB 155 mm zF 1400 mm D 7.91 mm
L2 45D zC 401 mm zG 1901 mm Dext 9.54 mm
L3 325D zD 900 mm zH 2151 mm DPV C 15.45 mm
L4 60D zE 1220 mm zI 2369 mm

4.3.1 Adiabatic test section

Figure4.9shows the horizontal adiabatic test section. It is used for flow visualiza-
tion and characterization purposes. It consists of a sight glass with a camera, the
capacitance sensor and a second sight glass. The second sight glass after the ca-
pacitance sensor is required to ensure electrical separation between the set-up and
the sensor. This is absolutely necessary to prevent noise pick-up in the capacitance
sensor by the antenna effect of the copper tubing.

The sight glasses are made of smooth quartz glass (100 mm x 8 mm I.D./10 mm
O.D.) which is mounted in the 3/8”copper tube. Nylon ferrules are used as sealing
in the fittings. The glass tube was annealed and hardened (at the Glass Technology
Group of the Central Workshop, Faculty of Science, UGent) to prevent fracture
caused by micro cracks at higher pressure. Two bolt connections (shown in Fig-
ure4.9) are used to absorb the axial forces. To ensure the electrical separation of
the tubing, the supports for these bolts are made of electrically insulating mater-
ial. The construction was successfully pressure and leak tested with nitrogen up to
40 bar.

To capture images of the refrigerant flow, a high speed camera from Basler
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Figure 4.9: Adiabatic test section

was used (Basler A602f - 640x480 pixels). It is a monochromatic camera that can
capture images at 100 fps with full window size. By reducing the region of interest
to only capture the tube, the frame rate can be increased to 250 fps. As back
lighting, a small screen (10x8 cm) from a GPS navigation system was used. The
back lightning is DC powered (12 V) to avoid power grid frequency interference.
The camera data is transmitted through a standard firewire port (IEEE1394). A
Labview procedure was written to set the camera parameters (gain, brightness and
shutter speed), to select the region of interest, to gather the data and to save it into
.avi movies.

The capacitance sensor design is discussed in detail in Chapter5.

4.3.2 Diabatic test section

The diabatic test section is used to measure the inner tube heat transfer of evap-
orating refrigerant. Heating is provided by hot water flowing in the annulus of a
tube-in-tube heat exchanger with the refrigerant in the central tube. The diabatic
test section is equipped with type K thermocouples in situ and individually cali-
brated to±0.05◦C against a precision Pt-100 and using a triple point of water cell
as cold junction temperature (cf. AppendixA). The flow boiling local heat transfer
coefficient is measured using the method described by Wojtan [12].

The two-phase heat transfer coefficient at the refrigerant sidehTP is deter-
mined using Eq. (4.4). The positions of the thermocouple measurements are shown
in Figure4.10. The wall temperatureTwall is directly measured with three 0.25 mm
thermocouples soldered in small grooves (0.5 mm x 25 mm x 0.3 mm) in the tube
wall (Figure4.11). The average wall temperature is calculated using Eq. (4.5). The
thermocouple on the side of the tube is counted twice. This ensures an equal con-
tribution of each part of the perimeter to the average wall temperature and so to the
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Figure 4.10: Thermocouple positions for heat transfer measurements

average local heat transfer coefficient. It is hereby assumed that the temperature
distribution is symmetric towards gravity.

1
hTP

=
Twall − Tsat

q
− ln(Dext/D)D

2λ
(4.4)

TC 224

TC 222

TC 223

Figure 4.11: Wall thermocouple positions

Twall =
T222 + 2 · T223 + T224

4
(4.5)

The saturation temperature is measured with two 1 mm thermocouples, one at
the inlet and one at the outlet of the test section (position A and I in Figure4.10).
The refrigerant temperatureTsat at the location of the wall temperature measure-
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ments (position E) is determined assuming a linear temperature drop caused by the
pressure drop in the test section.

The local heat fluxq (Eq. (4.6)) is determined using a water-side enthalpy
profile which is determined by measuring the water temperatures using 0.5 mm
thermocouples in the annulus of the test section at four positions. At each posi-
tion, three thermocouples are used to account for temperature differences along the
perimeter. The temperature profile in the diabatic test section is illustrated in Fig-
ure4.12. A third-order polynomial enthalpy profile is determined using the mean
temperatures of the position C, D, F and G and a circulation pressure of 2.5 bar.
The derivative of the water enthalpy profile is then taken to evaluate the local heat
flux at the position of the wall temperature measurements (position E). The mass
flow ratemw,TS of water flowing in the annulus is measured using a coriolis type
mass flow meter (25-500 kg/hr±0.2%).

q =
mw,TS

πDext

dhw(z)

dz
(4.6)
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Figure 4.12: Temperature profile of the diabatic test section

The local vapour qualityxlocal at position E is obtained using Eq. (4.7) with
hw,E the enthalpy of the water at position E andhw,B the enthalpy of the water at
entrance of the test section.

xlocal = xPH +
mw,TS(hw,E − hw,B)

mrefhLV
(4.7)

The vapour qualityxexit at exit of the test section, and thus the vapour quality
in the adiabatic test section is evaluated using Eq. (4.8).

xexit = xPH +
mw,TS(hw,H − hx,B)

mrefhLV
(4.8)
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The test tube was carefully centred using centre bolts at four positions in the
test section. The temperature measurements are located upstream the centre bolts
to avoid any influence of the wakes behind these flow disturbances. Thermal stabil-
ity of the test section is assured by only accepting measurements if all temperature
measurements were stable within their uncertainty.

To avoid temperature stratification of the water in the annulus, the laminar flow
condition has to be avoided. According to Lu and Wang [75] the transition from
laminar to turbulent heat transfer is in the Reynolds number range from 800 to
1200. The influence of the Reynolds number of the water in the test section on
the heat transfer measurements was found negligible forRe > 4500. This last
condition was further applied.

The calculations of the uncertainties inqlocal, hlocal, xlocal andxexit are listed
in AppendixB. The uncertainties inxlocal and xexit are typically smaller than
±0.015 and can be further improved if the water inlet temperature of the preheater
and the diabatic test section can be separately controlled. The uncertainty inqlocal

is about±5% and is the highest contribution to the uncertainty in the heat transfer
coefficient measurements. The uncertainty inhlocal is typically smaller than±8%.





5
Capacitance sensor

5.1 Dynamic measurement techniques in two-phase
flow research

5.1.1 Overview of experimental techniques

Many experimental techniques exist to gather useful two-phase flow data for de-
veloping flow regime transitions. Drahos and Cermak [76] made a review. They
divided the experimental methods into two groups.

A first group of methods measures some structural parameter with different re-
sponse to vapour and liquid. Thevisual observationis most widely used. Interpre-
tation problems are the major drawback even if the flow images are slowed down
by using high-speed cameras.X-ray photography[77] can overcome photography
problems with opaque or metallic tubes but is generally considered as complex
and expensive.Optical methodsutilize various types of modulation of beams of
photons passing through both phases, like refraction, absorption, scattering, etc.
Optical transparency of both phases is necessary. The brightness of the pixels of
the camera images can be used in image processing software [69] [78].Photon
attenuation techniquesare based on the principle that the intensity of a monochro-
matic beam decreases when passing through the liquid phase. The measurements
are related to chordal void fractions [79]. Inhot film anemometrythe heat transfer
between an electrically heated sensing element and a moving medium is measured,
which is related to the difference in heat transfer to the vapour or the liquid.Ul-
trasonic transmission techniques[80] detect changes in acoustic impedance which
is closely related to the density of the media. However, a gas-liquid interface acts
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almost as a perfect mirror for an acoustic wave. This technique can therefore only
be used for total void fractions up to 20% in bubbly flow. Theelectrical impedance
methodsare also categorized in this group, but will be discussed in detail in the
next paragraph.

A second group is based on the measurement of an energetic parameter:wall
pressure fluctuationsor wall shear stress fluctuations. The relation between such
a parameter and the flow structure may not be as straightforward as in the first
group. Liebenberg et al. [81] use this technique for flow pattern identification of
condensing refrigerant flow based on the power density distributions.

5.1.2 Electrical impedance methods

Electrical impedance methods use the difference in electrical properties between
the vapour and the liquid phase. The electrical impedanceZ (Eq. (5.1)) consists
of a resistive term,R and a capacitive term,ωC. In capacitive methods the per-
mittivity effect dominates the impedance. This is the case when fluids with low
electrical conductivities are used. The resistive effect in conductive media can be
reduced by using high frequencies. In resistive methods instead, the capacitive
term is negligible and the measurements are dominated by electrical conductivity
effects.

Z = R +
1

jωC
(5.1)

Common resistive techniques have electrodes mounted flush into the tube wall
(Figure5.1) [82], local conductivity probes (Figure5.2) or wire-mesh sensors (Fig-
ure 5.3) [83]. Wire-meshes and conductivity probes are intrusive and therefore
disturb the flow which is not desirable. The wire-mesh sensors can be used to
reconstruct a flow image or so-calledtomograph. Ring-shaped electrode sensors
use parallel rings spanning the cross-section and therefore have some volumetric
averaging. Resistive methods need electrical conductive fluids. This makes them
not feasible for use with HFC refrigerants since the electric conductivity of these
fluids is very low (cf. Table5.2).

The possibility of obtaining useful information about a two-phase flow based
on the difference in electrical permittivity was first explored in the beginning of
the eighties by Sami [86]. Keska et al. [87] [88] compared four dynamic flow
pattern discrimination techniques for multi-phase flow. They found that capacitive
measurements have a high potential for flow pattern recognition.

Most research on the capacitance measurement technique was focussed on the
design of a void fraction sensor. A careful definition of void fraction is appro-
priate. Some researchers [89] [90] were developing a volumetric void fraction
meter or liquid hold-up meter to measure the volumetric concentration of the gas
and liquid phase respectively. For that purpose, a linear calibration curve between
the (volumetric) void fraction and the capacitance was desired. Many types of
electrode configurations were tested and compared for horizontal flow, for vertical
flow and for zero-gravity conditions [91] [92] [93]. In Figure5.4several concave
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The void fraction sensors adopted in this investigation
consists of ring electrode pairs placed on the internal
wall of the cylindrical test duct, flush to the pipe surface
(Fig. 1). The metering device is that described by Fossa
[12], which supplies a carrier 20 kHz a.c. signal to the
measuring electrodes. At this frequency, measurements
of both signal amplitude and phase shift demonstrated
that the liquid (tap water) behaves as a resistive medium.
The key elements of the impedance meter are an a.c.
Wheatstone bridge, an instrumentation amplifier, a sensi-
tivity variable gain amplifier and a precision rectifier
with cut-off frequency of 100 Hz. The d.c. output from
the meter is read by a precision voltmeter. The overall
uncertainty of the metering system (95% confidence
level) is 1.5% in the range of impedance values
100~2000 �.

As demonstrated, both theoretically and experimen-
tally, by Andreussi et al. and as confirmed by the
authors’ measurements, the probe response is affected
by the probe geometry and even more by the flow pat-
tern: as a consequence, at the same mean void fraction,
the mixture impedance changes with the phase distri-
bution. In order to overcome this problem, the probe
geometry was chosen to produce a probe response quite
insensible to the changes between the uniformly dis-
persed (bubble) regime and the stratified regime. Based
on preliminary tests, the probe aspect ratios De/D and
s/D (D pipe diameter, De electrode spacing, s electrode
width) have been chosen equal to 0.34 and 0.071
respectively. The selection of the proper electrode aspect
ratios also resulted in small measuring volumes as com-
pared with holdup spatial fluctuations. The calibration
curve was obtained by means of the procedures
described in detail in [12]. The assumption adopted here
concerns the possibility to describe the structure of inter-
mittent horizontal flows as if it were constituted of strati-
fied regions separated by liquid regions where a few gas
bubbles may be present.

Fig. 1 shows the layout of the probes and Fig. 2 shows
the calibration curve in terms of dimensionless conduc-
tance (i.e. referred to that of the pipe full of liquid). The
data refer to the stratified and bubble flow configur-
ations, different ring diameters but same aspect ratios.

Fig. 1. Layout of void fraction probes; De = 0.34 D; s = 0.071 D.

Fig. 2. Calibration of the impedance probe according to the stratified
and bubble phase distributions.

The test apparatus is equipped with several resistive
probes at different locations from the mixer. Three
probes were employed in the 60 mm pipe, located at
z /D = 33, 100 and 160 respectively from the phase
mixer. The 40 mm test pipe was equipped with four
probes, at z /D = 95, 148, 151 and 255 respectively. The
uncertainty analysis on void fraction measurement was
performed elsewhere [13] and was found to be about 4%.

3. Analysis

The adopted procedure is based on the statistical
analysis of the void fraction records, which allows the
time-average cross sectional void fraction ā and the void
probability density function (PDF) to be inferred (Fig.
3). As it is well known, the intermittent flow is associa-
ted with a twin-peaked PDF [14], where the low void
fraction peak is pertinent to slug passage and the high
void fraction peak is associated with the stratified
phase regions.

As a first step from PDF analysis, the following para-
meters can be determined: aS, that corresponds to the
low void fraction peak; ast, at which the maximum of
the right peak occurs; amax, where the PDF goes to zero.
The average liquid film height (h) and minimum liquid
level (hmin) in the stratified regions have been calculated
from ast and amax values, respectively, by means of sim-
ple trigonometric considerations and the assumption of
absence of gas inside the liquid layer.

The second step consists in the slug counting. Refer-
ring to the liquid holdup, the number of slugs during the
observing period was obtained and a residence time �ti

Figure 5.1: Ring-shaped resistance sensorDe = 0.34D ands = 0.071D [84].

Figure 5.2: Conductivity probes used to measure local void fractions in bubbly flows,
showing electric field lines [85]

electrode configurations are shown (a)-(c), as well as the double ring configuration
(d) and the helical configuration (e). Geraets and Borst [94] reported that the rela-
tion between the capacitance and the void fraction with a helical configuration is
linear and independent of the flow pattern and relative permittivity of the media.
The helical configuration therefore seems to give the best results for time-averaged
(volumetric) void fraction measurements.

But in two-phase flow modelling, cross-sectional void fractions are preferred
to volumetric void fractions since heat transfer and pressure drop correlations
are based on the cross-sectional void fraction and the local liquid film thickness.
Therefore, the electrodes have to be short in the longitudinal direction of the tube.
This makes the concave electrode configurations preferable to the ring-shaped or
the helical configurations. On the other hand, a longer electrode length allows for
a more uniform electric field distribution as well as a larger capacitance to be mea-
sured. A trade-off is thus encountered. Jaworek and Krupa [95] reported that the
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Fig. 1. Simplified scheme of the electrode-mesh device.

Fig. 2. Diagram of the control signals and method of signal acquisition.

puter connected to AD converters and stored for each
receiver electrode separately. This procedure is repeated
for all transmitter electrodes. In this way the distribution
of the electrical conductivity over the cross-section occu-
pied by the sensor is obtained row by row. After the last
transmitter electrode has been activated, a two-dimen-
sional matrix of values of current is available that reflects
the conductivities between all crossing points of the elec-
trodes of the two perpendicular planes.

3.2. Pulse modulated driving voltage

The conductivity measurement must not be carried out
with direct current, because electrolysis would cause sig-

nificant measuring errors and, perhaps, may destroy the
sensor. Conductometers, for example, usually apply a
sinusoidal alternating voltage. Any changes of the con-
ductivity of the fluid cause a modulation of the sensor
current. The instantaneous amplitude carrying the infor-
mation about the conductivity is derived by demodulat-
ing the signal. The demodulation requires a frequency
of the supply voltage that is significantly higher than the
desired measuring rate.

In order to overcome these difficulties, we use a rec-
tangular pulse to drive the transmitter electrodes. The
pulse has a positive and a negative period of the same
length and the same absolute amplitude. In this way, the
driving voltage is free of any DC components. In Fig.

Figure 5.3: Resistive wire-mesh tomography [83]

136 A. Jaworek, A. Krupa / Sensors and Actuators A 113 (2004) 133–139

Fig. 2. Electrode configurations.

electrodes. Their capacitance was even larger, while the rel-
ative changes of the frequency were rather low. We find all
but the first configurations ineffective for the two-phase flow
detection due to low sensitivity of these sensors. For further
experiments, the pair of half-cylinder electrodes were cho-
sen. The height of the electrodes was onlyh = 10 mm to
obtain local phase percentage measurement.

The capacitance sensor used in the experiments con-
sisted of a pair of brass electrodes made in the form of
half-cylinders mounted on outside wall of a pipe made of
polycarbonate, and placed vertically. The outer diameter of
the pipe was 40 mm, and its inner diameter was 32 mm.
The measurements of void fraction with capacitance sensor
are quasi-local, i.e. the sensor determines the percentage of
both phases not strictly in a selected cross-section of the
pipe but in a certain volume, based on the electrodes height.

In the experimental procedure, the relative frequency de-
viations were determined from the equation:

�f

fmax − f0
= fg − f

fg − fl
= 1 − (ω/ωg)

1 − (ωl/ωg)
(17)

The frequency variations were used to measurement of the
gas contentα in a two-phase flow. In this equation,ωg is the
resonant frequency of the oscillator for the pipe filled with
gas and its inner walls dried, i.e. forα = 1:

Table 1
Characteristics of capacitance sensor for different types of electrodes

Sensor type

Two half-cylinders Two pairs of
cylindrical stripes

Three pairs of
cylindrical stripes

Two rings Double-helix

CapacitanceC0 (pF) 4 7.9 11.3 3.9 11.6
Capacitance changes (�C/C0) 0.34 0.174 0.147 0.0681 0.0285
Frequencyf0 (kHz) 80032 70664 66100 82544 67192
Frequencyf1 (kHz) 69140 65204 61710 79870 66254
Frequency changes (�f/f0) 0.136 0.0773 0.0664 0.0324 0.014

ω2
g = 1

LCc

1

1 + (Ce0/Cc)εg(1/(1 + (Ce0/Cw)εg))
(18)

The frequencyωl is generated when the pipe is totally filled
with water, and in this caseα = 0:

ω2
l = 1

LCc

1

1 + (Ce0/Cc)εl(1/(1 + (Ce0/Cw)εl))
(19)

The ratio of frequencies inEq. (17)are given by the follow-
ing equations:

ω

ωg
=

√√√√√√
1 + (Ce0/Cc)εg(1/(1 + (Ce0/Cw)εg))

1 + (Ce0/Cc)(εgα + εl(1 − α))

(1/(1 + (Ce0/Cw)(εgα + εl(1 − α))))

(20)

and

ωl

ωg
=

√
1 + (Ce0/Cc)εg(1/(1 + (Ce0/Cw)εg))

1 + (Ce0/Cc)εl(1/(1 + (Ce0/Cw)εl))
(21)

Two series of measurements were carried out: with bubbles
injected at the lower part of a vertically positioned pipe, and
with an annular flow simulated by thin-walled glass pipes
placed co-axially in the main pipeline (Fig. 3). The results
of measurements for bubble flow are shown inFig. 4, and
for the simulated annular flow inFig. 5. The frequencyfmax
is determined for the empty pipe, andf0 for the pipe filled

Figure 5.4: Typical electrode configurations [95]

two half-cylindrical electrodes configuration (Figure5.4a) has the highest sensi-
tivity, i.e. relative change in capacitance, compared to the two pairs of cylindrical
stripes (Figure5.4b) and the three pairs of stripes (Figure5.4c). They selected the
two half-cylindrical electrode configuration for local measurements in a 32 mm
ID/40 mm OD vertical pipe.

Capacitance measurements are also used inelectrical capacitance tomogra-
phy, ECT. In this approach, many concave electrodes (typically 8 or more) are
placed around the perimeter of the tube, see Figure5.5. By measuring different
electrode combinations with a multiplexer, a basic void distribution image ortomo-
graphcan be recreated using image reconstruction algorithms. In Figure5.6a to-
mograph of a short slug is illustrated. A review on ECT can be found in [96]. Due
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to the limited number of electrodes on small diameter tubes, the reconstructed to-
mograph is not very accurate or clear. Instead, directly using ECT sensors without
the image reconstruction can be useful for flow pattern recognition [97]. However,
the balance between the gain in void distribution information and the increase in
complexity of the measurement system and data reduction appears not to be worth
the effort.

such an approach for an air–kerosene mixture. First a
brief introduction on the fundamentals of ECT is given
to illustrate the different issues and problems to take
into consideration when an image is needed. The typical
flow patterns to be identified and the information nee-
ded for control make the third paragraph. The fourth
part concerns the selection of the flow-pattern identifiers
to be used for flow classification. This is to be followed
by simulations of realistic flow patterns, these flow
patterns are likely to be encountered on the experi-
mental rig. Results from primary tests on the experi-
mental rig when working with stratified flow patterns
are given in Section 7. The organisation of the paper is
such that it describes the necessary steps to achieve the
final design and the associated results given in Sections 7
and 8. Indeed the application design per se, is given only
in Section 6. To obtain the reduced set of flow-pattern
identifiers proposed in Section 6, it has been necessary to
identify them from idealised flow patterns. After that,
the thresholds associated with the chosen identifiers
were calibrated to provide the required identification.
The use of realistic flow pattern in simulations permits
an off-line calibration, which is an advantage when
looking at possible industrial applications. The various
experiments done on the rig are conducted using this off-
line calibration procedure based on simulation.

2. Fundamentals of electrical capacitance tomography

The concept of ECT is truly non-invasive since the
sensing devices, the electrodes themselves, are not even
in contact with the medium under observation (as it is
the case with resistance tomography). The imaging pa-
rameter, the permittivity, is the dielectric property of
each of the component phases of the multiphase flow
itself. ECT allows for the image reconstruction, cor-
responding to the permittivity distribution, from the
measurements of electrical capacitance taken between
all possible pairs of electrodes [7]. Fig. 2 shows a cross-
sectional view of an eight-electrode ECT sensor.

The measurement protocol is as follow: the electrodes
are excited one by one, maintaining the others at refer-
ence potential (ui ¼ V0;uj ¼ 0 for i 6¼ j) and the ca-
pacitance values are collected between the resulting
electrode pairs Cij (i is the firing electrode, i; j ¼ 1; . . . ; 8,
i 6¼ j). The self-capacitances Cii are ignored. It can easily
be shown that there are nðn� 1Þ=2 available measure-
ments with n being the number of electrodes, since the
symmetry Cij ¼ Cji can be taken into account. In most
ECT systems, the frequency of the electrical signal used
for the sensing field is of the order of 1 MHz. The
wavelength of the electromagnetic field is typically of the
order of hundreds of metres.

k ¼ c=f ¼ 3� 108=106 ¼ 3� 102 ½m� ð1Þ

where c is the characteristic speed of electromagnetic
propagation in vacuum and f is the frequency. Since the
wavelength by far exceeds the dimensions of the com-
mon sensor (1 cm–1 m range) the potential distribution
inside the sensor abide by the electrostatic field theory.
The associated governing equation for the electrical field
is Poisson’s equation.

r 
 ½eðrÞruðrÞ� ¼ 0 ð2Þ

The capacitance values obtained for a given electrical
field distribution are expressed according to the ratio of
the charge on the electrode Q to the potential difference
Vc between the considered electrode pair. In the fol-
lowing capacitance definition, Eq. (3), S represents the
Gauss surface encompassing the measuring electrode.
The closed surface S is shown in Fig. 2.

C ¼ Q
Vc

¼
H
S eðx; yÞruðx; yÞdS

Vc
ð3Þ

3. Flow-pattern identification

The general idea for flow-pattern classification with-
out the need of imaging relies on the finding of geomet-
rical properties hidden in a frame corresponding to a set
of capacitance measurements. It is important to stress
that the decision is made on a one frame only basis to
ensure the process to be as quick as possible, this point is
discussed later with the description of the measurement
apparatus.

The two principal identifiers are proposed as follow:

1. If the flow is annular, adjacent electrode pairs are
likely to give similar capacitance measurements. This
similarity can be related to the variance of these mea-
surements.

2. The balance between electrode pair measurements at
the upper and lower section of the pipe provides in-
formation related to the classification of a stratified
flow. Hence the later definition of a RTB factor.Fig. 2. Measurement principle for an ECT sensor.
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Figure 5.5: Capacitance tomography [97]

creeping up symmetrically along the side of the pipe, as
observed from the tomographic data. This formation
pattern is observed with images taken close to the an-
nular flow regime. It is interesting to note that it extends
to the formation of slug flow.

9. Practical significance

The material presented in this paper allows gaining
advantages on two fronts, as far as flow-pattern identi-
fication for control purpose is concerned:

1. More reliable flow-pattern identification by limiting
the ill-effects of the limitations introduced by an
image reconstruction algorithm.

2. Gain in speed by by-passing the time-consuming
image reconstruction step.

Other technical points and limitations of the tech-
nique are expressed in Section 10.

10. Conclusions

A new method for rapid flow-pattern identification
based on the capacitance measurements obtained from a
sensor with eight distributed electrodes is presented. It
has been shown that reliable information can be ex-

tracted from such measurements without the need for
time-consuming image reconstruction and analysis. This
answers the request for flow-pattern information up-
stream of a T-junction separator.

The simulation part of this work can be seen as pre-
calibration testing if for some reasons the control system
must be functional without available on-site calibration
procedures. It must be reiterated that this approach can
work only for a very limited set of flow patterns and
does not claim to provide any metrics associated with
this set of flow pattern (like fluid thickness on the pipe
wall). For more elaborate information, the image re-
construction step may have to be considered or an ap-
propriate model-based approach developed. Identifiers
to be extracted from raw capacitance data are likely to
be ‘integral’ parameters. One of these is the phase ratio,
which is somewhat proportional to the total energy
stored in the system (the energy is related to capaci-
tance), refers to Fig. 13 and associated comments. An-
other type of information may be extracted from
symmetries or patterns found in the capacitance mea-
surements by relating these patterns to the properties of
the flow pattern to be identified.

The spatial resolution of the current ECT system is
sufficient for imaging the transitional phenomenon be-
tween various flow patterns. However, the study of the
flow-pattern formation and the possible incidence on the
separation ability of the T-junctions, should require
another sensor design geared towards imaging, a device
with more electrodes, probably 12.

It must be noted that the flow-pattern identification
and the influence of the characteristic of a slug-flow on
the separation performance of a T-junction, are not
approached in the same manner. The former is linked
to a control information, which needs to be kept sim-
ple, reliable (annular/stratified/slug flow) and avail-
able online, the latter requires an acceptable imaging
quality.

Table 2

Decision parameter evaluation

Image RTB VSA AFE Classification

Frame 215 0 0.164 0.203 Stratified

Frame 216 0.790 0.006 0.872 Slug

Frame 217 0.734 0.015 0.907 Slug

Frame 218 0.904 0.004 0.967 Slug

Frame 219 0.172 0.103 0.219 Annular

Frame 200 0.046 0.115 0.116 Stratified

Fig. 16. Images of a short slug.
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Figure 5.6: Tomograph images of a short slug [97]

In Table5.1 a summary is given of previous studies of capacitance electrode
configurations, listing the type of two-phase flow as well as the oscillation fre-
quencyfosc of the transducer. The sensors for ECT applications are not consid-
ered. The majority of the studies focussed on upward two-phase flow in vertical
tubes. Concerning the listed horizontal two-phase flow studies in small macro-
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scale tubes, no local capacitance measurements were performed nor was the ca-
pacitance measurement technique exploited for evaporating refrigerant flow. All
mentioned studies used air-water flow.

Capacitance measurements are cheap, non-intrusive and relatively simple in
construction. But the dependency of the permittivity on the temperature is often
mentioned as a disadvantage. However, during evaporation or condensation, the
temperature is constant at a given saturation pressure. This makes temperature
compensation procedures possible, as shown by dos Reis and Goldstein [98].

Based on the arguments given above, a capacitance sensor is developed for flow
regime detection and classification purposes for horizontal flow in small macro-
scale tubes.

Table 5.1: Survey on capacitance sensor measurements

authors type D orient. fosc

[mm] [MHz]
Geraets & Borst [94] helical 5.50 hor. 1
Elkow & Rezkallah [91] [92] [99] helical 9.53 vert. 2

concave 9.53 vert. 2
Lowe & Rezkallah [93] [100] concave 9.525 vert. 2
Tollefsen & Hammer [90] hel. + conc. 42 hor. n/a
Keska et al. [87] [88] concave 35 vert. 30
Jaworek & Krupa [95] [101] 5 configs 40 vert. 80

5.2 Capacitance sensor design

5.2.1 Governing equations and electric capacitance

Electrostatic problems are governed by the Laplace equation, Eqs. (5.2), with ~E
the electric field,Φ(~r) the spatial potential distribution,ε(~r) = ε0εr(~r) the per-
mittivity which is the absolute permittivity of free space (ε0 = 8.854 ·10−12F/m)
times the relative permittivity of the mediumεr(~r).

∇ · [ε(~r)∇Φ(~r)] = 0 (5.2a)

~E = −∇Φ(~r) (5.2b)

The capacitanceC can be determined (Eq. (5.4)) when the electric field is
known by using Gauss’ Law (Eqs. (5.3)). This law says that the electric flux
through any closed surface is proportional to the enclosed electric charge.∮

S

~D · dA = QS (5.3a)
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~D = ε(~r) ~E(~r) (5.3b)

C =
Q

V
= −ε0

∮
S

εr(~r)∇Φ · dA

ΦS − Φd
(5.4)

ΦS andΦd are the electric potentials of the source and the detector electrodes
respectively andV is the potential difference between both electrodes. The ca-
pacitance is thus determined by the potential difference between the electrodes
and the electric flux at the detector electrode surfaceS. The electric flux itself
is determined by the relative permittivityεr(~r) which is a function of the spatial
distribution of liquid and vapour. To calculate the capacitance, these governing
equations have to be solved. Analytic solutions can be found for annular flow and
bubbly flow [102]. However, the spatial distribution of the phases in intermittent
flows is often too complex to make analytical calculations [90]. ThereforeFinite
Element Methods, FEM, are preferred [103]. Solving static equations is appro-
priate because the changes in permittivity are slow (<100 Hz) compared to the
frequency of the electric field (typically>1 MHz).

5.2.2 Electrical properties of the fluids

The capacitance of the two-phase mixture is strongly dependent on the electrical
properties of the fluid mixture and its spatial distribution. In Table5.2the electrical
properties of air, water and some refrigerants are listed. The dielectric permittiv-
ities of refrigerants in vapour phase mentioned in the ASHRAE Handbook [104]
vary between 1.0006 (R14) and 1.13 (R508B). For the liquid phase the dielectric
permittivities vary between 1.27 (propane) and 15.5 for ammonia. The permittiv-
ities of liquid HFCs vary between 6 and 10. The electrical properties of tap water
were investigated by Harrington [105]. The permittivity was found to be 78.5,
which is a value similar to that of pure water.

The difference in permittivity of the vapour and the liquid phase of refrig-
erants is much smaller than the difference in permittivity of air and water. The
capacitances to be measured with refrigerants will thus be much smaller than the
capacitances of air-water. The electrical conductivity of liquid refrigerants is al-
ways significantly smaller than the conductivity of water. Any conductivity effects
on the measurements can thus be ignored when using refrigerants.

Both the conductivity and the permittivity are temperature dependent. This
makes the sensor sensitive to temperature changes. However, the variation in elec-
trical properties of the gas or vapour component can be neglected, because the
property values of liquid are many times greater [98]. The dielectric constant of
water decreases almost linearly with increasing temperature, but the electric con-
ductivity instead increases [106]. The temperature effect of both electrical prop-
erties are counteracting. Depending on the relative importance, the effect on the
impedance can be either positive or negative. Concerning refrigerants, less data
was found. For R12 and R32 (a component of the blends R410A and R407C) the
permittivity decreases with increasing temperature in the range of 150-220 K. As
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Table 5.2: Electric properties of several fluids (a) at ambient temperature
(b) at saturation vapour pressure [104]

εr [-] λ [S/m]
Pure water (25◦C) [106] 79.55 5.5·10−6

Tap water 78.5 [82] 0.0005 to 0.05 [106]
Air (0 ◦C) 1.00059
R22 liquid (25◦C) 6.6 1.34·10−8

R22 vapour (a) and (b) 1.004 4.73·10−13

R134a liquid (a) 9.51 5.65·10−11

R410A liquid (a) 7.78 2.55·10−10

R407C liquid (a) 8.74 1.35·10−10

previously concluded, the conductivity effect can be neglected for refrigerants and
so the temperature effect upon it as well. The temperature effect was eliminated
during the experiments by keeping the temperature of the fluid constant. In other
practical application, this may not always be the case. To solve this, dos Reis and
Goldstein [98] developed a temperature correcting procedure.

5.2.3 System design considerations

69696969
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Figure 5.7: Schematic of the capacitance sensor cross-section

In Figure5.7 a schematic of the cross-section of the capacitance sensor is
shown. The geometric parameters which have to be designed are the tube wall
thicknesst, the electrode angle sizeβ and the screen radiusR. The inner tube
diameter is chosen in accordance with the application. For refrigerants an 8 mm
ID tube was selected. A prototype of the sensor was made for use with air-water
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flow. The inner tube diameter of this prototype is 9 mm. Other influences on the
measurements are the distribution of the phases in the cross-section of the tube and
the orientation of the electrodes towards gravity and the axial electrode length.

In Figure5.8the equivalent electrical network of the sensor is shown. The tube
wall is represented by a capacitanceCD. The resistivity of the tube wall material
is very high and can therefore be neglected.RX andCX represent the resistivity
and the capacitance of the two-phase mixture inside the tube.

CD CX CD

RX

 
 

Figure 5.8: Equivalent electrical network of the sensor

Overall capacitance difference

A first design consideration is the overall capacitance difference (Eq. (5.5)), i.e.
the total difference in measured capacitance of the sensor between a sensor filled
with liquid and a sensor filled with vapour.C0 is the measured capacitance of
the sensor filled with vapour or gas,Cε the measured capacitance of the sensor
filled with liquid. This overall capacitance difference∆C of course has to be high
enough for the transducer to be able to measure the capacitance variations because
of the changing permittivity of the two-phase mixtures.∆C is dependent on the
diameter of the tube, the electrode angle size, the axial electrode length and the
permittivity of the fluid mixture. But also the permittivity and the thickness of the
tube wall has an effect on∆C. If the conductivity of the tube wall and the fluid
are negligible, this tube wall has a capacitance in series with the capacitance of
the fluid. The measured capacitance is then determined by Eq. (5.6), with CD the
capacitance of the wall andCf the capacitance of the fluid inside the tube. So the
value of∆C is also dependent on the properties of the tube wall.

∆C = Cε − C0 (5.5)

Cm =
[

1
CD

+
1

Cf

]−1

=
CDCf

CD + Cf
(5.6)

Sensitivity variation parameter

In a perfectly homogeneous void fraction sensor, every pixel of the cross-section
of the tube has the same contribution to the measured capacitance. Then, the ca-
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pacitance is independent of the spatial distribution of the liquid and vapour phases
and a dynamic void fraction signal can be obtained. Xie et al. [89] defined a capac-
itance sensitivity variation parameterSVP(Eq. (5.7)) to evaluate the homogeneity.
The sensing zone is therefore divided in M elements.Sε,j is then the relative ca-
pacitance change due to the presence of material (with a permittivityεr > 1) in the
jth element when all other elements have the permittivity of free space (εr = 1).
C0 is the capacitance of the system when all elements haveεr = 1 andAj is the
cross-sectional area of the jth element relative to the total cross-sectional area of
the tube. TheSVP is thus a measure of the deviation of contributions of every
element to the total capacitance. The smaller theSVPthe more homogeneous the
sensitivity distribution of the capacitance sensing fields.

SVP=
Sε,dev

Sε,avg
(5.7a)

Sε,dev =

 1
M

M∑
j=1

(Sε,j − Sε,avg)2

1/2

(5.7b)

Sε,avg =
1
M

M∑
j=1

Sε,j (5.7c)

Sε,j =
(Cε,j − C0)/C0

Aj
(5.7d)

The parameters that can be altered to achieve a lowSVPare the tube wall
thicknesst, the tube wall permittivityεW and the electrode angular sizeβ as well
as the radius of the shield surrounding the electrodesR.

5.2.4 Design parameter effects

Shield radiusR

Xie et al. [89] calculated theSVPfor several test cases. In Figure5.9two isometric
plots of the sensitivity distributionsSε,j are shown with a different shield radius.
In the left plot, the shield radiusR is 3 times the inner tube radius. The sensitivities
near the source electrode are lower than those near the detecting electrode. In the
right plot,R is decreased to 1.3 times the inner tube radius. Negative sensitivities
can be noticed due to guarding, but theSVPis lower. On the whole, a small screen
radius is recommended to achieve a high sensitivity homogeneity.

Wall thickness t

From Figure5.9, it is also clear that the contribution to the measured capacitance
is higher near the electrode ends. This is caused by the curvature of the electrodes
and cannot be eliminated for round tubes. A solution to reduce this effect upon
the flow measurements is using a large tube thickness. In that case, the peaks
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Figure 5.9: Isometric plots of sensitivity distributionsSε,j [89]

fall within the tube wall, which has a constant permittivity. The variations of
capacitance then take place in the more homogeneous region near the centre. But
on the other hand,∆C will be smaller as connecting capacitances in series, the
smallest capacitance will be dominant. The total capacity will be of the order of
the smallest capacitance in the series and this smallest capacitance will get the
biggest drop in electric potential. So, the dielectric layer may not be too thick,
otherwise the sensor won’t be able to see the inside of the tube and would only
measure the capacitance of the dielectric layer.

Figure 5.10: Density plot (20 colours) and equipotentia lines (1 V)
(left) r = 0.5 mm:9 mm (right)r = 0.05 mm:9 mm

This is illustrated in Figure5.10. An electrical field density plot with equipo-
tential lines from a FEM simulation is shown. The dielectric constant of the di-
electric layer was set atεr = 3. The inscribed electrode angle for both simulations
wasβ = 120◦. On the left, the ratio of the thickness of the dielectric layer to the
tube diameter wasr = 0.0556. On the right, the thickness of the dielectric layer
was much smaller than the tube diameter (r = 0.00556). Varying the capacitance
of the fluid mixture will have a greater effect on the measured capacitance in this
case. Especially for air-water, the thickness of the dielectric layer has to be as thin
as possible. So there is a trade-off between the overall capacitance difference and
the homogeneity.
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Electrode angleβ

The optimal electrode angle is coupled with the thickness of the tube. The thinner
the tube, the higher the electrode angle has to be. This is illustrated in Figure5.11
where the electric field intensity is plotted for two electrode angles and a very thin
tube wall (0.1 mm).

 
 

Density Plot: |E|, V/m
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Figure 5.11: Electric field intensity (scale: 0-2000 V/m) (a)θ = 120◦ (b) θ = 160◦

Distribution of the phasesε(~r)

The distribution of liquid and vapour in the cross-section of the tubeε(~r) has a
strong impact on the measurements. Because different flow regimes have different
phase distributions in the cross-section of the tube, the measured capacitance value
will differ from flow regime to flow regime. This property is exploited for flow
pattern identification.

To gain more insights into the difference in the capacitance measurements be-
tween the flow regimes, a series of FEM simulations was performed. Geometric
flow structures resembling two-phase flow patterns were used. These flow struc-
tures are shown in Figure5.12. Using the height of the liquid level for stratified
flow and the thickness of the annular liquid ring for annular flow, the void fraction
ε can be calculated if the diameter of the tube is known.

In Figure5.13, the calculated capacitance between the electrodes from the
FEM simulations is shown for two electrode anglesβ. A 9 mm ID tube was sim-
ulated without the tube wall, to eliminate the effect of the thickness of the tube.
The dielectric constants of the fluids areεr = 77.5 for water andεr = 1 for air.
When decreasingβ from 160◦ to 120◦, the maximum capacitance (when only liq-
uid is present inside the tube) drops from 12 pF to 8 pF, because of the smaller
surface area of the electrodes. On the other hand, more linearity is obtained for
β = 120◦. The same conclusions apply for R410A. But, the maximum capacitance
drop is expected in the order of 1 pF, because the dielectric constant of the fluid is
10 times smaller.
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Figure 5.12: Two-phase flow structures for FEM simulations
(left) stratified flow (right) annular flow

For flow pattern detection, the difference between the different flow patterns
has to be enhanced, favouring a higherβ. Figure5.13 illustrates that void frac-
tion measurements with this type of electrodes inherently have errors of±10%.
The larger contribution of the areas near the electrode edges make the sensitivity
ditributions of the cross section inherently non-uniform. Note that for actual evap-
orating flows in small diameter tubes, stratified flow and annular flow do not occur
at very low void fractions.

Figure 5.13: Finite element simulation of stratified and annular flow
at two different electrode anglesβ

Positioning of the electrodes towards gravity

Xie et al. [89] reported that the best linearity for stratified flow is obtained with the
plane of the electrode symmetry at 45◦ to the surface of the stratified flow and that
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the linearity substantially degrades with symmetrical arrangements. Positioning
of the electrodes parallel or perpendicular towards gravity gave similar results in
terms of linearity. But, with the electrodes parallel towards gravity (i.e. positioned
on the sides of the tube)∆C is higher. Liquid and vapour are then capacitances in
parallel compared to capacitances in series in the opposite case that the electrodes
are positioned at the top and bottom of the tube. The preferred choice for flow
pattern detection is thus with electrodes on the sides of the tube.

Axial electrode lengthL

The axial electrode length also suffers from a trade-off. The length has to be
large enough to obtain a capacitance that is high enough to be measured by the
transducer and to allow for a uniform field distribution. On the other hand, the axial
length averages the capacitance variations. This limits the time resolution of the
sensor, i.e. the time that a flow phenomenon stays within the sensing volume. This
time resolution,T , can be approximated by a simple linear modelT = L/u with
L the axial electrode length andu the velocity of a phenomenon. The maximum
frequency of flow phenomena that can be detected is then of the orderf = 1/T .

Consider a perfect sinusoidal stationary wave on a slow moving stratified in-
terface passing the electrodes. If the wavelength is in perfect match with the axial
length of the electrodes, this wavelength and its harmonics will not be detected.
A non-sinusoidal wave, can be approximated by a series of sinusoidal waves. De-
pending on the axial length of the electrodes, matching wavelength and harmonics
will average and so deform the power spectrum density. This maximum frequency
therefore has to be high enough to have a negligible influence on the power spec-
trum density for all velocities of the flow phenomena.

Defining the actual velocities is not easy, but they can be approximated by a
homogeneous velocity (Eq. (5.8)). As a worst case scenario the liquid flow velocity
of a separated flow model can be used (Eqs. (5.9)). A simple approximation of the
void fractionε is obtained by using the Armand coefficientCA = 0.83 which is
suitable for horizontal pipes with air-water flow at pressures close to atmospheric
pressure [107].

uhom = G

[
x

ρG
+

1− x

ρL

]
=

GL

ρL
+

GG

ρG
(5.8)

uL =
QL

AL
=

GL

ρL(1− ε)
=

G(1− x)
ρL(1− ε)

(5.9a)

ε = CA
QG

QG + QL
(5.9b)

Table5.3 lists the velocities and frequencies for some air-water flows calcu-
lated withL = D = 9 mm. fPSD is the maximum detectable frequency in the
PSD, which was visually determined from the test signals. For stratified flow and
stratified-wavy flow, the maximum frequency is low and close to the maximum
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Table 5.3: Flow velocities and maximum frequencies for air-water flow (L = 9 mm)

flow regime GL GG uhom uL fhom fL fPSD

[kg/m2s] [m/s] [Hz]
stratified 23 0.18 0.17 0.08 19 9 5
wavy 43 18 15 0.25 1664 28 30
intermittent 225 0.57 0.7 0.51 77 27 10
annular 132 21 17.4 0.75 1932 83 50

frequency in the PSD. But in all cases the maximum frequenciesfhom andfL are
high enough compared tofPSD.

In Table5.4 the results of the maximum frequency calculations with R410A
at 15◦C in an 8 mm tube are listed. The Rouhani-Axelsson void fraction model
is used to evaluate the liquid flow velocityuL. Only at low mass fluxesG <
200 kg/m2s and low vapour qualities (0 < x < 0.1) fL is smaller than 10 Hz and
thus approaches the typical frequencies of the flow.

The choice of the axial electrode lengthL = D is therefore small enough
to have a negligible effect on the frequency response. Lowe et al. [93] selected
L = 2D for local measurements. They substantiated their choice with observa-
tions. They claimed that slugs as well as disturbances or bridging events in transi-
tional flows generally have a length equal to or greater than2D. This enforces our
choice. If the transducer is able to measure smaller capacitances, the axial elec-
trode length can be further decreased in future upgrades to even better approach a
2D representation.

Table 5.4: Flow velocities and maximum frequencies for R410A at T = 15◦C (L = 8 mm)

G x uhom uL fhom fL

[kg/m2s] [-] [m/s] [Hz]
50 0 0.05 0.05 5.65 5.65

0.1 0.143 0.07 17.8 8.59
0.5 0.53 0.13 66.8 16.5
0.9 0.93 0.17 115.7 20.7

200 0 0.18 0.18 22.6 22.6
0.1 0.57 0.37 71.5 46.6
0.5 2.14 0.78 276.2 97.0
0.9 3.70 0.93 462.8 116

500 0 0.45 0.45 56.5 56.5
0.1 1.43 1.05 178.8 130.5
0.5 5.34 2.16 667.9 270
0.9 9.26 2.55 1157 318
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5.2.5 Active guarding technique

Two sets of shield electrodes upstream and downstream of the sensing electrodes
are used to focus the electric field to a known volume. This was implemented ac-
cording to the findings of Reinecke and Mewes [108] to allow for a two-dimensional
representation of the electric field within the measurement volume. If no grounded
shield electrodes are used, the electric field lines travel outside of the area between
the electrodes. This effect is known asfringing. It is minimal if the distance be-
tween the electrodes is kept small relative to the electrode area [93]. However, in
this case the distance between the electrodes is determined by the tube diameter.
Thus, guard electrodes are necessary to drain off the fringing electric field lines so
that they do not affect the capacitance measurement.
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Figure 13. Schematical representation of the electric field 
distribution for (a) grounded and (b) driven axial shield 
electrodes. 

two-dimensional representation of the measurement and 
eliminates the axial integration effects. 

The increase m the number of measurement electrodes 
in the 16-electrode sensor also is advantageous. The total 
number of measurement combinations per image is shown 
in Table 1. In the table, i is the number of segments 
grouped as one electrode and n the total number of 
segments in the sensor. In addition to the values for the 
16-electrode sensor, the values for the 8- and 12-electrode 
sensors developed by Xie et al. [10, 36] are listed. For 
simple geometric reasons, the number of independent 
combinations for the 16-electrode sensor is higher than 
that for the other two sensors. This is to be expected. Yet, 
for the same angular size of the measurement electrode, 
the number of possible independent combinations is also 
higher for the 16-electrode sensor. For example, when 
grouping two segments into one electrode, the number of 
independent measurements per image is 104 for the 16- 
electrode sensor, but only 28 for the 8-electrode sensor 
operated with the same electrode area. These additional 
measurements in comparison with the 8-electrode sensor 
are indeed linearly independent owing to the higher seg- 

mentation of the 16-electrode sensor. The measurements 
made by using two segments as one electrode can be 
linearly obtained from the single-segment measurements 
but not from measurements conducted with electrodes of 
fixed size of two segments. The main advantage of the 
measurements conducted with the enlarged electrode area 
is the increase in the signal-to-noise ratio. Owing to the 
increase in independent combinations, the reconstruction 
resolution is enhanced. Even in a comparison of the 
12-electrode sensor with the 16-electrode sensor operated 
in the two-segment mode, the number of independent 
measurements per image is increased from 66 to 104. The 
actual angular size of the electrodes for the 16-electrode 
sensor in the two-segment mode is larger than that for the 
12-electrode sensor. Therefore the signal-to-noise ratio 
also becomes higher, resulting in an additional increase in 
reconstruction resolution. 

In the operation of the new 16-electrode sensor, an- 
other improvement was made. When the capacitance be- 
tween two electrodes is measured, the remaining elec- 
trode can be either connected to earth (12-electrode sen- 
sor) or left to float (new 16-electrode sensor). The shunt 
effects possible for this operation are reduced by the 
grounded radial shield and the driven axial shield. Letting 
the electrodes float results in virtual source electrodes 
around the measurement volume. This increases the sig- 
nal level and thus the signal-to-noise ratio. In addition, 
the linearity of the sensor is improved. In Fig. 15, the 
dimensionless capacitance is plotted as a function of the 
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are grounded, whereas, in Fig. 15b, the free electrodes are 
floating. The increase in linearity is clearly visible. 

In addition to the increase in linearity, the spatial 
amplification for this operational mode becomes much 
higher. When the dimensionless capacitance C*, defined 
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C M - C O 
C* (3) 

C1 - Co ' 
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A M 
A = , (4) 

AI 
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Figure 13. Schematical representation of the electric field 
distribution for (a) grounded and (b) driven axial shield 
electrodes. 
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Figure 5.14: Schematic representation of the electric field distribution
(a) grounded and (b) driven axial shield electrodes [108]

In Figure5.14a, the schematic representation of the axial distribution of the
electric field with grounded shield guards is shown. The short-circuiting toward
the grounded shield is obvious. Moreover, it was proved by Reinecke and Mewes
[108] that with grounded shielding electrodes a decreasing liquid level not only in-
terferes with the measurement far out of the measurement volume, but also moves
the measured dimensionless capacitance out of the physically sensible limits of
1 and 0. This can be explained by the strong sink effect of the grounded shield
electrodes. When using water this effect is enhanced by the presence of very high
conducting phases short-circuiting the two segments. When the shield electrodes
are driven (Figure5.14b), the electric field across the measurement volume and
beyond is very homogeneous. A flow phenomenon approaching the measurement
volume results now in a change of the measured capacitance only when the tips of
the electrodes are reached.

In future improvements of the sensor design, the effect of these guards upon
the electric field can be further analysed in 3D-FEM simulations to optimize the
dimensions and positioning of the guards.
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5.2.6 Parameter selection

Because cross-sectional flow measurements are desired, short concave electrodes
were proposed. From the discussion above, it is clear that with this type of elec-
trodes, no perfect homogeneity can be achieved. This makes local void fraction
measurements with an accuracy better than±10% not feasible. On the other hand,
the main goal of this sensor is to objectively characterize and determine flow
regimes. Therefore the design parameters were chosen for optimal flow regime
detection. This means the influence of the phase distribution in the cross-section
of the tube has to be enhanced in order to achieve clear differences between the
flow regimes. The tube wall thicknesst was therefore chosen as thin as possible
and the electrode angle sizeβ as high as possible.

In a first development stage∆C was a limiting factor for the choice of the axial
lengthL. Later, the capacitance transducer design was improved. Now, this is not
a problem anymore, so in a future update the axial length can be further diminished
to even better approach cross-sectional measurements. Finally the diameter of the
shielding tube was chosen according to constructional limits. Because homogene-
ity is not a goal any more, this parameter is less important. In Table5.5, the most
important dimensions of the sensor are summarized.

Table 5.5: Dimensions of the sensor assembly

air-water R410A
inner tube diameter,D 9 mm 8 mm
tube wall thickness,t 50µm
electrode angle size,β 160◦

electrode axial length,L D
inter electrode axial length D/2
total length flexible tube 250 mm
inner diameter shielding tube 400 mm
axial length shielding tube 120 mm

5.2.7 Sensor construction

A flexible circuit material R/FlexR©3000 from Rogers Corporations was used to
construct the tube wall (Figure5.15). By etching the copper cladding, precise
sizing and positioning of the electrodes is accomplished. The thickness of the
dielectric layer is only 50µm ±12.5%, with a very high electrical resistance of
1012 MΩ/cm. The dielectric constant of this material isεr = 2.9 at 23◦C. It has an
extremely low moisture absorption and it maintains its electrical, mechanical and
dimensional properties in humid environments.

In Figure5.16and Figure5.17, the assembly of the sensor is shown. The flex-
ible tube wall with the three pairs of electrodes is enclosed and glued in machined
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PVC parts. These parts make the connection possible with the copper tubing and
ensure the structural stability of the tube wall. Special attention was paid to keep
the inner tube diameter constant and to minimize the disturbances of the flow due
to joints. The assembly is placed in an inox casing. The remaining space is filled
with a resin. This way, the total assembly is able to withstand inside tube pressures
of 40 bar. The outer casing also acts as shielding and is therefore grounded.

   

Figure 5.15: Picture of the flexible electrode prints

flexible tube wall

fitting

copper tube

inox casing

PVC parts

etched electrodes

connection wires

Figure 5.16: Schematic of the capacitance sensor assembly

5.3 Transducer design

5.3.1 Dynamic capacitance measurement circuits

The most frequently used technique for dynamic capacitance measurements is the
charge/discharge technique. The capacitance is hereby constantly charged and
discharged at a high frequency (typically 100 kHz - 5 MHz). The current that flows
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Figure 5.17: Picture of the sensor assembly

due to this process is then integrated, amplified and transformed to a voltage signal.
Huang et al. [109] introduced this technique and the implementation of Yang and
Yang [110] was first developed for use with air-water. This implementation was
also the basis for the design of the improved transducer for use with refrigerants.

A competing technique is thefrequency deviation method[95]. An oscilla-
tor is thereby tuned to high frequencies (typically about 100 MHz, i.e. FM radio
frequencies) using a resonant LC circuit. The resonance angular frequency of an
oscillator with the capacitance sensor in its circuit isω2 = 1/LC whereL is the
inductance of the resonant circuit,C the total capacitance in the resonant circuit
comprising the capacitance of the sensor and the stray capacitance of the circuit.
Capacitance variations thus cause changes in frequency. The frequency difference
can be determined by comparison of the actual frequency of the oscillator with a
reference frequency. The schematic diagram of such a measuring system is shown
in Figure5.18. These high frequencies have the advantage of eliminating the effect
of liquid conductance on the measurements.

5.3.2 Charge/discharge circuit

Measurement principle [110]

The capacitance transducer is based on a four-phase charge/discharge measuring
circuit (Figure5.19). To measure the unknown capacitanceCX , two square wave
signals are applied to two switches,S1 and S2, so that the left side ofCX is
connected either toVc (15 V in the air-water version or 10 V in the refrigerant
version) or to the ground.CX is now effectively energized by a 15 V (or 10 V)
square wave. The other two square-wave signals are used to control the other two
switches,S3 andS4. The period between A and B is phase 1 for charging the
unknown capacitorCX and the period between B and C is phase 2 for discharging
CX .

Now consider phase 1. WhenS1 is closed, a current chargesCX to 15 V. The
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2. Sensor theory

The capacitance sensor composed of two electrodes is
used for measurement of mean value of gas percentage in
two-phase flow in the volume confined within the electrodes.
The measurement of the capacitance of a capacitor filled
with a conducting liquid, like water, is difficult because
equivalent resistanceRe of the liquid, which is usually low,
is connected in parallel withCe, the capacitance component
of the admittance (cf.Fig. 1):

Y = 1

Re
+ jωCe (1)

The effect of the resistance of the sensor on its admittance
can be eliminated for higher frequenciesω. For reasonable
values of the resistanceRe, and for sufficiently high fre-
quency the absolute value of sensor admittance:

|Y | =
√(

1

Re

)2

+ (ωCe)2 (2)

is proportional only to the capacitanceCe, and the phase
shift of the signal:

tgϕ = ωCeRe (3)

approachesπ/2. In this case, the admittance of the sensor can
be regarded as pure capacitance in the circuit it is connected
to.

For the simplest case of two plane parallel electrodes of
the surfaceS, spaced at the distanced, the absolute value of
the admittance is:

|Y | = S

d

√(
1

ρ

)2

+ (ωε)2 (4)

Fig. 1. Electrical scheme of the capacitance sensors for gas/liquid ratio
measurement.

whereρ andε are the resistivity and dielectric constant of
the material between the electrodes, respectively, andω the
angular frequency of the supply voltage.

The absolute value of the admittance|Y |C with only ca-
pacitance component differs from the actual value of the
admittance|Y | by:

δ = |Y | − |Y |C
|Y | = 1 −

√
1

1 + (1/(ρωε)2)
(5)

The ratio (5) is independent of the capacitor geometry but
only on the electrical properties of the dielectric material
between the electrodes. The value ofδ is lower than 1%
when the productρωε > 7. The phase shiftϕ is about 82◦
in this case. For example, for the resistivity of tap water,
ρ = 20� m at the temperature of 20◦C, and its electrical
permittivity ε = 7×10−10 C/(V m) [12], the frequency of the
oscillations should be equal to 79.6 MHz. In the following
considerations, the resistance of the liquid will be, therefore,
neglected. The effect of the conductance of the pipe can also
be neglected when a dielectric material of high resistivity is
used.

The capacitance variations due to the change in gas per-
centage are measured by the frequency deviation method.
The electrodes are connected as a capacitor in a resonant
LC circuit tuned to a high frequency. The frequency of
80 MHz was proposed in this paper for the measurement of
the capacitance changes of the sensor. Such high frequency
eliminates the effect of liquid conductance on the measuring
results. The radio-frequency oscillator is very sensitive to
the capacitance variations, and the frequency difference can
be easily determined by comparison the actual frequency
of the oscillator with a reference frequency. The schematic
diagram of the measuring system is shown inFig. 1.

Both signals, that one from the sensorUi sin(ωt) and that
from the reference oscillatorU0 sin(ω0t) are mixed by their
electronic multiplication. The resulting signal has two fre-
quency components, i.e. the sum and the difference of the
input signals:

um(t) = 1
2UiU0(cos(ω0 − ω)t − cos(ω0 − ω)t) (6)

The low-frequency signal can be extracted using a low-
frequency filter:

uout(t) = U sin(ω0 − ω)t (7)

The frequency deviations (ω0 − ω) can be a measure of
the gas content in a two-phase flow. The resonance angular
frequency of an oscillator with the capacitance sensor in its
circuit is:

ω2 = 1

LC
(8)

whereL is the inductance of the resonant circuit,C the total
capacitance in the resonant circuit comprising the capaci-
tance of the sensor and stray capacitance of the circuitCc.

A complex distribution of the gas and liquid within the
pipe can be represented by two lumped capacitances (cf.Figure 5.18: Electrical scheme of the frequency deviation method for capacitance sensors

for gas/liquid ratio measurement [95]

transient process is predominated by the ON resistanceRON of the switchS1,
the stray capacitanceCs1, and the measured capacitanceCX . In this case, the
time constant isRON (Cs1 + CX). Because the ON resistance is small (125Ω for
CD4066) and the stray capacitance is also relatively small (around 150 pF), the
transient process is short with a time constant of 18.8 ns. Usually, the transient
time is considered to be five times the time constant, i.e. about 0.1µs, which is
shorter than the time period of phase 1 (0.5 or 5µs for an excitation frequency of
1 MHz and 100 kHz respectively).

The charging current goes to op-amp 1 becauseS4 is closed during the charg-
ing period. ConsideringCX is charged toVc , the charge transferred during phase
1 is Q = VcCX . Because of the charging transfer frequencyf , the charging cur-
rent (i.e. the charge transferred every second) isi = fQ = fVcCX . The charging
current is converted to a voltage by op-amp 1 with feedback resistanceRf , thus
V1 = −fVcCXRf .

Similarly, in phase 2 the output of op-amp 2 due to discharging isV2 =
−fVcCXRf . Note that the two output voltages from op-amp 1 and op-amp 2
have the same magnitude, but opposite sign. Summing them together by op-amp
3 results inV3 = −2fVcCXRf .

An advantage of using this differential configuration is that if a twin op-amp
integrated circuit package is used as op-amp 1 and op-amp 2, their similar offsets
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18.8 ns. Usually, the transient time is considered to be five
times the time constant,7 i.e., about 0.1ms, which is much
shorter than the time period of phase 1~0.5 or 5ms depend-
ing on the excitation frequency chosen!.

The charging current goes to op-amp 1 because SW4 is
closed during the charging period~see Fig. 1!. Considering
Cx is charged toVc , the charge transferred during phase 1 is
Q5VcCx . Because of the charging transfer frequencyf, the
charging current~i.e., the charge transferred every second! is
i 5 f Q5 f VcCx. The charging current is converted to a volt-
age by op-amp 1 with feedback resistanceRf , thus V1

52 f VcCxRf .
Similarly, in phase 2 the output of op-amp 2 due to dis-

charging isV25 f VcCxRf . Note that the two output voltages
from op-amp 1 and op-amp 2 have the same magnitude, but
opposite sign. Summing them together by op-amp 3, which
acts as a differential amplifier, obtains

V3522 f VcCxRf . ~1!

An advantage of using the differential configuration is that if
a twin op-amp integrated circuit package is used as op-amp 1
and op-amp 2, their similar offsets8 would cancel each other
by the differential function of op-amp 3.

For op-amp 1 and op-amp 2, a capacitorC of 0.1 F is
connected between the inverting input and ground to absorb
spikes.

The output voltage from the four-phase charge transfer
measuring circuit is passed to the next stage, an offset and
gain adjusting circuit as shown in Fig. 2. By adjustingRo , an
offset can be added to the signal from the four-phase circuit,
so that the zero point can be calibrated. The circuit gain is
adjusted by changingR1. The circuit output is

V452
R3

R1
V32

R3

R2
jVc5S 2 f CxRf

R1
2

j

R2
DR3Vc , ~2!

wherej depends on the setting ofRo , which can be either
positive or negative.

The circuit gain is so designed that the resultant voltage
is between 0 and 5 V. It can either be displayed on a 31

2 digits
panel meter, indicating the capacitance value directly, or con-
verted to a current between 0 and 20 mA using a Howland
circuit as shown in Fig. 3.8

The output current of the circuit can be found as

I o52
V4~R1R8!

RR8
52

V4

R//R8
'2

V4

R8
. ~3!

From Eq.~3!, the output current of the circuit only depends
on the input voltage and the resistanceR8, but not on the
loading impedance. It can be confirmed that the output im-
pedance of the circuit is infinitely large if an idea op-amp is
assumed and the resistors are perfectly matched.8 For indus-
trial applications, it is often required to transmit a current
signal rather than voltage. With the voltage-to-current con-
verter, the capacitance meter can now be used as an indus-
trial capacitance transducer.

Stray capacitance is the capacitance between the measur-
ing terminals or capacitance electrodes and earth. The stray
capacitance adjunct toCx is shown in Fig. 1 asCs1 andCs2,
one in each side. Because the stray capacitance on the left
side is either driven by voltage sources~15 V! with negli-
gible output impedance or connected to earth, it would not
affect the capacitance measurement. The stray capacitance
on the right side is always held to virtual earth~0 V! either
by op-amp 1 or op-amp 2. The potential difference across it
is close to zero, and hence this stray capacitance also has
little effect on the capacitance measurement. Therefore, the
capacitance measuring circuit shown in Fig. 1 is stray-
immune. This is an ideal case by assuming idea voltage
source and idea op-amps. In the real situation, the CMOS
switches have a finite ON resistance and the op-amps have a
finite gain. Those non-ideal characteristics would deteriorate

FIG. 1. Charge transfer measuring circuit and switching wave forms~‘‘1’’ is
ON and ‘‘0’’ is OFF!, with stray capacitances shown.

FIG. 2. Offset and gain adjusting circuit.

FIG. 3. Voltage-to-current converter.
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Figure 5.19: Charge transfer measuring circuit and switching wave forms
(’1’ = ON, ’0’ = OFF) [110]

would cancel each other by the differential function of op-amp 3. For op-amp 1
and op-amp 2, a capacitorC is connected between the inverting input and ground
to absorb spikes.

Offset and amplifier circuit

The output voltage of the four-phase charge transfer measuring circuit is passed
to the next stage, an offset and gain adjusting circuit. By adjusting a first poten-
tiometer an offset can be added to the signal of the four-phase circuit, so that the
zero point can be calibrated. The circuit exit gain can be adjusted by changing
the resistance of a second potentiometer in the amplifier subcircuit. In the opti-
mized version of the transducer for use with refrigerants, the gain was set to a
fixed value. This way the second potentiometer was eliminated and so the noise
and drift further reduced.
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Stray capacitance

The stray capacitance is the capacitance between the measurement terminals or
capacitance electrodes and the ground. The stray capacitances adjunct toCX are
shown in Figure5.19 asCs1 andCs2. BecauseCs1 is either driven by voltage
sources with a negligible output impedance or connected to ground, their current
does not flow throughCX . The stray capacitances will therefore not affect the
capacitance measurement. The stray capacitanceCs2 is always connected to the
virtual earth (0 V) either by op-amp 1 or by op-amp 2. The potential difference
across it is thus close to zero. So this stray capacitance has also a little effect
on the capacitance measurement. The capacitance measuring circuit is therefore
practically stray-immune. This is an ideal case by assuming an ideal voltage source
and ideal op-amps. In the real situation, the switches have a finite ON resistance
and the op-amps have a finite gain. Those non-ideal characteristics can slightly
deteriorate the stray-immunity.

5.3.3 Technical specifications of the transducer

Two versions of the transducer were developed. A first version was based on
the technology and components described by Yang and Yang [110]. This version
was found suitable for use with air-water. But the amplification was not large
enough and the noise level was too high to measure the smaller capacitances of
refrigerant flow. Therefore a new design was made in cooperation with ir. L. Col-
man (Vakgroep Elektronica, Departement Toegepaste Ingenieurswetenschappen,
Hogeschool Gent, Belgium) and ir. G. Colman (INTECdesign, Department of
Information Technology, Ghent University, Belgium). In this version, the classi-
cal through-hole technology was abandoned for the newer SMT orsurface-mount
technology. These SMT components have smaller leads or no leads at all. Most
often, newer and better versions of ICs can now only be found in this technology.
The components were reselected, the gain adjustment circuit was simplified to a
fixed amplifier and a custom designed low drift voltage source was developed. The
result is a low noise/low drift version of the transducer which is able to measure
capacitances in the 0-10 pF range. More details about the new design, the compo-
nent lists and print layouts are described in AppendixC. Table5.6summarizes the
specifications of both transducer versions.
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Table 5.6: Specifications of the capacitance transducers

version air-water R410A
Capacitance range 0-100 pF 0-10pF
Sensitivity 0.18 V/pF 1.16 V/pF
Output accuracy ±0.16 V ±4 mV
Noise band < 0.025 V < 0.010 V
Oscillation frequency 100 kHz 2 MHz
Voltage source +15 V/-15 V +10 V/-10 V
Response time < 1 ms
Power supply 230 V - 50 Hz





6
Horizontal two-phase flow

characterization

6.1 Parametric two-phase flow characterization and
identification

Drahos and Cermak [76] reviewed early work in statistical signal processing for
flow pattern characterization. Most of the work cited was done on air-water flow
for both vertical and horizontal tubes with diameters ranging from 4 to 95.3 mm.
Optical measurements, electrical contact measurements as well as pressure fluc-
tuation measurements are listed. The statistical analysis can be performed in the
amplitude domain, time domain and frequency domain to obtain characteristic dis-
tributions. The information contained in these distributions can be quantified by
means of various stochastic discriminants. The statistical moments of different
order are most common.

• In the amplitude domain, theprobability density function(PDF) yields a
complete probabilistic description of the instantaneous values of the signal.
It describes the probability that at a given time the signal will have a value
within a defined range. The shape of the PDFs can be used for flow pattern
characterization. Jones and Zuber [111] investigated the PDFs of chordal
X-ray void fraction measurements of air-water flow in vertical rectangular
channels. They demonstrated that PDFs are useful for flow pattern discrim-
ination of bubbly flow, slug flow and annular flow. Later, Costigan and
Whalley [112] characterized air-water flow in a vertical 32 mm tube based
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on the PDFs of a conductivity probe. Elkow and Rezkallah [99] and Lowe
and Rezkallah [100] studied the PDFs of vertical air-water flow in a 9.53 mm
tube under microgravity conditions obtained with a capacitance sensor.

Quantifying the information contained in a PDF can be accomplished with
the statistical moments (Eqs. (6.1)). The mean (AVG) is the average value
of the distribution. The variance (M2) is a measure of the distribution of
samples about the mean. The skewness (M3) characterizes the asymmetry
of the PDF. A positive skewness, corresponds with the median to the right
of the mean. The kurtosis (M4) characterizes the flatness of the distribution
compared to the Gaussian distribution. The variance of chordal (X-ray) void
fraction fluctuations was suggested by Vince and Lahey [79] as an objective
flow pattern indicator for the bubbly flow/slug flow and slug flow/annular
flow transitions of vertical upward air-water flows in a 25.4 mm ID pipe.
Both transitions were found at variances equal to 0.04.

AV G =
1
n

n∑
i=1

xi (6.1a)

M2 =
1

n− 1

n∑
i=1

(xi −AV G)2 (6.1b)

M3 =
1
n

∑n
i=1(xi −AV G)3

( 1
n

∑n
i=1(xi −AV G)2)3/2

(6.1c)

M4 =
1
n

∑n
i=1(xi −AV G)4

( 1
n

∑n
i=1(xi −AV G)2)2

(6.1d)

Thecumulative probability density function(CPDF), contains the same in-
formation. Keska et al. [88] interpreted the CPDFs by the relative position of
the 50% probability and the difference in slope of the CPDFs. This roughly
corresponds with the AVG and M2 of the PDF.

• In the frequency domain, the signals can be represented by thepower spec-
trum distribution(PSD). It can be estimated using the Fourier transform.
PSD characterization is typically used in combination with pressure mea-
surements. Liebenberg et al. [81] studied the PSD of pressure signals of
condensing refrigerant flows in smooth and micro-fin tubes. They devel-
oped criteria for transition from intermittent (slug and plug) to annular flow.
The parametrization of the PSD can be achieved by a dominant frequency
corresponding to the highest peak in the PSD, a spectrum variance analo-
gous to the variance of a PDF, or frequency bandwidth contributions. Wang
et al. [113] defined ahigh-frequency contribution factor(HFCF) from the
PSD of impedance signals of air-water flows in a vertical 50.8 mm tube.
The HFCF is basically the relative contribution of frequencies higher than
10 Hz.
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• In the time domain, usuallyauto-correlation functions(ACF) andcross-
correlation functions(CCF) are calculated. The CCF can be used to describe
the space-time characteristics of the flow to for instance separate slug flow
from pseudo-slug flows. ACF are not often applied because of its equiv-
alence with the more easily interpretable PSD. Simpler in use is the RMS
value, defined by Keska et al. [88], which represents the average magnitude
of signal fluctuations.

So far, the flow regime identification was mainly qualitatively or very rudimen-
tary by using fixed values of quantitative signal parameters. No sensor based flow
pattern identification for evaporating refrigerant flow was studied yet. To extract
as much information as possible from the sensor signals, it is preferable to analyse
the signals in both the amplitude and the frequency domain or the amplitude and
the time domain.

6.2 Horizontal air-water flow characterization

6.2.1 Air-water flow test facility

The capacitance sensor design was first tested in a set-up for horizontal air-water
flow, shown in Figure6.1. The test section consists of a horizontal Perspex tube
(9 mm ID / 12 mm OD) with the capacitance sensor (air-water version 9 mm ID)
and a sight glass (8.0 mm ID / 10.0 mm OD). Air from a compressor is expanded
over a valve and mixed in a T-shape chamber with water pumped out of a tank.
After the test section, air and water are separated again. The water flows back to
the reservoir.

The air flow rate is measured by a thermal mass flow meter in the range of
2.0×10−6 to 6.0×10−3 kg/s with an accuracy of± 2% (of reading). Expressed in
mass velocities, the air flow rate range is 0.03 to 95 kg/m2s. With an uncertainty of
100µm in the tube diameter of 9 mm, the uncertainty onGair is±3% of reading.

Two different types of water were used: tap water and demineralised water. A
different pump was used, resulting in a different range for both fluids. The flow
rate of demineralised water could be altered between1.3×10−3 kg/s and 0.05 kg/s
(or in mass velocities 25 to 750 kg/m2s). The flow rate of the tap water could be set
in the full range of the water flow meter. A turbine wheel flow meter was used with
a range of1.3 × 10−3 kg/s to 0.25 kg/s with an accuracy of±1.25% (full scale).
The water flow meter was calibrated inhouse with a stopwatch-weighing technique
using a precision balance and a large tank. The uncertainty in the measurements of
the calibration curve is±0.002 kg/s. The resulting uncertainty inGwater is±4.6%
(full scale).

The water temperature was measured and controlled in the water tank and at the
inlet of the sensor using type K thermocouples with an uncertainty of±0.25◦C.
Measurements were performed at a constant water temperature of 20◦C ±0.5.
The flow is recorded using the monochromatic high-speed camera (cf.§4.3.1) at
250 fps.
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Figure 6.1: Test facility for horizontal air-water flow

The output voltage signal of the capacitance sensor is recorded using a National
Instruments DAQ system. First the voltage value of air only flowVair and water
only flow Vwater are measured. The signals of the two-phase flowsV2PH are then
made dimensionless using Eq. (6.2).

V ∗ =
V2PH − Vair

Vwater − Vair
(6.2)

6.2.2 Flow phenomena with air-water

Dataset and visual classification

A series of 189 sensor signals was collected, at different mass velocities of air
(from Gair = 0.3 to 50 kg/m2s) and demineralised water (fromGwater = 30 to 700
kg/m2s). Each signal was visually classified into one of three flow regimes: strat-
ified flow (22 points), intermittent flow (104 points) and annular flow (63 points).
By using this three-category classification a distinction can be made between strat-
ified and non-stratified flows as well as a distinction between the ring-shaped an-
nular flows and the more complex flow structures of intermittent flows. Stratified
flow can have a smooth as well as a wavy interface. Intermittent flow can be
slug flow, plug flow, elongated bubble flow etc. All two-phase flows considered
as intermittent flow have an irregular or aperiodic flow structure and are therefore
grouped together.

In Figure6.2 our visual classification is shown together with the theoretical
flow map of Taitel and Dukler [17] (and modifications by Barnea et al. [29] and
Barnea [28]). Transition lines are drawn for a 9 mm tube at atmospheric conditions
of air and water (line A = stratified/non-stratified boundary, line B = modified
intermittent-stratified boundary of Barnea et al. [29], line C = smooth stratified/
stratified-wavy boundary and line D = annular-intermittent boundary).
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Figure 6.2: Air-water flow dataset with our visual classification (� stratified flow -
◦ intermittent flow -� annular flow) in a Taitel-Dukler flowmap [17]

Our visual classification does not correspond very well to the theoretical flow
map. Our stratified/non-stratified boundary at low water mass velocities appears
at much higher air velocities compared to line A. At low air velocities instead, our
stratified/non-stratified boundary appears at lower water mass velocities then line
A. But the original transition of Taitel and Dukler [17] was based on larger tube
diameters (13 mm up to 300 mm). The modification of Barnea [29] (line B) was
based on tube diameters from 4 to 12 mm and incorporates the surface tension ef-
fect which gains importance in these smaller tubes. The correspondence with our
visual data is a lot better, although two stratified flows were observed in the in-
termittent flow area below line B. The intermittent/annular transition corresponds
reasonably well to the prediction of Taitel and Dukler. But this transition is much
more difficult to classify visually because of its gradual nature.

Two-phase flow observations and characterization

Typical flow regimes and corresponding sensor signals are shown in Figures6.3
to 6.8. They provide an insight in flow patterns, which will be useful for further
objective flow pattern classification. The sensor signals allow to characterize the
two-phase flow. Typically, this can be achieved by presenting a time plot of the
sensor signal together with a probability density estimation (PDE) and a power
spectrum distribution (PSD). The PDE estimates the probability that at a given
time the signal will have a value within a defined range. The PSD is calculated
using the Fourier transform.
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In Table6.1, the conditions of the selected signals are listed. These signals are
also indicated and labelled in the flow map of Figure6.2. For comparison reasons
with the further results, also three main features are given. The average of the
time signalV ∗, AVG, the variance about the mean of the data points ofV ∗, M2
(Eqs. (6.1)) and a high frequency contribution factor (HFCF) defined by Eq. (6.3).
The HFCF was chosen in correspondence with the definition of Wang et al. [113].
This parameter should be able to distinguish low frequency phenomena (like plugs
and slugs) from high frequency phenomena like interfacial waves in wavy and
annular flow types. Taitel and Dukler [114] developed a model for slug frequency
in gas-liquid flow in horizontal tubes and compared it to data in 12.7 and 19 mm
tubes. Typical slug frequencies are reported in the 1 to 5 Hz range. Schubring
and Shedd [115] studied wave frequencies in annular air-water flow. The wave
frequencies are typically in the 10 to 100 Hz range. For the 8.8 mm test tube, the
frequency range found for fully developed annular flow was 40-100 Hz. Wavy and
wavy-annular flows cover the 10-40 Hz range.

HFCF =

∑100 Hz
f=10 PSD(V ∗)∑100 Hz

f=0.5 Hz PSD(V ∗)
(6.3)

Table 6.1: Selected signals and signal features of air-water flows

Flow regime Label Gwater Gair AVG M2 HFCF
[kg/m2s] [kg/m2s] [-] [-] [-]

Stratified S 49.04 2.96 0.479 4.66·10−4 0.022
S-I transition SI 208.41 2.47 0.497 1.98·10−2 0.182
Intermittent I 601.78 2.99 0.643 4.44·10−2 0.241
I-A transition IA 226.56 11.28 0.476 2.28·10−2 0.431
Annular A 83.33 48.91 0.147 2.72·10−3 0.858
S-A transition SA 67.20 11.43 0.321 4.41·10−3 0.311

For stratified flows, an almost constant voltage signal is typical (Figure6.3).
This corresponds to a constant liquid level which can vary very slowly. The result-
ing PDE has a sharp peak and so a very small variance M2. There is no important
high frequency content, which makes the HFCF minimal.

When moving from the stratified flow (S) to the intermittent flow (I) data point
in the flow pattern map, the air mass flux is constant, but the water mass flux
increases. Liquid slugs appear which momentarily fill the entire cross section of
the tube. The sensor signal of the data point SI (Figure6.4) clearly indicates the
presences of short liquid slugs. In the PDE, a second but small peak appears atV ∗

equal to one and the PSD shows an important low frequency content (<10 Hz).
This signal would definitely be classified as slug flow.

The intermittent flow I (Figure6.5) has a higher water mass flux. A typical
double peak is visible in the PDE. The most important contribution in the PSD has
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Figure 6.3: Stratified flow characterization
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Figure 6.4: Stratified-intermittent transitional flow characterization
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Figure 6.5: Intermittent flow characterization
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Figure 6.6: Intermittent-annular transitional flow characterization
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Figure 6.7: Annular flow characterization
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Figure 6.8: Stratified-annular transitional flow characterization
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frequencies lower than 10 Hz. In this chaotic type of flow, aerated liquid slugs are
present as well as air plugs, bubbles of all shapes and sizes and geometrically very
complex interface structures.

Following the trajectory from intermittent flow towards annular flow, the liquid
bridges gradually break up and a central air core develops (Figure6.6). The second
peak in the PDE disappears and the HFCF increases. The IA data point is located
on the transition boundary. Purely classifying this flow into one of the typical flow
regimes does not make a lot of sense. The probabilistic approach makes it possible
to appropriately combine all typical flow regime characteristics and to determine
its relative contribution.

Going towards fully developed annular flow (Figure6.7), the peak in the PDE
moves to lowerV ∗ (or higher void fractions). The peak gets sharper which results
in a lower M2 value. The HFCF is higher than all other signals because of the
frequencies of the disturbances on the ring-shaped interface [115].

Finally going back to stratified flow, a wavy type of flow (Figure6.8) is de-
tected at the stratified-annular transition boundary. The average signal value in-
creases, as well as the M2 value. Due to the smaller air mass flux, the liquid does
not reach the top of the tube, but the air-water interface is still not smooth. The
HFCF gradually diminishes back towards almost zero for stratified flows.

This discussion proves that the sensor can track the typical flow phenomena of
the different flow regimes.

6.2.3 Conductivity effect

Generally, water can be considered as a conductive liquid. The electrical conduc-
tivity depends on the purity of the water, i.e. the amount of dissolved ions from
salts, minerals, rust, fouling etc. Because the transducer actually measures the im-
pedance of the sensor, the conductivity of the fluid will affect the measurements.

CD CX CD

RX

 
 

Figure 6.9: Equivalent electrical network of the sensor

When only a liquid phase is present, the sensor can be modelled with the equiv-
alent circuit shown in Figure6.9. The capacitanceCX of the fluid depends on the
permittivity of the liquid and the resistanceRX depends on the conductivity of the
liquid. The dielectric wall is modelled as a capacitanceCD in series with the fluid.

If air-bubbles with a low dielectric constant are added, the equivalent circuit
model in Figure6.9 can still be used to characterize the sensor because the liquid
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still provides a direct conduction path across the fluid (Huang et al. [116]). How-
ever, in this caseCX not only depends on the permittivity of the water, but also
on the permittivity and the volumetric concentration of the air. In addition, the
conductivity of the waterRX also becomes dependent on the concentration of air-
bubbles. If a homogeneous distribution of finely dispersed air-bubbles in the cross
section of the tube is assumed, the effect of the bubble distribution onRX andCX

is negligible.
Modelling the opposite situation of conductive water droplets in an air flow is

more complex. This type of flow can be considered as a complex combination of
elementary components of a water droplet surrounded by air. The water droplet
can be modelled as a capacitance and resistance in parallel, the surrounding air
can be modelled as a capacitance in series with the water droplet. The equivalent
sensor capacitance is then again a value determined by the concentration of the
water droplets and the permittivities of both fluids.

If the two-phase flow is not homogeneous, e.g. slug or plug flow, the model be-
comes even more complex. Elementary units of water and air with different values
for RX andCX have to be combined and the model is strongly time dependent.
The equivalent capacitance is not only dependent on a concentration factor of one
of the fluid components, but also on the temporal and spatial distribution. Mea-
suring the sensor capacitance does not simply result in a component concentration
factor.
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Figure 6.10: Simulation network of the sensor with transducer

In Figure6.10, a simplified electrical network of the sensor with transducer is
shown. The switches (S1 and S2 in Figure5.19) in the charge/discharge circuit
create a square waveVsource between the electrical ground and 15 V. During the
high period (15 V) the equivalent capacitance of the sensor is charged with a time
constant which mainly depends on the resistanceRON of the closed switches and
the capacitanceCX of the fluid. This time constant has to be small compared
to the time to fully charge the capacitance. During the low period (ground) the
equivalent capacitance is discharged with the same time constant. The current
during charging and discharging is converted to a voltage signalV1 by the opamp-
circuit.
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While charging, an electrical potential difference exists across the resistance
RX , so an extra currentI(RX) flows through this resistance into the current-
voltage transducer. WhenRX is small, due to a high conductivity of the fluid, this
extra current cannot be neglected compared to the charging currentI(CX). If the
switching period is large compared to the time needed for chargingCX , the current
induced by the resistance exists long enough to dominate the measurements. This
conductivity effect cannot be eliminated with this kind of measurement, but can be
minimized by matching the frequency of the square wave with the time constant
needed for charging and dischargingCX .
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Figure 6.11: Simulation results of currents during charging and discharging
(a)-(b) tap water and (c)(d) demineralised water

The results of a transient simulation of the network in Figure6.10, is shown
in Figure6.11. The 15 V-square wave of 100 kHz was simulated withVsource.
RON = 125Ω, C = 0.1 F,Rf = 15 kΩ. The value ofCD was estimated at 1 F,CX =
30 pF,Rtap = 50 kΩ andRdemin = 500 kΩ.

During the first stage (0-10µs), the source is low. Att = 10µs, the source
becomes high. Immediately a currentI(CX) starts chargingCX and quickly di-
minishes. The current peak in both cases (tap water and demineralised water) is
about 35 mA. During charging a potential difference is built acrossCX and a cur-
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rentI(RX) starts to flow throughRX . In case of tap water, this currentI(RX) is
important and therefore cannot be neglected, because the currentI(RON) that is
measured in the end, is the sum ofI(RX) andI(CX).

At t = 20µs, the source changes to low, and the capacitanceCX starts discharg-
ing. The potential difference acrossCX disappears andI(RX) stops flowing. At
t = 30µs, the cycle restarts with chargingCX . At the right of Figure6.10, a close-
up is shown of the same time-current plots.

Table 6.2: Selected sensor signals for the discussion of the conductivity effect

Fluid Flow regime Gw Ga AVG M2 HFCF
[kg/m2s] [kg/m2s] [-] [-] [-]

Tap Annular 85 21.1 0.882 1.35e-2 0.397
water Plug 462 0.5 1.008 2.36e-3 0.236

Intermittent 632 1.8 1.023 2.05e-3 0.267
Demin Annular 95 40.7 0.174 5.24e-3 0.877
water Plug 75 0.2 0.865 3.10e-2 0.051

Intermittent 390 7.9 0.592 3.33e-2 0.426

To illustrate the conductivity effect, a comparison of sensor signals with tap
water and demineralised water is made (Figures6.12to 6.14). Table6.2 lists the
flow conditions and corresponding features of the selected signals. With tap water,
several signal values rise above the reference value of liquid only flowVwater. The
AVG of the plug flow and intermittent flow obtained are even higher than unity. As
no overshoot was found in response tests to stepwise capacitance changes of the
electronic circuit, this phenomenon is induced by the fluid. The air-water interfaces
may suffer from electric polarization effects. Moving interfaces can result in an
extra current during charging and discharging. However, this phenomenon is not
present in signals obtained with demineralised water.

For annular flow (Figure6.12), a conductive path between the electrodes is
present in the liquid film. As explained with the simulation results, the conductiv-
ity induces an extra current into the transducer. This is confirmed by the measure-
ments. The AVG is much higher for tap water compared to demineralised water.
At high liquid mass velocities, the resistive component becomes such a dominant
part of the impedance that the gas core and the interface disturbances cannot be
detected anymore.

Figure6.13shows two plug flow signals. The typical bullet-shape air plug is
depicted. The drop offs in signal amplitude caused by the plugs are remarkably
smaller for tap water compared to demineralised water.
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Figure 6.12: Sensor signals and visualisations of annular flow
(a) tap water - (b) demineralised water
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Figure 6.13: Sensor signals and visualisations of plug flow
(a) tap water - (b) demineralised water
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The intermittent flows (Figure6.14) have many characteristic features of all
other flow regimes. Aerated slugs as well as a turbulent liquid film at the top of the
tube can be observed. Small bubbles appear in the wavy liquid layer at the bottom
of the tube as do dispersed water droplets in the gas phase. These features can be
detected by the sensor. The signal from tap water however suffers too much from
degradation due to the conductivity effect to detect any significant difference.
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Figure 6.14: Sensor signals and visualisations of intermittent flow
(a) tap water - (b) demineralised water

For stratified flows, no remarkable difference is noticed between the signals of
tap water and demineralised water.

This discussion shows that the transducer actually measures electrical impe-
dances. If one wants to measure the electric capacitance of a highly conductive
fluid (like tap water), a higher excitation frequency has to be used to enhance
the relative contribution of the capacitance term over the resistive term in the im-
pedance. For instance, Jaworek and Krupa [95] used a radio-frequency resonance
technique with an excitation frequency of 80 MHz to study air-water flows. But
since refrigerants are dielectric fluids, this conductivity effect will be negligible
when using these fluids. Resistivity probes are a more suitable solution for con-
ductive fluids and are therefore widely used for air-water flow [82] [112].
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6.3 Adiabatic horizontal two-phase flow characteri-
zation of HFCs

6.3.1 Datasets and visual classification

Datasets of R410A and R134a

Capacitance sensor signals are gathered for R410A atTsat = 15◦C in an 8 mm tube
using the refrigerant test facility described in Chapter5. Four data series at mass
velocities ranging fromG = 200 to 500 kg/m2s are obtained with vapour qualities
ranging from 0 to 1 in steps of 0.025 (Figure6.15). A similar set was gathered with
R134a. But theG = 400 kg/m2s andG = 500 kg/m2s series are not complete up to
x = 1. Because of the larger pressure drop of R134a, the saturation temperature
could not be kept constant at 15◦C.

All temperature measurements of the preheater were stable within the uncer-
tainty of±0.05◦C. The saturation temperature was controlled within±0.5◦C. The
relative uncertainty in the heat balancedQ of the preheater is monitored online (cf.
AppendixB.4.1). Measurements were accepted if the uncertainty in the heat bal-
ance was smaller than±2.5% (with an exceptional±4% for G = 200 kg/m2s and
x < 0.125).
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Figure 6.15: Sensor signal datasets of R410A and R134a

Visual classification

Using high speed camera images, the observed two-phase flows were classified
into slug flow, intermittent flow and annular flow according to the following crite-
ria:

• Slug flow: liquid slugs have to be present and have to fill the entire tube, but
can be aerated
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• Annular flow: a turbulent liquid annulus has to be present and the motion of
the liquid flowing at the top of the tube has to be comparable to the motion
of the liquid flowing at the bottom

• Intermittent flow: all other flow types, typically chaotic in nature

The visual classification of the R410A dataset is shown in Figure6.16 in a
Wojtan-Ursenbacher-Thome [21] version of the Kattan-Thome-Favrat [18] flow
pattern map under adiabatic conditions in an 8 mm ID tube at 15◦C. The visual
classification of the R134a dataset is depicted in Figure6.17in a similar flow pat-
tern map. The number of data points by flow regime is listed in Table6.3.

Table 6.3: Number of data points by flow regime (visual classification)

R410A R134a
Slug flow 16 11
Intermittent flow 51 43
Annular flow 89 69
Total 156 123
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Figure 6.16: Visual classification of the R410A data (� slug flow -× intermittent flow -
◦ annular flow) in a Wojtan-Ursenbacher-Thome flowmap [21]

(– –G = 200kg/m2s; — G = 500kg/m2s) under adiabatic conditions with
Barbieri et al. [3] intermittent-annular flow transition-·-)
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Figure 6.17: Visual classification of the R134a data (� slug flow -× intermittent flow -
◦ annular flow) in a Wojtan-Ursenbacher-Thome flowmap [21]

(– –G = 200kg/m2s; — G = 500kg/m2s) under adiabatic conditions with
Barbieri et al. [3] intermittent-annular flow transition-·-)

The slug flow/intermittent flow transitions have the same trend but do not fully
agree with our visual classification. This discrepancy can be partially due to the
classification criterion. Wojtan et al. [21] define the intermittent flow regime as a
group of unsteady flow patterns like plug and slug flows. Due to the unsteadiness
of the flow, the entire tube periphery is frequently wetted for this flow regime, but
does not have to remain wet all the time. In our classification, the presence of
the slugs itself is the criterion. For R410A, atG > 300 kg/m2s, slugs do appear
but the flow is classified as intermittent by Wojtan et al. [21]. AtG =200 kg/m2s
and x > 0.15, no slugs appear in our observations, although slugs have to be
present according to the flow pattern map. For R134a, atG =200 kg/m2s and
x > 0.125 again no slugs were observed even though predicted by the flow pattern
map. At higher mass velocities, the transition line corresponds well to our visual
classification. There is a possibility that thepseudo-slugsare classified as highly
aerated slugs, which can shift the transition line to higher vapour qualities. One
can think of even more classification criteria. From a heat transfer point of view,
the wetting of the upper part of the tube perimeter is probably more important than
the presence of slugs.

In the flow pattern map of Wojtan et al. [21] the intermittent-annular flow tran-
sition is found at a constant value of the Martinelli parameterXtt =0.34. Thus,
only density and viscosity are taken into account, resulting in a transition line at
constant vapour quality. However, Barbieri et al. [3] concluded from their visual
observations that this transition is affected by the tube diameter, mass velocity and
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vapour quality. They proposed a transition line in function of the liquid Froude
number and the Martinelli parameter:FrL = 3.75X2.4

tt based on observations
of R134a two-phase flows in smooth tubes with internal diameters varying from
6.2 mm to 12.6 mm. Thus also mass velocity and tube diameter are accounted
for. Their transition line inG-x format (Eq. (6.4)) is set out indash-dotin Fig-
ure6.16and Figure6.17and agrees much better with our visual observations com-
pared to the transition of Wojtan et al. [21]. For R410A, our classification shows
a steeper trend in theG-x map. For R134a, the prediction agrees well but at
slightly (≈ 0.05) lower vapour qualities. But Barbieri et al. [3] took measure-
ments in vapour quality steps of 0.1. As previously described, this transition is
very gradual. It is difficult to judge when the annular flow criterion is fulfilled. A
probabilistic approach, proposed by Jassim et al. [69] can better describe gradual
transitions like this one.

G2
I−A = 3.75gD

(1− x)0.16

x2.16

ρ0.5
V

ρ−0.8
L

(
µL

µV

)0.24

(6.4)

No dry-out was observed at high vapour qualities, although this is predicted by
the flow pattern map of Wojtan-Ursenbacher-Thome. But the observations were
done under adiabatic conditions and fully developed flow. There is no reason why
there should be partial dry-out or a transition to stratified-wavy flow predicted
by the flow pattern map. Under diabatic conditions, dry-out appears because the
liquid film is thinner at the top of the tube. This makes it possible that dry patches
appear before new liquid is provided from the thicker film at the bottom. Under
fully developed adiabatic conditions, the liquid can swing back to the top of the
tube. The velocity in the vapour core is definitely high enough to preserve the
annular film because this velocity increases with vapour quality. So, the liquid
film thins out when the vapour quality is increased until all liquid is vaporized or
entrained.

6.3.2 Comparison between R410A and R134a and the Barbieri
et al. transition criterion

In Table6.4, the thermo-physical properties of R134a and R410A are compared.
The main differences for flow transitions are found in the liquid viscosityµL which
is considerably larger for R134a compared to R410A, the surface tensionσ which
is also larger for R134a and the vapour densityρV which is much lower for R134a.
In Table6.5, some dimensionless numbers are compared. The Martinelli parame-
ter is smaller for R134a compared to R410A because of the lower density ratio
ρV /ρL. This results in an intermittent-annular transition at lower vapour quali-
ties according to the criterion of Wojtan-Ursenbacher-Thome (Xtt = 0.34). Fig-
ure6.18 compares the Wojtan-Ursenbacher-Thome flow pattern maps of R410A
and R134a. The liquid densityρL is the only thermo-physical property in the liq-
uid Froude numberFrL. BecauseρL is only slightly higher for R134a,FrL is
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only a little smaller for R134a compared to R410A. But a dependency onG and
D is introduced by using this number in the intermittent-annular flow transition.

Table 6.4: Comparison of thermo-physical properties of R410A and R134a

R410A R134a
Tsat [◦C] 15 5 15 5
psat [bar] 12.54 9.33 4.88 3.50
pr [bar] 0.256 0.190 0.120 0.086
ρL [kg/m3] 1106 1150 1243 1278
ρV [kg/m3] 48.9 35.9 23.8 17.1
µL 10−4 [Pa·s] 1.39 1.59 2.21 2.50
µV 10−4 [Pa·s] 0.137 0.129 0.113 0.109
σ 10−3 [N/m] 6.76 8.29 9.44 10.84
λL [W/mK] 0.101 0.107 0.085 0.90
λV 10−2 [W/mK] 1.41 1.28 1.29 1.20

Table 6.5: Comparison of dimensionless numbers of R410A and R134a

R410A R134a
Tsat [◦C] 5 15 5 15
x [-] 0.3 0.5 0.3 0.5 0.3 0.5 0.3 0.5
Xtt 0.487 0.227 0.568 0.269 0.339 0.158 0.399 0.186
FrL,G=200 0.189 0.096 0.204 0.104 0.153 0.078 0.162 0.082
FrL,G=500 1.181 0.603 1.275 0.651 0.956 0.488 1.010 0.515

Barbieri et al. [3] proposedFrL = 3.75X2.4
tt as an improved criterion for

intermittent-annular flow transition based on a R134a dataset under adiabatic con-
ditions atTsat = 5◦C and four tube diameters (6.2, 7.8, 9.5 and 12.6 mm ID). In
Figure6.19the data of Barbieri et al. and their regression is shown together with
our new data of R134a and R410A in an 8 mm tube atTsat = 15◦C. Their data
points are obtained based on a visual classification. The slope of our R134a data
corresponds well to the regression of Barbieri et al. [3]. The slope of our R410A
data is slightly steeper. But, theFrL − Xtt map shows that our new data is lo-
cated within the scatter cloud of the Barbieri et al. [3] data. Therefore, the Barbieri
et al. [3] criterion for intermittent-annular flow transition is now approved for the
new conditions:Tsat = 15◦C and R410A.
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Figure 6.18: Comparison of Wojtan-Ursenbacher-Thome flow map under adiabatic
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Figure 6.19: Visual intermittent-annular flow transition data in aFrL − Xtt map
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(—FrL = 3.75X2.4
tt ) regression of Barbieri et al. [3]
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6.3.3 Flow phenomena and signal characterization

For each data point, a capacitance sensor signal was gathered. Similar to air-water
flow, first the liquid valueVL and vapour valueVV were determined. The obtained
signals were made dimensionless using Eq. (6.5).

V ∗ =
V2PH − VV

VL − VV
(6.5)

The sensitivity of the transducer was found to be 1.16 V/pF. At 15◦C, the
difference betweenVL and VV was found to be∆V = 1.32 V for R410A and
∆V = 1.31 V for R134a. The difference in electric capacitance between liquid
flow and vapour flow is thus 1.14 pF for R410A and 1.13 pF for R134a. A tem-
perature variation of±0.5◦C results in variations ofVL of ±6 mV or±0.44% of
∆V . The slope of theVL-T curve is -0.0117 V/◦C for R410A and -0.0099 V/◦C
for R134a. The negative slope corresponds to the decreasing dielectric constant
of liquid refrigerant as a function of temperature. The influence of temperature
on the dielectric constant of the vapour phase is negligible. A linear temperature
compensation was performed onVL, but this had a very small effect upon the re-
sults. After the temperature compensation, all measurements ofVL andVV fell
within ±4mV. There was no significant difference inVL or VV between the start
and the end of the experiments. Drift from the electronic transducer can therefore
be neglected.

Using the high speed camera images and sensor signals, a two-phase flow char-
acterization can be performed. In this section, the typical flow phenomena and cor-
responding signal features will be discussed. The signals and pictures presented
are obtained with R410A. The results with R134a are similar but do occur at dif-
ferent vapour quality values.

Slug flow

At low vapour qualitiesx, slugs frequently fill the entire cross section with liq-
uid. The slugs are often aerated with vapour bubbles. The concentration of these
bubbles is higher near the top of the tube (Figure6.20). With increasingx the con-
centration of bubbles grows in the lower part of the cross section. The tail and the
front of the slugs typically have a bullet shape at the lowestx, similar to plug flows
(Figure6.21). Further increasingx results in the interface becoming more chaotic
and less clearly defined.

In between the slugs a stratified-wavy type of flow occurs. The interface is
smooth at the lowestx and no vapour bubbles are present under the interface
(Figure6.22). Interfacial disturbances grow with increasingx and small vapour
bubbles gradually appear (Figure6.23).

The slugs leave a thin liquid film on the upper perimeter of the tube, which
gradually disappears for the lower mass velocities,G. But, since the slug fre-
quency is generally higher for higherG, the liquid layer can still be present when
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Figure 6.20: Slug flow (R410A − G = 200kg/m2s − x = 0.025)
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Figure 6.21: Slug flow (R410A − G = 200kg/m2s − x = 0.100)
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Figure 6.22: Slug flow (R410A − G = 500kg/m2s − x = 0.050)
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Figure 6.23: Slug flow (R410A − G = 400kg/m2s − x = 0.075)

the next slug appears. This is interesting from a heat transfer point of view, be-
cause thin liquid film evaporation is a very favourable mode of heat transfer. The
frequency of the slugs gradually diminishes with increasingx and the waves of the
interface in between the slugs grow as well.

Each liquid slug causes a peak in the voltage signal that approachesV ∗ = 1.
This results in a typical double peak shape of the PDE and thus a high M2 value.
The slug frequencies dominate the frequency spectrum resulting in peaks in the
PSD at low frequencies (typically<5 Hz). The average signal value AVG of slug
flow is high due to the large liquid content.

Intermittent flow
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Figure 6.24: Pseudo slug (R410A − G = 300kg/m2s − x = 0.150)

At transition from slug flow to intermittent flow, the vapour content in the slugs
is that high, that the liquid bridge breaks up. Further increasing the vapour quality,
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the liquid level still rises frequently, but does not form a genuine slug. These
remains of the liquid slugs after break up can be calledpseudoslugs(Figure6.24).
They still have the ability to wet the upper part of the tube perimeter, especially at
high mass velocity. In the sensor signals, the peaks do not reach unity any more.
The second peak in the PDE at highV ∗ disappears.
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Figure 6.25: Intermittent flow (R410A − G = 500kg/m2s − x = 0.100)
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Figure 6.26: Intermittent flow (R410A − G = 400kg/m2s − x = 0.175)

Beside the slug break up, the interfacial waves are more turbulent in the in-
termittent flow regime, causing liquid droplets to swing into the vapour phase and
vapour bubbles to appear into the liquid phase. The two-phase flow becomes fully
chaotic (Figure6.25). In the PSD, this results in a higher content at frequencies
higher than 5 Hz. The tube perimeter remains fully wetted. The amplitude of the
wave pattern of the pseudoslugs diminishes and the liquid content in the upper film
increases gradually (Figures6.26-6.27).
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Figure 6.27: Intermittent flow (R410A − G = 200kg/m2s − x = 0.375)

Annular flow
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Figure 6.28: Intermittent flow (R410A − G = 500kg/m2s − x = 0.225)

A further increase in vapour quality results in the development of an annular
film. The thickness of the film always remains larger at the bottom of the tube. The
transition from intermittent to annular flow is very gradual. It is hard to find a vi-
sual criterion for flow regime classification (Figures6.28-6.29). Wojtan et al. [21]
consider the flow pattern to be annular as soon as the motion of the liquid flowing
at the top of the tube is comparable to the one of the liquid at the bottom of the
tube. But this is a rather subjective criterion that might be differently interpreted.

In fully developed annular flow, the interface between the liquid annulus and
the vapour core is disturbed by small amplitude waves (Figures6.30-6.31). Drop-
lets may be dispersed in the vapour core but these are hard to notice due to the
limited visual access to it. The annular film thickness gradually diminishes with
increasingx. The AVG values are low because of the high vapour content, the
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Figure 6.29: Annular flow (R410A − G = 200kg/m2s − x = 0.575)
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Figure 6.30: Annular flow (R410A − G = 400kg/m2s − x = 0.450)

variance M2 is low as well, but the frequency content at high frequencies is now
high.

At high mass velocities a wavy pattern with a very low frequency was no-
ticed, which periodically increases and decreases the film thickness (V ∗ diagram
in Figure6.32). This is probably due to dry-out phenomena in the preheaters. But
because the visualizations were done under fully developed adiabatic conditions,
no (partial) dry-out was noticed. The entire perimeter of the tube remained fully
wetted forx < 0.975 (Figure6.33).

Conclusions

Our visual classification agrees reasonably well with the Wojtan-Ursenbacher-
Thome [21] slug-to-intermittent flow transition. The Barbieri et al. [3] transition
criterion predicts our intermittent - annular transition very well. Their criterion was
confirmed for the new conditions:Tsat = 15◦C and R410A. Dry-out is predicted
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Figure 6.31: Annular flow (R410A − G = 200kg/m2s − x = 0.825)
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Figure 6.32: Annular flow (R410A − G = 300kg/m2s − x = 0.900)
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Figure 6.33: Annular flow no dryout (R410A − G = 200kg/m2s − x = 0.975)
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by Wojtan et al. [21] but not expected nor observed in our images.
Differences in classification criteria can explain the small shifts in transitions

between the flow regimes. This is due to the subjective nature of mutually exclu-
sive classifications based on visual observations. To find more objectivity, signal
analysis can be useful.

6.3.4 Void fraction measurements

If the capacitance sensor has a uniform sensitivity distribution in the space be-
tween the electrodes, then a one-to-one correlation between the capacitance and
the cross-sectional void fraction exists. Unfortunately the concave electrode con-
figuration has an inherently non-uniform sensitivity distribution. The contribution
to the measured capacitance is higher near the electrode ends compared to the
midsection of the tube and is lower near the tube perimeter in between the elec-
trodes [89]. To eliminate this effect other electrode configurations have to be used.
The double helix configuration is more suitable [90]. But because local measure-
ments are preferred to spatially averaged measurements, concave electrodes were
chosen.

Nevertheless, a strong relationship exists between the cross-sectional void frac-
tion and the capacitance in our configuration. The time averaged voltage signal is
a measure for the liquid hold-up, so the experimentally determined void fraction
εexp can be defined (Eq. (6.6)).

εexp = 1−AV G (6.6)
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Figure 6.34: (a) Void fraction measurements of R410A and the Rouhani-Axelsson
model [2] (b) Relative deviation from the Rouhani-Axelsson model

( ◦ G = 200 kg/m2s,× G = 300 kg/m2s,O G = 400 kg/m2s,� G = 500 kg/m2s)

In Figures6.34and6.35, the Rouhani-Axelsson void fraction model [2]εR−A

(Eq. (1.12)) is plotted forG = 200-500 kg/m2s as well as the experimentally de-
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Figure 6.35: (a) Void fraction measurements of R134a and the Rouhani-Axelsson
model [2] (b) Relative deviation from the Rouhani-Axelsson model

( ◦ G = 200 kg/m2s,× G = 300 kg/m2s,O G = 400 kg/m2s,� G = 500 kg/m2s)

termined void fractionεexp and the relative deviation from the Rouhani-Axelsson
model. Some statistical parameters are listed in Table6.6and Table6.7for R410A
and R134a respectively.

Table 6.6: Statistical analysis of void fraction measurements with R410A

G absolute [%] relative [%]
∆ε |∆ε| RMS µ̄ σ ∆ε |∆ε| RMS µ̄ σ

200 4.40 5.86 6.44 3.20 4.77 3.45 8.36 12.9 3.58 12.5
300 3.74 4.85 5.65 3.32 4.30 3.50 6.68 9.11 3.35 8.52
400 2.98 3.90 4.91 3.16 3.95 2.80 5.50 8.39 3.17 8.02
500 1.35 2.47 3.23 2.48 2.98 1.18 3.54 5.47 2.48 5.41
All 3.12 4.27 5.19 3.14 4.01 2.74 6.02 9.33 3.04 8.90

The difference between the mass velocities in void fraction prediction by Rou-
hani-Axelsson is rather small. The dependency onG in the measurements is
higher. The relative deviation∆εrel (Eq. (6.7b)) is higher for lower mass veloc-
ities. This dependency is related to the non-uniform sensitivity distribution over
the cross-section. Therefore different flow regimes have different sensor responses
even though the void fraction is the same. At low mass velocities, the flow is less
symmetric because of gravity, which explains this difference. The deviation for
annular flow is smaller than the deviation for stratified and intermittent flows. The
deviation also reduces when the vapour quality increases. Then the flow becomes
annular and thus more symmetric towards gravity. The transition from intermittent
flow to annular flow occurs at lower vapour qualities for higher mass velocities.
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Table 6.7: Statistical analysis of void fraction measurements with R134a

G absolute [%] relative [%]
∆ε |∆ε| RMS µ̄ σ ∆ε |∆ε| RMS µ̄ σ

200 4.63 5.05 5.64 2.51 3.25 5.15 6.09 7.16 3.45 5.03
300 2.52 3.12 4.36 3.01 3.61 2.84 3.97 5.89 3.87 5.23
400 2.89 3.62 4.61 3.20 3.67 3.43 4.60 5.96 4.08 4.97
500 3.38 3.92 4.70 2.76 3.36 4.13 5.15 6.21 3.78 4.77
All 3.39 3.96 4.90 2.86 3.43 3.89 4.95 6.38 3.77 4.98

This also explains the dependency of the deviations on the mass velocity.

∆εabs = εR−A − εexp (6.7a)

∆εrel =
εR−A − εexp

εR−A
(6.7b)

The average deviation∆ε (Eq. (6.8)) tells how centered the data is compared
to the prediction. The average deviation is positive for every mass velocity. On
average, the measured void fraction is smaller than the predicted void fraction. For
R410A, the average deviation drops with increasing mass velocity from∆εabs =
4.40 % at G = 200 kg/m2s to∆εabs = 1.35 % at G = 500 kg/m2s. For R134a the
average deviation also drops with increasingG. But because forG = 400 kg/m2s
andG = 500 kg/m2s the dataset is not complete, the average deviation is slightly
higher compared toG = 300 kg/m2s.

At low vapour qualities,∆ε is negative. Positive and negative deviations coun-
teract when averaging. Therefore the average deviation is an optimistic compari-
son. The mean deviation|∆ε| (Eq. (6.9)) and the root mean square (RMS) devia-
tion (Eq.6.10) do not have this counteracting effect.

∆ε =
1
n

n∑
i=1

∆ε (6.8)

|∆ε| = 1
n

n∑
i=1

|∆ε| (6.9)

RMS =

√√√√ 1
n− 1

n∑
i=1

(∆ε)2 (6.10)

Another way of looking at the distribution of the deviations is calculating the
meanµ̄ (Eq. (6.11)) and the standard deviationσ (Eq. (6.12)) of the deviations.
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µ̄ =
1
n

n∑
i=1

|∆ε−∆ε| (6.11)

σ =

√√√√ 1
n− 1

n∑
i=1

(∆ε−∆ε)2 (6.12)

In general, the absolute deviations are about 5% and the relative deviation
<10%.





7
Objective flow pattern mapping

7.1 Methods for objective flow pattern mapping

7.1.1 Time-frequency analysis

A time-frequency distributionis a transform of a sensor signal that maps a one-
dimensional time-domain signal into a two-dimensional time-frequency map which
describes how the frequency content changes with time. The time-frequency spec-
trum can be obtained using some transform like the short-time Fourier transform
or wavelet transforms. The short-time Fourier transform defines a window func-
tion that is multiplied with the signal and translated along in time. The Fourier
transform is then taken of each new signal to construct the time-frequency map.
Several window functions are used (square, triangle, Gaussian... ). The Gabor
transform is a special case of the short-time Fourier transform, using a Gaussian
window function.

Hervieu and Seleghim [117] analysed signals of horizontal air-water flows in
a 60 mm ID tube obtained with a ring-shaped electrical impedance probe. Tran-
sient tests were performed following trajectories that cross all the two-phase flow
transitions in a Taitel-Dukler map. Their fundamental assumption is that a transi-
tional flow is less stationary than a flow with an established regime. When local
parameters like statistical moments, correlation coefficients etc., do not change
with time, a process can then be considered stationary. Hervieu and Seleghim
assumed stationarity when a spectral state exists in which the frequency compo-
sition is constant with respect to time. The unstationarity degree was quantified
by calculating the Gabor’s transform time-frequency covariance of the impedance
probe signals. Their results showed that the regime transitions are correlated with
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local time-frequency covariance peaks. This demonstrates that these regime tran-
sitions are characterized by a loss of stationarity. The time-frequency covariance
was therefore proposed as an objective two-phase flow regime transition indicator.

van Rooyen et al. [72] investigated intermittent flows of condensing refriger-
ant in a horizontal 8.1 mm ID tube. The short-time Fourier transform was used
to construct a time-frequency map based on light intensity signals obtained from
video images. They tried to probabilistically describe the intermittent flows based
on a distinction between gravity-based and shear stress-based flow. Time fraction
functions were constructed defining the percentage of time one of both flow types
are present. A time fraction is appointed to a flow type if the contribution of the
high frequencies in the PSD is higher than a certain level. It is not clear what
the influence is of the choice of the high frequency contribution level and the cor-
responding cut-off frequency. The influence of the window size is not clarified
either.

7.1.2 Neural computing

Neural computingis a statistical technique to discover hidden relations in a data
set. It uses artificial neurons and networks to perform arbitrarily non-linear map-
ping, in analogy with the biological neuron of a human brain. An artificial neural
network (ANN) consists of a large number of highly interconnected artificial neu-
rons, which are organized in layers (Figure7.1). These connections have weights
that must be trained, through a learning algorithm to best reflect the underlying
relation between inputs and outputs. When known outputs are presented together
with known inputs, the weight modification issupervised. When the network is
only presented with inputs which it clusters to related categories by itself, it is
known asself-organizing neural network.

Figure 7.1: Example of an artificial neural network architecture
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Mi et al. [118] used both supervised and self-organizing neural networks for
flow pattern identification of vertical upward air-water flow based on impedance
sensor signals in a 50.8 mm tube. The mean and the standard deviation values of
the impedance signals were chosen to represent characteristics of void fluctuations
and were used as inputs of the neural network. In the supervised neural network,
the outputs were indicators of flow regimes based on visual observations. In the
self-organizing neural network, the same inputs were used, but the algorithm clus-
ters the data with similar features. The number of output classes has to be set. Both
networks performed well for flow regime identification. The self-organizing net-
work revealed the natural relationships among the various patterns. But there was
a slight difference between the observed flow regimes and the classified results,
especially in the transition regions between adjacent flow regimes where visual
classification is difficult.

In subsequent work, Mi et al. [119] performed vertical flow regime identifica-
tion based on theoretical two-phase flow simulations in combination with super-
vised and self-organizing neural networks. The idealized simulations were based
on the Mishima and Ishii [120] flow regime map for vertical air-water flow, a drift
flux model and a mechanistic model for slug flow. Using simulated signals, ideal-
ized input is provided to the ANNs, avoiding instrumentation errors and any sub-
jective judgements involved. The ANNs were further successfully tested with the
experimental database of impedance signals. Again some disagreements between
the prediction and the visual observations appeared around the transition regions.

Generally, neural networks need a lot of data to avoidoverfitting. In two-phase
flow studies, the datasets are usually small (typically smaller than 200 data points).
Hernandez et al. [121] therefore recently performed optimizations on ANNs for
use in vertical upward air-water flow. They obtained data with a double-sensor
conductivity probe and used statistical parameters of the CPDF of the bubble chord
length as input to the ANNs. Two methodologies were used to overcome the prob-
lem of overfitting. Cross-validationis a first technique which can improve the
statistical significance of the models. The data set is therefore randomly divided in
90% training data and 10% evaluation data. The training can then be done for ten
different iterations. A second methodology is using the same 90% of training data
and repeat the training procedure 50 times, resulting in 50 different ANNs because
of different initialisation of the weights. The final classification results are then
obtained by averaging the results provided by all the ANNs.

7.1.3 Image processing techniques

The probabilistic approach to flow regime determination was introduced by Jas-
sim et al. [68] (cf.§ 3.6). To determine the time fractions of the flow regimes, an
automated image recognition technique was developed [69]. A low cost web cam-
era was used in combination with a striped defuse translucent background (Fig-
ure7.2). The original images are converted in to grayscale images and thresholded
to a black and white image using a percentage of the brightness of the white back-
ground (Figure7.3). The vapour to liquid interface then appears in black. Several
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Figure 7.2: Flow visualization technique by Jassim et al. [69]

Figure 7.3: Image processing technique by Jassim et al. [69] (a) image without
thresholding, (b) image with thresholding (c) image with Sobel filter applied

vertical pixel lines are scanned for there pixel value (and thus colour). The images
can be classified into liquid only flow, intermittent flow, vapour only flow, stratified
flow and annular flow. The number of images in each class then defines the time
fraction of the corresponding flow regime. The classification of the images goes
as follow:

• If all pixels on all scanned vertical pixel lines are white, then the image is
classified as liquid only flow.

• If some of the scanned lines have black pixels, a vapour-liquid interface is
present. But if at the same time some of the vertical lines are all white
indicating only liquid, the image is classified as intermittent flow.

• If all the scanned lines are broken, a directional Sobel filter algorithm is
used to determine whether the image corresponds with stratified or annular
flow. To this end, a horizontal pixel line near the top of the tube is used.
The directional Sobel filter computes the direction of each pixel brightness
gradient vector and translates it to a pixel intensity.

– In vapour only flow and stratified flow, the values of the pixel intensi-
ties are relatively homogeneous near a value corresponding to a pixel
brightness gradient pointing in the upward direction (pixel brightness
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value of 128 in Figure7.4). This is an indicator for the absence of a
liquid film near the top of the tube.

– When a liquid film is present, the pixel intensities change as the waves
scatter light in multiple directions. A greater number of pixels has de-
viated from the baseline of 128 and also the magnitude of deviation of
the pixel brightness values is greater (Figure7.4). This phenomenon is
utilized in order to detect annular flow. The difference between each
scanned pixel value above 128 and the baseline of 128 are summed
and divided by the total number of pixels scanned in order to obtain
the average positive deviation from the baseline. If the average posi-
tive deviation from the upward direction is greater than 9, the image
is classified as annular flow. The presence of a liquid film is not suf-
ficient to reach this threshold. An agitation in the film is necessary to
define the image as annular flow. This threshold was chosen through
comparison with heat transfer data.

causes the distribution of the scanned pixel brightness

to change as the waves scatter light in multiple direc-

tions as can be seen in Fig. 10d for a fully annular flow.

The once homogeneous gray region when vapor is

present with most of the pixel brightness values at 128

becomes inhomogeneous. The pixel values of the

scanned pixel lines of Fig. 10d are depicted in Fig. 12.

Figure 12 shows a greater number of pixels that have

deviated from the baseline of 128 and also has a greater

magnitude of deviation of pixel brightness values. This

phenomenon is utilized in order to detect annular flow.

The difference between each scanned pixel value

above 128 and the baseline of 128 are summed and

divided by the total number of pixels scanned in order

to obtain the average positive deviation from the

baseline. The average positive deviation from the

baseline was used instead of the mean absolute devi-

ation or the standard deviation because it was found to

have the least scatter when only vapor is present at the

top of the tube. A one-pipe diameter length of tube is

used to determine whether the image is stratified or

annular in order to provide a sufficiently large number

of pixels for reasonable resolution. The Sobel filter

algorithm is not used in the 1.74 mm diameter tube

because stratified flow was not observed in the micro-

channel. Therefore, if the flow is not classified as liquid/

intermittent in the 1.74 mm diameter tube it is classi-

fied as annular.

Vapor or fully stratified flow (with no liquid at the

top of the tube), is found to have an average positive

deviation of 1.61, a maximum average positive devia-

tion of 2.07 and a minimum average positive deviation

of 0.916. The average positive deviation of the vapor

only condition is found to have no dependence on tube

size or refrigerant. The vapor only condition was only

encountered at qualities over 100%, therefore there

was no need to distinguish stratified and vapor only

flow in the present study. The flow is classified as

annular if the average positive deviation is greater than

9, and classified as stratified if the average positive

deviation is 9 or less. The threshold value is used

consistently for 8.00 through 3.90 mm tube sizes and all

refrigerants. This threshold value was selected through

comparison with heat transfer data obtained by Jassim

(2006). Moreover, Jassim (2006) found this value to

yield accurate heat transfer values for a wide range of

refrigerants, saturation temperatures, mass fluxes, and

qualities from multiple sources (806 data points in to-

tal). The heat transfer predictions match the conden-

sation models developed by Thome et al. (2003) and

Cavalini et al. (2003) which were each developed with

larger databases. The flow map data obtained with a

threshold value of 9 is also used by Jassim (2006) to

predict pressure drop (772 data points of different fluid

properties tube diameters and flow conditions) and

void fraction (428 data points of different fluid prop-

erties tube diameters and flow conditions) in horizontal

smooth tubes. Observations indicated that the pres-

ence of a liquid film at the top of the tube is not suf-

ficient for defining an ‘‘annular’’ flow. Instead, some

level of film activity, related to an agitation in a film

that results in the characteristics ascribed to annular

film heat transfer (turbulent flow), is used to determine

the threshold level. This algorithm can easily be mod-

ified to distinguish vapor only flow in multi-port tubes

by using a similar Sobel filter algorithm at the bottom

of the tube.

The automated flow visualization software loops

through each image in an AVI video file, classifies the

flow regime present, and keeps a running total of the

number of images in each flow regime. Furthermore, a

batch file system was utilized that sequentially reads
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Figure 7.4: Pixel brightness distribution of the pixel lines with a directional Sobel filter
applied (left) vapour flow (right) annular flow [69]

The image recognition technique thus wisely uses selected pixel lines to deter-
mine the presence of a liquid turbulent film or liquid-vapour interfaces. However,
the threshold value between annular and stratified flow needs to be chosen as well
as the position of the pixel lines. Despite this, the image recognition technique is
a powerful tool for flow regime determination. The classification into flow regime
probabilities however is difficult to compare to traditional flow regime classifi-
cation. Each image is classified separately, but several images are necessary to
determine slug flow for instance. In this classification slug flow will be a weighted
combination of stratified flow, intermittent flow and liquid only flow.

7.1.4 Conclusions

In literature, some more advanced flow regime classification methods or flow re-
gime transition determination techniques are investigated. From this review, it is
clear that no method is fully objective. There are always parameters to be chosen
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or values to be set. But, when these choices are well argued, these classification
methods can overcome much of the subjectivity of the visual classification by the
human eye.

Concerning signal processing techniques, most methods are applied to vertical
two-phase flow in large diameter tubes. From Chapter6 it was also clear that clas-
sification based on fixed values of signal features does not give satisfying results.
Therefore, some capacitance signal features will be investigated for there ability
in flow pattern classification for horizontal two-phase flow in small macro-scale
tubes. The use of a new alternative method for flow pattern determination, i.e.
signal feature clustering, will also be evaluated with both the air-water dataset and
the HFC datasets.

7.2 Capacitance signal features analysis

7.2.1 Analysis of air-water flow signals

The analysis of the air-water flow signals starts with some definitions of signal
features. In a multivariate analysis a statistical analysis is performed to select the
most suitable features for signal feature clustering algorithms to determine flow
regime transitions. The choice of the features is also evaluated by two supervised
learning methods, i.e.Decision TreesandSupport Vector Machines.

Feature definitions

From each signal of the air-water dataset (cf.§ 6.2.2), several statistical features
were mined. A first group consists of the statistical moments of the sensor signal,
i.e. the average value (AVG), the variance (M2), the skewness (M3) and the kurto-
sis (M4). These features determine the shape of the probability density estimation
(PDE) of a signal and represent information of the signal in the amplitude domain.
A second group consists of features in the frequency domain. The sensor signal is
first transformed using a discrete Fourier algorithm and a power spectral density
(PSD) is calculated. Based on this PSD, the contributions of different bandwidths
can be added to define a frequency feature. The frequency range for gas-liquid
interface phenomena is typically smaller than 100 Hz [76]. Therefore, only con-
tributions of frequencies lower than 100 Hz are considered. The frequency range
from 0.5 Hz to 100 Hz is split into subranges at 5, 10, 20, 40, 60 and 80 Hz. The
power spectrum contributions of the subranges (Eq. (7.1a)) result in a first set of
seven features in the frequency domain.

Fk =

∑Kk+1
f=Kk

PSD(V ∗)∑100 Hz
f=0.5 Hz PSD(V ∗)

(7.1a)
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with K = [0.5, 5, 10, 20, 40, 60, 80, 100 Hz]

F ′
k =

∑100 Hz
f=Kk

PSD(V ∗)∑100 Hz
f=0.5 Hz PSD(V ∗)

(7.1b)

with K = [5, 10, 20, 40, 60, 80 Hz]

A second set of six features in the frequency domain is determined by the
power spectrum contributions starting at respectively 5, 10, 20, 40, 60 and 80 Hz,
up to 100 Hz (Eq.(7.1b)). Each of these thirteen frequency features is normalized
by dividing by the addition of all contributions up to 100 Hz. In total 17 signal
features are used in the multivariate analysis. Note that the sum of the components
0.5-5 Hz and 5-100 Hz is unity, and that both features carry the same information.

Multivariate analysis

The seventeen signal features are now investigated for their ability of flow regime
classification. First, aFisher Criterion[122] was applied. A Fisher discriminant
Jii′(k) is determined using Eq. (7.2), with µi(k) the mean of featurek of the data
points in classi andσi(k) the variance of featurek of the data points in classi.

Jii′(k) =
[µi(k)− µi′(k)]2

σi(k) + σi′(k)
(7.2)

The score of the Fisher Criterion for a selected feature is then the average of
Jii′ for all combination of classesi andi′. This criterion quantitatively determines
whether a feature is able to separate classi from classi′. It expresses how far
the means of the classes are separated taking also the variances of the classes
into account. The results of the Fisher Criterion are shown in Table7.1. The
features with the highest Fisher Score are the variance (M2) and the frequency
feature with bandwidth 10-100 Hz. This frequency feature is further calledHigh
Frequency Contribution Factor(HFCF) because it excludes the contribution of
slow slug flow phenomena and includes the contributions from phenomena with
higher frequencies such as interfacial waves. Wang et al. [113] found typical peaks
at 0-5Hz in the PSD of slug flows from local impedance measurements of vertical
air-water flow.

Secondly, aCorrelation Coefficient(CC) (Eq. (7.3)) is calculated of every fea-
tureF , with the mass velocities of air and water.cov andvar are the covariance
and variance respectively. The two features that correlate best withGwater are the
AVG and the M2 (Table7.2). The optimal features withGair are the HFCF and
the AVG. Most frequency features do not correlate well withGwater. The 0.5-5 Hz
feature and the 5-100 Hz feature correlate almost as good withGair as the HFCF.
But these features are strongly correlated to the HFCF.
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Table 7.1: Results of the Fisher Criterion on the air-water signal features
(FS = Fisher Score)

Feature FS Feature FS Feature FS
AVG 0.556 0.5-5 Hz 0.736 5-100 Hz 0.736
M2 1.238 5-10 Hz 0.114 10-100 Hz 1.122
M3 0.034 10-20 Hz 0.212 20-100 Hz 0.916
M4 0.022 20-40 Hz 1.052 40-100 Hz 0.514

40-60 Hz 0.612 60-100 Hz 0.321
60-80 Hz 0.361 80-100 Hz 0.219
80-100 Hz 0.219

CC =
cov(F,Gi)√

var(F )var(Gi)
with i = water or air (7.3)

From the results of both tests, AVG, M2 and HFCF are found to be most suit-
able for flow regime classification.

The flow regime classification potential of the selected features is visualized
in Figure7.5. On the diagonal of the plot matrix, a histogram of the respective
variable is shown. Every other subplot is a scatter plot of the variables at the
row and column index. Annular flows typically have a high HFCF and low to
intermediate values of AVG and M2. Stratified flows have low to intermediate
values of AVG, but only low values of M2. The HFCF is spread over the full
range because both smooth and wavy stratified flows are present in this group.
Intermittent flows have intermediate to high values of AVG and M2 and low to
intermediate values of HFCF. Combining amplitude information (AVG, M2) and
frequency information (HFCF) makes it possible to separate the flow regimes in
the feature space. These features will be further used to build an objective flow
regime classifier and additional probabilistic flow regime information.

Supervised learning methods

To prove the proper choice of features, two supervised learning methods are ap-
plied to the dataset of air-water flow signal features, i.e.decision treesandsup-
port vector machines. Supervised learning is sometimes called learning through a
teacher. It needs a training data set of observation with known inputs and outputs.
Any solution of a supervised classification algorithm is represented by a decision
rule which decides in what class a given signal will be classified. During the train-
ing stage, the decision rule is looked for which best fits the set of training data.

Table7.3 shows the number of data points of the air-water dataset by flow
regime. For the decision tree technique, this data was divided in a first group of
training data and a second independent group of test data. Because the intermittent
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Table 7.2: Correlation coefficient of the air-water signal features with the mass velocities

Feature CC(Gwater) CC(Gair)
AVG 0.755 0.781
M2 0.843 0.540
M3 0.389 0.305
M4 0.489 0.119
0.5-5 Hz 0.127 0.783
5-10 Hz 0.571 0.197
10-20 Hz 0.158 0.675
20-40 Hz 0.161 0.790
40-60 Hz 0.251 0.697
60-80 Hz 0.201 0.602
80-100 Hz 0.153 0.518
5-100 Hz 0.127 0.783
10-100 Hz 0.092 0.843
20-100 Hz 0.199 0.771
40-100 Hz 0.231 0.666
60-100 Hz 0.188 0.583
80-100 Hz 0.153 0.517

flows cover the largest area of the flow pattern map and have the most kinds of sub-
regimes, it groups a greater number of test points compared to stratified flow and
annular flow. Using the training data the statistical model was built. The model
was then evaluated with the independent test data. For support vector machines,
10-fold cross-validation was performed. This is a slightly different approach. In
this case the total dataset of 189 measurement points was randomly divided in a
first group of training data (90% of the total dataset) and a second group of test
data (the remaining 10%). Again with the training data the statistical model was
built and the independent group of test data was used for validation purposes. This
training process was then iterated ten times with other random divisions of the data
points into the training and test group. Finally the average accuracy was calculated.

Table 7.3: Number of air-water data points by flow regime

Flow regime Training data Test data Total
Stratified flow 18 4 22
Intermittent flow 92 12 104
Annular flow 59 4 63
Total 169 20 189
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Figure 7.5: Multivariate plot of air-water signal features
(� stratified flow -• intermittent flow -� annular flow)

Decision trees

Decision trees are a simple and successful technique for classification learning
(Breiman et al. [123]). An object represented by the signal features is classified
according to a sequence of questions. Traditionally these questions ask whether a
feature is greater than a splitting value or not. Every node of the tree represents
a question and every leaf gives a classification result. The tree is grown using the
Gini index, an index that measures the diversity in a set of samples. In Figure7.6,
an illustration of a decision tree is shown. More details about the mathematical
implementation are given in AppendixD.1.1.

In Table7.4 the results are listed of two decision trees trained and tested with
the air-water signal features. Tree 1 was trained using the AVG and the HFCF,
training of Tree 2 was performed using the AVG, M2 and HFCF. The] nodesis
the number of leaves of the tree. Theresubstitution costis obtained by evaluating
the training data and counting the number of mismatches. Thecross costis a 10-
fold cross-validation only based on the training data of Table7.3. Mismatchis the
number of misclassifications of the second group of independent test data. Finally
test costis the sum over all terminal nodes of the estimated probability of that node
times the number of misclassifications.

A tree that has many branches can fit the training data set well, but it is pos-
sible that it does not perform well in predicting new values. Some of its lower
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Figure 7.6: Illustration of a decision tree (5 nodes)

Table 7.4: Results of the decision trees of air-water signal features

Tree 1a 1b 2a 2b
] nodes 15 7 13 3
Resubstitution cost 4.95% 8.79% 1.65% 10.4%
Cross cost 18.1% 14.2% 14.3% 12.6%
Mismatch 1/20 0/20 0/20 2/20
Test cost 0% 8.6% 0% 8.6%

branches might be strongly affected by outliers and other artefacts of the current
data set. A simpler tree that avoids this problem of overfitting can be preferable.
Therefore decision trees have to be pruned in a way that the size of the tree de-
creases but the cost of the performance of the tree does not augment too much.
Pruning is performed by comparing the performance increase of an extra splitting
of a branch to the amount of leaves of the branch. The cross-validation cost was
used as performance indicator [123]. The best tree is the one that has a cost that is
no more than one standard error above the minimum value of the cross-validation
cost (in function of the number of leaves). The decision trees obtained with the
optimization procedure are labelled as 1b and 2b and their results are also shown
in Table7.4.

As expected, the results of Tree 2 (trained with AVG, M2 and HFCF) are better
than the results of Tree 1 (trained with only AVG and HFCF). The resubstitution
costs augment when the trees are pruned. Overall, very high accuracies were found
for both decision trees and misclassification only occurs at the ambiguous transi-
tion zone between annular and intermittent flow.
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Support vector machines

Support vector machines(SVM) are an another popular approach to the problem
of classification. The construction of the SVM algorithm is based on an elaborate
statistical framework which prevents the algorithm for overfitting (which might be
a problem with the decision trees). In many cases the performance of SVMs was
shown to be comparable to that of neural networks (Huang et al. [124] and Van
Looy et al. [125]). Trafalis et al. [126] created a multiclassification SVM model
for vertical and horizontal air-water flows using the pipe diameter and superficial
velocities as input. The pipe diameters in their database range from 16 mm to
171 mm. But since no dynamic two-phase signals are involved, this model only
creates non-linear transition lines between visually classified data points without
incorporating any flow phenomena. It therefore does not contribute to the objec-
tivity in flow pattern mapping.

The sensor features selected from the multivariate analyses were used as train-
ing data for the SVM, i.e. AVG, M2 and HFCF as input variables and the visual
classification based on the high-speed camera images as training output. The clas-
sification model looks for an optimal decision rule to classify the data by minimiz-
ing acost functionrelated to the decision rule.

Figure 7.7: Example of a linear SVM with non-separable data [127]

Figure7.7illustrates the decision rule used in a linear SVM with non-separable
data. Two classes are considered: dots and circles. The decision rule is represented
by a line in the plane. When using this decision rule, every sample above the line
will be classified by the SVM as a dot, all other samples as circles. The rule in
this example makes one mistake, because there is a dot below the line. To measure
the quality of this decision rule, two borders are drawn (dotted lines in Figure7.7),
one above and another below the full line, on an equal distanced. For every
’dot’ below the upper border, the orthogonal distance is measured to this border
ξi(d). For every ’circle’ above the lower border, the distanceξ′i(d) is measured
to this lower border. Based on these distances a cost of the decision rule can be
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defined. The coefficient of the decision rule (slope and intercept in the case of a
straight line) are obtained by minimizing the cost function. To obtain a non-linear
decision rule, the same analysis is performed after a non-linear mapping of the data
vectors into a higher dimensional space. This mapping typically uses radial basis
functions (Scḧolkopf and Smola [128]). The mathematical details can be found in
AppendixD.1.2.

The SVM model is uniquely determined when another two tuning parameters
are known (σ andC, cf. AppendixD.1.2). These parameters are tuned by a grid
search to find the optimum model accuracy. This means that a rectangular grid
of tuning couples is created. For every tuning parameter couple, the model is
evaluated by the number of misclassifications using a 10-fold cross-validation. A
second, finer grid is then evaluated near the maximum value, to find the optimum
tuning couple.

A SVM was trained and tested using the AVG, M2 and HFCF of the sensor
signals. The libsvm software was used to perform the analyses (Chang and Lin
[129]). An overall 10-fold cross-validation accuracy of 92.1% was found. The
corresponding optimal tuning couple wasC = 128 andσ = 0.125. The accuracy of
one versus all classification of the stratified flows, the intermittent flows and the
annular flows was 100%, 90.3% and 92.1% respectively. Misclassification thus
only occurs at the transition zone between annular and intermittent flow. These
results again prove the ability of the chosen sensor signal features for flow pattern
determination.

7.2.2 Analysis of HFC flow signals

Similar to the analysis of the air-water flow signals, the databases of the HFC
signals (cf. § 6.3.1) obtained with R410A and R134a are investigated for their
flow pattern detection potential. Some different frequency content features are
first defined before discussing the actual multivariate analysis.

Feature definitions

In the amplitude domain, the average value (AVG), the variance (M2), the skew-
ness (M3) and the kurtosis (M4) are used to describe the PDE, similar to the air-
water flow data. In the frequency domain however, the bandwidth parameters were
not found suitable any more. A lot of scatter was present in the parameter data. No
clear trends were noticed. Therefore, some new frequency content features were
defined, further called F#-parameters. First, the PSD was calculated using the fast
Fourier algorithm. Then the cumulative distribution (CPSD) was taken of the PSD
contributions between 0 and 100 Hz. The new features are the frequencies corre-
sponding with a certain percentile of this cumulative distribution. For example F50
is the frequency corresponding with the 50 % percentile of the CPSD. This means
that 50 % of the power spectrum contribution (between 0-100 Hz) is present in the
frequencies lower than F50.
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When following a trajectory (in a flow pattern map) from intermittent flow to
annular flow, typically the power spectrum contributions of low frequencies (re-
lated to pseudo-slugs for instance) diminish and the power spectrum contributions
of higher frequencies (related to interfacial phenomena of annular film flow) in-
crease. This was shown in the two-phase flow characterization described in§ 6.3.3.
The purpose of the new F#-parameters is to incorporate this effect of PSD con-
tributions moving to higher frequencies and so track the intermittent-annular flow
transition.

However, in the annular flow regime at very high vapour qualities, some very
low frequent phenomena were noticed (cf. Figure6.32) probably induced by dry-
out phenomena in the preheaters. This causes drastic drops in the F#-parameter
values. Since this is not related to the intermittent to annular flow transition, this
phenomenon is not wanted in the F#-parameters. Therefore, a regression was per-
formed to the F#-parameter data eliminating the data at high vapour quality with
low F#-parameter values. This regression, using sigmoid functions (Eq. (7.4))
also eliminates the inherent scatter in the frequency parameter data. This is shown
in Figure7.8.

y =
c

1 + exp [−a(x− b)]
(7.4)
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Figure 7.8: F95 feature of the HFC sensor signals (left) R410A (right) R134a
(◦ G = 200 kg/m2s,× G = 300 kg/m2s,O G = 400 kg/m2s,� G = 500 kg/m2s)

Multivariate analysis

The Fisher criterion (Eq. (7.2)) was again applied to the datasets of R410A and
R134a using the visual classification into slug flow, intermittent flow and annu-
lar flow. The results are listed in Table7.5 and Table7.6 for R410A and R134a
respectively.

If the Fisher criterion is applied to the full datasets, the AVG and the M2 have
a significantly larger score compared to the M3 and the M4. If the intermittent
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Table 7.5: Results of the Fisher Criterion on the R410A signal features

Feature All data S/non-S S-I only A/non-A I-A only
AVG 3.676 2.645 1.811 1.804 2.553
M2 3.399 4.958 4.578 0.200 0.385
M3 0.391 0.585 0.374 0.890 0.020
M4 0.017 0.014 0.002 0.021 0.018
F50 1.056 0.655 1.006 0.903 0.806
F70 1.303 0.666 1.034 1.275 1.180
F90 3.091 1.275 1.254 2.875 2.613
F95 3.397 1.540 1.210 3.104 2.797
F99 6.540 2.720 1.404 1.936 1.678

Table 7.6: Results of the Fisher Criterion on the R134a signal features

Feature All data S/non-S S-I only A/non-A I-A only
AVG 6.737 3.599 2.886 1.911 2.440
M2 3.378 3.738 3.499 0.178 2.708
M3 1.384 1.950 2.419 0.032 0.012
M4 0.174 0.233 0.282 0.002 0.035
F50 2.124 0.842 1.041 2.277 2.138
F70 2.417 0.947 1.165 2.485 2.320
F90 4.065 1.340 1.324 3.580 3.360
F95 5.575 1.684 1.435 3.810 3.651
F99 3.067 1.715 0.633 1.460 1.214

flow data and the annular flow data are grouped in a non-slug flow class, then the
score of the variance is dominant. The presence of liquid slugs causes a second
maximum in the PDE, at high vapour qualities (Figures6.20-6.23), causing the M2
to be significantly larger compared to the M2 of non-slug flows. This is clearly
visible in Figure7.9. The variance thus has the highest potential in separating slug
flows from non-slug flows. This transition occurs in a narrow zone. The same
conclusion applies if the Fisher criterion is evaluated using only slug flow and
intermittent flow data (see S-I only in Tables7.5-7.6).

When slug flow data and intermittent flow data are grouped into a non-annular
flow class, the AVG has the highest score of the features in the amplitude domain.
This feature is thus useful for tracking the intermittent/annular flow transition. In
contrast with the M2, the AVG decreases smoothly with increasing vapour quality
(Figure7.10). It is basically a measure for average void fraction (cf.§ 6.3.4). No
sudden change in the trend appears in the transition zone from intermittent flow to
annular flow.
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Figure 7.9: Variance about the mean (M2) of the sensor signals (left) R410A (right) R134a
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Concerning the F#-parameters, the F95 has the highest score for all data of
R134a and the one but highest score for the R410A data. Since these parameters
were defined for tracking the change in frequency contributions in the intermittent
/annular flow transition, they have the highest scores for the annular/non-annular
division and the intermittent-annular only data. According to the Fisher criterion,
F95 has the highest potential in separating intermittent from annular flow signals.
This parameter is shown in Figure7.8.

Another possible approach for reducing the number of features is performing a
Principle Component Analysis(PCA) [130]. In a PCA the eigenvalues and eigen-
vectors of the covariance matrix of the feature data are calculated. The first eigen-
vector in feature space (with the highest eigenvalue) indicates the major direction
in the feature data cloud. The coefficients of this first eigenvector thus indicate the
(relative) importance of the features.

Applying a PCA to the HFC datasets, the eigenvalue of the first principle com-
ponent is about ten times higher than that of the second principle component. The
data cloud is thus mainly organized along one direction. The coefficients of the
first principle component in the feature space are listed in Table7.7. The PCA
again proves the dominance of the AVG and the M2 over the M3 and M4. The
F#-parameters equally contribute to the first principle component. This means
that any of these parameters can be chosen, but according to the Fisher test, F95
is the best choice for the classification. Comparing the relative importance of the
amplitude domain features and the frequency domain features, the F#-parameters
are slightly higher but the coefficients of both groups are in the same order of
magnitude.

Table 7.7: Coefficients of the first principle component of the feature data

Feature R410A R134a
AVG -0.343 -0.260
M2 -0.234 -0.118
M3 -0.100 -0.058
M4 -0.035 -0.022
F50 0.235 0.349
F70 0.315 0.348
F90 0.434 0.356
F95 0.490 0.349
F99 0.483 0.294

The feature space of AVG, M2 and F95 is finally shown in Figure7.11. From
this plot, it is again clear that finding the slug/intermittent flow transition will be
easy by using M2. But the intermittent/annular flow transition is rather arbitrary
due to the smoothness of this transition (cf.§ 6.3.3).
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7.2.3 Conclusions of the signal feature analysis

The multivariate analysis of the sensor signal features results in a small selection
of features which contain the necessary flow regime information. For the air-water
database the AVG, M2 and the HFCF are selected. The ability of these feature
for flow regime determination was proven by the high accuracies of the supervised
learning methods (decision trees and SVM). For HFCs, the Fisher Criterion indi-
cates the AVG, M2 and F95 as optimal for flow pattern classification. A principle
component analysis supports this. The choice of the features can be related to the
two-phase flows as follow: the AVG is a matter for void fraction, the M2 is di-
rectly related to the presence of liquid slugs and the frequency parameters (HFCF
and F95) can track the power spectrum contribution shift towards higher frequen-
cies in the intermittent-annular flow transition.

7.3 Capacitance signal feature clustering

7.3.1 Introduction to clustering algorithms

To eliminate the need for visual classifications the use signal feature clustering is
explored. A clustering algorithm [131] is anunsupervised learning method. The
goal of such a method is to deduce properties from a dataset, without the help of
a supervisor providing correct answers for each observation. In the case of two-
phase flow classification, no visual decisions are needed. Clustering analysis tries
to group a collection of objects into subsets or clusters such that those within each
cluster are more closely related to one another than objects assigned to different
clusters. An object is a selection of input features deduced from a sensor signal.
The choice of these input features is fundamental to the clustering technique. In
Figure7.12, a dataset is represented in a two-dimensional feature space(X1, X2).
The data set in this example is clustered into three clusters (red, blue and green). To
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every cluster a center or centroidc can be assigned. The choice of a dissimilarity
measure between two objects, thedistance function, is a second important factor.

X1

X2

c3

c2

c1

Figure 7.12: Cluster example in the feature space(X1, X2) with three clusters
(red, blueandgreen) [132]

Dissimilarity measure

Consider now a data set ofN measurement points ofK features:xkj with k =
1, 2, ..,K andj = 1, 2, .., N . A feature distancedk(xkj , xkj′) (also called feature
dissimilarity) is first defined between values of the kth feature. The distance be-
tween two objectsxj andx′j can then be defined as a weighted average of feature
distances (Eq. (7.5)).

D(xj , x
′
j) =

K∑
k=1

wkdk(xkj , xkj′) (7.5)

By far the most common choice of this distance function is theSquaredor
Euclidean distanceD between two objectsxj andxj′ (Eq. (7.7)) using the squared
feature distance (Eq. (7.6)). The Euclidean distance (with weight parameters set to
unity) is thus the length of a straight line between the feature objects in the K-
dimensional feature space.

dk(xkj , xkj′) = (xkj − xkj′)2 (7.6)

D(xj , xj′) =
K∑

k=1

wk(xkj − xkj′)2 (7.7)

Each object is now iteratively assigned to one cluster based on the minimiza-
tion of an objective function. Each of the weight parameters can be chosen to set
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the relative importance of the features upon the degree of similarity of the objects.
The relative importance of each feature is proportional to its variance over the data
set. Settingwk = 1/(2 · vark) will cause each of the features to equally influence
the overall dissimilarity between pairs of objects (cf. AppendixD.2). Variables
which are more relevant in separating the clusters can be given a higher weight to
increase the influence in the object dissimilarity. But this introduces an arbitrary
measure.

Fuzzy c-means clustering algorithm

The fuzzy c-means clustering algorithm is asoft-clustering algorithm. This means
that each data point is assigned to a cluster to some degree that is specified by a
membership grade, MG. This allows for a smooth description of the boundaries
between clusters. In the k-means clustering algorithm instead, data points are as-
signed to mutually excluding clusters and in hierarchical clustering, a hierarchy of
clusters is looked for. Since the aim of our signal clustering is finding a probabilis-
tic description of flow regime boundaries, this fuzzy c-means clustering algorithm
is thus the preferred choice.

The user first has to choose the number of clustersNC. The fuzzy c-means
clustering algorithm then starts with initial guesses for the centers (or centroids)
of each clusterci. Initial cluster fractionsuij are also assigned to each data point
in such a way that

NC∑
i=1

uij = 1 (7.8)

The algorithm minimizes an objective functionJm (Eq. (7.9)) based on the
distance between a data pointxj and a cluster centroidci.

Jm =
N∑

j=1

NC∑
i=1

um
ij‖xj − ci‖2 1 ≤ m ≤ ∞ (7.9)

The parameterm (chosen at the default value 2 in this work) determines the
smoothness of the cluster transitions. Whenm approaches 1, the cluster bound-
aries are sharp, whenm approaches infinity,uij becomes constant over all data.
The values ofuij andci are iterated from an initial value until convergence using
Eq. (7.10) and Eq. (7.11). The default value (10−5) for the minimum amount of
improvement of the objective function is used as convergence criterion.

uij =
K∑

k=1

(
‖xj − ci‖
‖xj − ck‖

)− 2
m−1

(7.10)

ci =

∑N
j=1 um

ij xj∑N
j=1 um

ij

(7.11)
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7.3.2 Probabilistic flow mapping of air-water flow

Applying the clustering algorithm

The output of the fuzzy c-means clustering algorithm is a centroid,ci, for every
cluster, together with a membership gradeMG for every object to each cluster.
A centroid can be considered as typical or characteristic for the specific cluster.
In this application, the two-phase flow corresponding with the cluster centroid
is regarded as typical for that flow regime. The membership grade is related to
the distance between the object and each centroid in feature space and can thus be
considered as flow regime probabilities for that data point. A data point is assigned
to the cluster with the highest membership grade.

The selected input feature matrix for the air-water flow signals was I = [AVG,
M2, HFCF], in accordance with the multivariate analysis. All weight parameters
were set to one. Figure7.13shows the data points in feature space after clustering
into three clusters. Note that there is no clear distinction between the different
clusters. A hard clustering algorithm will therefore not give useful results. The
data is directed in three main directions. Each cluster centroid is directed into one
of these directions.
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Figure 7.13: Data clusters in feature space

Cluster membership grades are thus obtained for the 189 air-water data points
in the Gwater-Gair plane. To extrapolate this scattered data to continuous data
in the full plane, a regression technique is needed which creates a regression
surface for every cluster. But, the membership grades are strongly non-linear
in the Gwater-Gair plane, so a linear regression is not sufficient. A polynomial
multivariate regression PR is compared withε-Support Vector Regression (SVR)
andν-SVR using radial basis function kernels (cf. AppendixD.3, Scḧolkopf and
Smola [128], Chang and Lin [129]). SVR is a local based regression technique
which is able to find very complex shapes. In Figure7.14an example of a SVR
applied to the MG of the air-water data clustering is shown.ε-SVR andν-SVR
gave similar results, so onlyε-SVR is further considered.
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Figure 7.14: Support vector regression of a membership grade of air-water data

Standard settings of the parameters in the regression technique (ε = 0.1,σ = 1/k
= 1/3 andC = 1) are compared with those obtained from a grid search evaluated
by 5-fold cross-validation. The latter reveal a detailed structure of the MG in the
Gwater-Gair plane. In this study however, the focus is on the global structure of
the inlet signals. Therefore standard settings are further used. In the case of multi-
variate polynomial regression, the degree of the polynomials is limited to two for
the same reason. After regression of all membership grade surfaces, a normaliza-
tion is performed to obtain fractions in terms of percentage in the end. Then these
MG (after regression and normalization) can be further called probabilities.

The final step in building a flow regime classifier is applying a maximum prob-
ability criterion to the probability surfaces to track the transition boundaries in the
Gwater-Gair plane. This means that the flow regime boundaries are found at the
intersection of the two surfaces with the highest probability.

Figure7.15shows the clusters in aGair-Gwater map. The solid lines are the
boundaries found at the intersection of the regression surfaces. The contours are
the normalized probabilities after regression and the scatter data indicate the divi-
sion of the data points into the three clusters. The clustering algorithm divides the
data points into clearly separable zones of the map and the regression technique is
able to track the boundaries between the clusters in the mass velocity plane. Only
a few data points are located at the wrong side of the boundaries because of small
errors due to the smoothing characteristic of the regression. With SVR, the root
mean squared errors for each of the three probabilities are 0.177, 0.108 and 0.135.
This is a little better than the second order PR: 0.231, 0.145 and 0.168.
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Figure 7.15: Probability map with cluster points (symbols are output clusters) and
regression surface intersection boundaries (left) SVR (right) 2nd order PR

Model parameters

The input featuresprovide the cluster algorithm with the necessary flow regime
data and therefore have a major influence on the final probabilistic map. In Fig-
ure7.16, the result of the data processing technique is shown when individual sig-
nal features are applied. It is very unlikely that a single parameter can separate
signals into three meaningful classes. Therefore a 2-cluster classification was exe-
cuted.
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Figure 7.16: Influence of input features: our visual classification data (� stratified flow -
◦ intermittent flow -� annular flow) and SVR cluster boundaries of individual

features (dashed: AVG,dash-dot: M2, solid: HFCF)

The algorithm divides the signal data in two groups with a diagonal boundary
when only AVG is applied. The AVG is a measure for void fraction and is there-
fore influenced by both air and water mass fluxes. Using this parameter, the model
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can separate signals with corresponding low void fractions from signals with cor-
responding high void fractions. When time-averaged void fraction is an important
parameter for the desired flow classification, the corresponding weight parameter
should be set high.

Using only the M2 as input feature a more vertical boundary is found at in-
termediate water mass flux (60-200 kg/m2s). From the multivariate plot in Fig-
ure7.5, it is clear that the variance has the potential to separate stratified flows
from intermittent flows. However, the boundary found by the algorithm does not
fully coincide with the visual stratified-intermittent flow transition, but is located
at higher mass fluxes. When a single water slug occurs every few seconds, a sec-
ond but small peak in the PDE of the corresponding signal will appear at highV ∗

(see Figure6.4). Because this peak is small, it has only a limited influence on M2.
Therefore flows with water slugs occurring with low frequency are visually classi-
fied as intermittent flow. But according to the algorithm, they show more similarity
with pure stratified flow, when only M2 is used as cluster feature.

Applying the HFCF as input feature a quasi-horizontal boundary is found
aroundGair = 10 kg/m2s. This line coincides with the visual transition from annu-
lar to intermittent flow. The HFCF can also separate smooth stratified flows from
stratified-wavy flows. As during the visual classification no distinction was made
between these two flow types, the boundary tears across the stratified flow area.

To compare the influence of more than one feature theweightshave to be set
equal towk = 1/(2 · vark) (cf. AppendixD.2). The data set was first column-
wise normalized so each feature is mapped to a [-1,1] space. Then, the variances
and the corresponding weight parameters for equal influence of each feature were
calculated (Table7.8). Using these weight parameters, the influence of the AVG
is enhanced and the influence of HFCF is diminished compared to the previous
case. According to the input feature analysis, this has to result in more diagonal
boundaries. The new cluster centroids are not directed any more in three distinct
direction but are now almost in line. The result of using equally weighted input
features is shown in Figure7.17.

Table 7.8: Variances and weight parameters by feature

Feature Variance wk = 1/(2 · vark)
AVG 0.171 2.919
M2 0.285 1.753
HFCF 0.383 1.305

The last parameter is thenumber of clusters. When increasing the number of
clusters, the clustering method still groups the measurement points in separable
areas of the flow pattern map and the intersection of the regression surfaces agree
well with this grouping. This can be an interesting characteristic for applications
where more than three characteristic groups are advisable.
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Figure 7.17: Probabilistic flow regime map with equally weighted input features: cluster
boundaries (solid), probabilities (contour) and our visual classification

(� stratified flow -◦ intermittent flow -� annular flow)

Comparison with visual classification and Taitel-Dukler map

In Figure7.18, a comparison is made between the boundaries found by the clus-
tering algorithm (using I = [AVG, M2, HFCF]) and our visual classification (into
stratified-intermittent-annular flow). The boundaries found by the algorithm di-
vide the flow map into three zones, i.e. zone 1 in the lower left corner, zone 2 in
the lower right corner and zone 3 in the upper part of the flow map. Zone 3 con-
tains most of the observed annular flows and the stratified-wavy flows which are
classified as stratified flow. Zone 1 contains all smooth stratified flows and some
intermittent flows with water mass velocities lower than 200 kg/m2s. Zone 2 cov-
ers intermittent flows at higher mass velocities as well as some annular flows. The
boundary between zone 1 and zone 2 occurs at higher water mass fluxes compared
to the transition from stratified to intermittent flow. As stated before, this was due
to the strictly imposed criterion of no slugs.

The clustering flow map is also compared to the theoretical flow map of Tai-
tel and Dukler [17] (and modifications by Barnea et al. [29] and Barnea [28]).
Transition lines are drawn for a 9 mm tube at atmospheric conditions of air and
water (Line A = stratified/non-stratified boundary, line B = modified intermittent-
stratified boundary of Barnea et al. [29], line C = smooth stratified / stratified-
wavy boundary and line D = annular-intermittent boundary). There is a remark-
able agreement in location and orientation of the cluster boundary between zone 2
and zone 3 and the Taitel-Dukler boundary D. The boundary between zone 1 and
zone 3 converges with the Taitel-Dukler boundary A at low water mass fluxes. The
stratified-intermittent transition does differ with Taitel-Dukler boundary.

If a better agreement with the visual classification is desired, more flow regimes
have to be taken into account. Then, the algorithm can try to separate different
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Figure 7.18: Flow map with cluster boundaries (• SVR -� 2nd order PR), Taitel-Dukler
boundaries (dashed) and our visual classification data
(� stratified flow -◦ intermittent flow -� annular flow)

sub regimes in the intermittent flow area, as well as make a distinction between
smooth stratified and stratified-wavy flows. The weight parameters can also be set
to optimize the agreement. But this was not the intention of this work.

Probabilistic flow regime map for horizontal air-water flow

In Figure7.19, a probabilistic flow map is presented applicable to air-water flow in
horizontal smooth tubes of 9 mm I.D. at mass velocities ranging fromGair = 0.3
to 50 kg/m2s andGwater = 30 to 700 kg/m2s under near atmospheric conditions.
Extrapolation beyond the mass velocity ranges and to other tube diameters is not
advisable. The equations of the probabilities are given in AppendixD.4.

The indicated data points correspond with the flow regimes and sensor signals
discussed in§ 6.2.2. For every flow regime, the data point nearest to the cluster
centroid was selected. These points can be considered as typical for the corre-
sponding flow regime. The corresponding labels are S for stratified, I for intermit-
tent and A for annular flow. For each of the transitions, a data point was selected
as well. These points are located on a straight line between the typical signals and
close to the cluster boundaries of the test case. The mass fluxes and corresponding
flow regime probabilities are listed in Table7.9. The signal features itself are listed
in Table6.1.

Conclusions for the air-water signal feature clustering

By using the selected signal features, the fuzzy c-means clustering algorithm is
able to group the data points. When projecting these groups in a flow pattern map,
clearly separable zones are found. This proves that the clustering algorithm can be
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Figure 7.19: Probabilistic flow regime map: SVR cluster boundaries (solid), probabilities
P (contour) and our visual classification

(� stratified flow -◦ intermittent flow -� annular flow)

Table 7.9: Selected signals of air-water flows and their probabilities

Flow regime Label Gwater Gair pS pI pA

[kg/m2s] [kg/m2s] [-] [-] [-]
Stratified S 49.04 2.96 0.944 0.05 0.006
Intermittent I 601.78 2.99 0.061 0.939 0
Annular A 83.33 48.91 0 0 1
S-I transition SI 208.41 2.47 0.482 0.518 0
I-A transition IA 226.56 11.28 0.397 0.328 0.275
S-A transition SA 67.20 11.43 0.606 0 0.394

used as flow regime classifier. The second outcome of the clustering algorithm is
a membership grade for each data point which indicates how closely it is related
to the center of each cluster. This can be interpreted as flow regime probabilities,
which can provide insight in the width of transition zones.

However, the outcome of the clustering does not fully correspond to our visual
classification. This is partly due to the differences in classification criteria. But the
procedure also suffers from the unbalance in data groups (by flow regime) and the
fact that the data points in the flow map are not located on a nice grid. In addition,
the location of the cluster boundaries are dependent on the extent of the dataset.
But, the main intention of investigating the air-water flow dataset was developing
a suitable technique for probabilistic flow pattern mapping.
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7.3.3 Probabilistic flow mapping of HFCs

Cluster classification

The clustering technique is now applied to the datasets of capacitance sensor sig-
nals obtained with R410A and R134a. In the multivariate analysis (§ 7.2.2), the
AVG, the M2 and the F95 parameter were selected as optimal for sensor based
flow pattern classification. These features are used as input for the fuzzy c-means
clustering algorithm. In Figures7.20-7.26, the Wojtan-Ursenbacher-Thome [21]
flow pattern map (evaluated forG = 500 kg/m2s atTsat = 15◦C in an 8 mm tube
under adiabatic conditions) is used for comparison reasons. The Barbieri et al. [3]
transition criterion for intermittent/annular flow is also depicted.

In Figure7.20, the cluster classification is shown, when only M2 is used as
input parameter. When comparing the cluster classification with the visual clas-
sification (Figures6.16-6.17), these figures prove again that the M2 is the feature
which can detect the presence of liquid slugs.
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Figure 7.20: Cluster classification with M2 only (left) R410A (right) R134a

When only the AVG is used to cluster the dataset into two clusters (Figure7.21),
the data is basically divided into two groups based on the void fraction. The dataset
is thus divided in a group at low void fraction (and thus low vapour quality) and a
group at high void fraction (and thus high vapour quality).

When only the F95-parameter is used (Figure7.22), a division into two groups
is found which corresponds very well with the annular flow/non-annular flow divi-
sion. This is no surprise since the Fisher Criterion indicated the F95-parameter as
the best parameter among the F-parameters to classify the flow according to the vi-
sual classification. It is therefore interesting to see that if the frequency parameter
based on a lower percentile of the CPSD is used (for example F70 in Figure7.23),
the cluster boundary moves towards higher vapour qualities.

The choice of the F-parameter is therefore rather arbitrary and was chosen to
fit the visual observations. This is not avoidable because of the smooth nature of
the transition. This was also proven in the feature space plot (Figure7.11) where
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Figure 7.21: Cluster classification with AVG only (left) R410A (right) R134a
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Figure 7.22: Cluster classification with F95 only (left) R410A (right) R134a
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Figure 7.23: Cluster classification with F70 only (left) R410A (right) R134a
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one can see that there is no clear separation of the clusters. This was the case for
all investigated features.

A combination of input features is now used which can track both transitions
(slug flow/intermittent flow and intermittent flow/annular flow): the feature matrix
I = w·[AV G,M2, F95]. wk = 1/(2vark) represents the weight parameters from
Table7.10so every feature equally contributes to the clustering (AppendixD.2).
This selection of features is thus based on the multivariate analysis and has a clear
physical link with the flow phenomena. The result of using these features to clus-
ter the dataset into three clusters is shown in Figures7.24- 7.25 where it is also
compared to our visual classification. An excellent agreement is found.
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Figure 7.24: Cluster classification withI = w · [AV G, M2, F95] with R410A (left)
cluster classification (right) our visual classification
(� slug flow -◦ intermittent flow -� annular flow)
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Figure 7.25: Cluster classification withI = w · [AV G, M2, F95] with R134a (left)
cluster classification (right) our visual classification
(� slug flow -◦ intermittent flow -� annular flow)
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Table 7.10: Variances and weight parameters by feature (after normalization)

R410A R134a
Feature k vark wk vark wk

AVG 0.214 2.33 0.269 1.86
M2 0.216 2.31 0.168 2.98
F95 0.415 1.21 0.412 1.21

As an alternative to justify the use of the weight parameters, a principal com-
ponent analysis was performed on the three features AVG, M2 and F95. The eigen-
values of the covariance matrix are [0.705, 0.126, 0.014] for R410A and [0.735,
0.103, 0.011] for R134a. Two principal components (PC) were looked for (one for
each transition). The coefficients of these PC are listed in Table7.11. These PC
are normalized by the root of the corresponding eigenvalue. The data points are
now mapped from the 3D features space to the 2D principal component space. The
coefficients of the data points in this 2D principal component space are then used
to cluster the dataset into 3 clusters. This mapping can be regarded as a weighting
of the features (AVG, M2 and F95) by using the principal component coefficients.
The results of this procedure is shown in Figure7.26. Again, a very good agree-
ment with our visual classification was found, though not better than the clustering
of the weighted features.

Table 7.11: Coefficients of the principal components

R410A R134a
PC1 PC2 PC1 PC2

AVG -0.641 0.167 -0.696 0.181
M2 -0.500 2.381 -0.399 2.755
F95 0.871 1.490 0.847 1.447

The clustering algorithm can thus track the slug/intermittent flow boundary
easily by incorporating M2. Also the intermittent/annular flow transition can be
found by using the AVG and F95. But this choice is rather arbitrary. The weighted
feature matrixI = w · [AV G,M2, F95] is the preferred choice compared to the
visual classification.

Flow regime probabilities

The membership grades resulting from the fuzzy c-means clustering algorithm can
be interpreted as flow regime probabilities. In Figure7.27, the membership grades
of the data points found by the clustering algorithm usingI = w·[AV G,M2, F95]
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Figure 7.26: Cluster classification using PCA features (left) R410A (right) R134a

are depicted in function ofG andx. Because of the properties of the algorithm,
the membership grades decline for vapour qualities smaller than the typical slug
flow data point and vapour qualities larger than the typical annular flow data point.
Therefore some post-processing is appropriate.
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Figure 7.27: Membership grades with I = [AVG,M2,F95] (left) R410A (right) R134a

First of all, the maxima and minima of the slug flow and annular flow mem-
bership grades are traced for each mass velocity series. The MG are kept constant
at the maximum and minimum value outside the vapour qualities corresponding
with the maxima and minima. The MG of intermittent flow are then recalculated
using Eq. (7.12). This recalculation does not effect the transitions, but only the
data points nearx = 0 andx = 1.

MGI = 1−MGS −MGA (7.12)

The membership grades are now consistent with the probabilistic flow regime
approach and can be interpreted as probabilitiesP . To generalize the probabilities,
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a least squares regression is performed for every mass velocity series. Chapman
functions (Eq. (7.13)) are used for the slug flow probabilities and sigmoid functions
(Eq. (7.14)) for the annular flow probabilities.

P ∗
S = P0 + a [1− exp(−bx)]c (7.13)

P ∗
A =

1
1 + exp [−a(x− b)]

(7.14)

Because of the residuals of the regression, a final rescaling is necessary using
Eq. (7.15) to make the maximum probability unity and the minimum zero. Finally
the probability for intermittent flow is found (Eq. (7.16)).

P =
P ∗ − P ∗

min

P ∗
max − P ∗

min

(7.15)

PI = 1− PS − PA (7.16)

In Table7.12and Table7.13, the regression coefficients with corresponding R-
squared values are listed, as well as the necessary scaling factors. In Figure7.28
and Figure7.29, the probability functionsP are plotted for R410A and R134a
respectively. These probabilities make it possible to quantify the width of the
transition zones.

Table 7.12: Regression coefficients with R-squared values and scaling factors for R410A

G [kg/m2s] 200 300 400 500
S a -0.962 -0.982 -0.993 -0.997

b 113.2 51.04 99.57 113.5
c 1.87·106 269.7 425.4 1500
P0 0.968 0.984 0.996 1.005
R2 0.9994 0.9978 0.9986 0.9977
P ∗

min 5.67·10−3 1.34·10−3 3.37·10−3 7.46·10−3

1− P ∗
max 3.21·10−2 1.63·10−2 3.89·10−3 -4.61·10−3

A a 13.97 18.30 20.85 19.91
b 0.657 0.562 0.468 0.347
R2 0.999 0.9997 0.9996 0.9979
P ∗

min 1.04·10−4 3.40·10−5 5.77·10−5 1.00·10−3

1− P ∗
max 8.20·10−3 3.30·10−4 1.52·10−5 2.24·10−6

I R2 0.9979 0.9988 0.9991 0.9966
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Figure 7.28: Capacitance signal cluster probabilitiesP for R410A
(× slug flow -� intermittent flow -O annular flow)
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Figure 7.29: Capacitance signal cluster probabilitiesP for R134a
(× slug flow -� intermittent flow -O annular flow)
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Table 7.13: Regression coefficients with R-squared values and scaling factors for R134a

G [kg/m2s] 200 300 400 500
S a -0.986 -0.983 -0.928 -0.987

b 83.02 100.4 127.3 103.1
c 1482 652.7 559.8 127.5
P0 0.992 0.987 0.933 0.990
R2 0.999 0.9998 0.9997 0.9997
P ∗

min 6.55·10−3 4.03·10−3 5.74·10−3 3.08·10−3

1− P ∗
max 7.88·10−3 12.7·10−3 6.66·10−2 9.67·10−3

A a 15.84 27.18 30.03 28.77
b 0.507 0.378 0.321 0.265
R2 0.994 0.9995 0.9997 0.996
P ∗

min 3.24·10−4 3.45·10−5 6.22·10−5 4.87·10−4

1− P ∗
max 4.09·10−4 4.57·10−8 1.39·10−9 6.60·10−10

I R2 0.994 0.9998 0.9992 0.996

Probabilistic flow maps

Finally, in Figures7.30-7.31, probabilistic flow maps are presented for adiabatic
flow of R410A and R134a atTsat = 15◦C in a horizontal smooth tube of 8 mm
I.D. at mass velocities ranging from 200 to 500 kg/m2s and vapour qualities from
0 to 1. The probabilities are shown as contour lines in the flow map. Our visual
classification and the Wojtan-Ursenbacher-Thome flow map [21] with the extra
intermittent/annular flow transition of Barbieri et al. [3] are depicted as well.

The 50% probabilities are drawn in black. These correspond to the classifica-
tion lines used by the clustering algorithm. It is very clear that the slug flow/in-
termittent flow transition is a narrow transition zone in the flow pattern map. This
is now quantified in terms of the probabilities. The contour lines indicate a width
of approximately∆x = 0.05. The intermittent to annular flow transition instead is
very gradual with a width of over∆x = 0.25.

These flow regime probabilities are solely based on the capacitance sensor
signals. The void fraction dynamics of the two-phase flows are therefore explicitly
used in these probabilistic flow pattern maps. The time fraction functions of Jassim
et al. [69] instead are based on processing of images and thus track the dynamics
of the vapour-liquid interfaces. Since void fraction is the key parameter in the heat
transfer models, the void fraction dynamics are more promising for improving heat
transfer modelling.

The flow regime probabilities can for instance be incorporated in the flow pat-
tern based model of Wojtan-Ursenbacher-Thome [61] to better describe the grad-
ual change in flow characteristics in the intermittent to annular flow transition. As
mentioned in Chapter3, the heat transfer prediction at this transition zone suffers
from an inappropriate combination of flow structures at low mass velocities. Using
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Figure 7.30: Probability flow map with our visual classification for R410A
(× slug flow -� intermittent flow -O annular flow)
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the flow regime probabilities will assure a proper weighing of the flow phenomena
and result in a smooth transition. This can be an alternative for a full probabilistic
heat transfer model for evaporating flow similar to the model developed by Jassim
et al. [71] for condensing flow.

7.3.4 Conclusions of the signal feature clustering

The fuzzy c-means clustering algorithm was successfully applied to a matrix of
sensor signal features. These features were selected for their flow pattern classifi-
cation potential based on a multivariate analysis. The clustering in feature space
groups the data points in clearly separable areas in a flow pattern map.

Applying the technique to the HFC datasets, the slug flows could be easily
separated from non-slug flows by using the variance of the sensor signal. The
AVG and the F95 parameter were found most suitable for separating intermittent
flows from annular flows. But, because of the gradual nature of this transition, the
choice of this parameter is rather arbitrary and was chosen to best fit the visual
classification.

The soft-clustering algorithm assigns a membership grade to each data point
which can be interpreted as flow regime probability. After regression of these
membership grades, flow probabilities were found and a probabilistic flow pattern
map was presented for the HFC data. These maps clearly quantify the width of the
transition zones and can be applied for probabilistic heat transfer and/or pressure
drop modelling.



8
Heat transfer predictions

This last chapter considers heat transfer prediction of horizontal intube two-phase
flows. The results of the accuracy tests of the diabatic test section (introduced in
Chapter4) are listed and a first series of two-phase flow heat transfer coefficient
measurements is reported. An assessment of the heat transfer models, discussed
in Chapter3, is made using the new data. Furthermore, some considerations about
heat transfer prediction are given and some suggestions for future work are pro-
posed.

8.1 Heat transfer measurements

To check the reliability of the diabatic test section (§ 4.3.2) and the measurement
system, single-phase liquid tests were performed.

8.1.1 Single-phase accuracy tests

Single-phase heat balance ratio

First the liquid-liquid heat balance ratio of the diabatic test sectionQw/QR was
verified (Eq. (8.1)).

Qw

QR
=

mw,TS(hw,in − hw,out)
mR(hR,out − hR,in)

(8.1)

In Figure8.1, the heat balance ratio is shown. The mean error in the heat
balance is 1.42 % with a standard deviation of 1.34 %. The uncertainty inQw in-
creases with decreasing mass velocity, because of smaller temperature differences
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Figure 8.1: Single-phase liquid energy balance ratio (R134a - 7.91 mm)

at the water side. Therefore the error in the heat balance ratio also increases. 70 %
of the data points fall within±2.5 %.

Single-phase heat transfer measurements

Secondly, the measured local single-phase heat transfer coefficients are compared
to the correlations of Gnielinksi (Eqs. (8.2)) and Dittus-Boelter (Eq. (8.3)). The
refrigerant properties are evaluated using the pressure at the exit of the preheater
and the temperatureTR,E at the location of the wall temperature measurements (cf.
Figure4.10). hR,E is obtained using a heat balance, Eq. (8.4). hR,A is evaluated
with TR,A and the pressure at exit from the preheater. The same pressure is used
to determineTR,E from hR,E .

f = [1.58ln(ReL)− 3.28]−2 (8.2a)

NuL =
f/2(ReL − 1000)PrL

1 + 12.7(f/2)0.5(Pr
2/3
L − 1)

(8.2b)

NuL = 0.023Re0.8
L Pr0.4

L (8.3)

hR,E =
mTS(hw,E − hw,A)

mR
+ hR,A (8.4)
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Figure 8.2: Single-phase liquid heat transfer coefficient measurements and predictions
(R134a - 7.91 mm)

In Figure8.2, the measured single-phase heat transfer coefficients are com-
pared to the predictions. The deviation between the experiments and the predic-
tions is calculated using Eq. (8.5). In Table8.1, some statistical parameters of the
heat transfer measurements are listed. The mean deviationε̄, the mean of absolute
value of the deviations̄|ε|, the standard deviationσ and the number of data points
within the±10%,±15% and±20% deviation windows (Eqs. (8.6)).

εi =
(hexp,i − hpred,i)

hexp,i
· 100 (8.5)

ε̄ =
1
n

n∑
i=1

εi (8.6a)

¯|ε| = 1
n

n∑
i=1

|εi| (8.6b)

σ =

√√√√ 1
n− 1

n∑
i=1

(εi − ε̄)2 (8.6c)

da Silva Lima et al. [48] reported similar results for single-phase heat transfer
measurements of R134a in a 13.84 mm tube evaluated against the Dittus-Boelter
and Gnielinski correlations (̄ε = -9.8% and¯|ε|= 9.8% for 12 points obtained with
R134a). Quiben et al. [133] reported deviations between -9.52% and 10.77% with
the Dittus-Boelter and Gnielinski correlations and single-phase heat transfer coef-
ficient measurements in a 13.84 mm round tube with R22 and R410A.
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The largest contribution to the uncertainty in the heat transfer coefficient is
related to the temperature drop of the hot water flow in the annulus. This tem-
perature drop is smaller during single-phase flow measurements compared to two-
phase flow measurements, because of the lower amount of heat required. This
results in a higher uncertainty in the heat flux determination and propagates into
the uncertainty of the heat transfer coefficient.

Considering the larger uncertainties in the measurements of the single-phase
heat transfer coefficient compared to the ones in two-phase flow, these single-phase
flow accuracy tests prove the proper functioning of the experimental method and
the reliability of the measurements.

Table 8.1: Statistical analysis of single-phase heat transfer measurements

Gnielinski Dittus-Boelter Both
ε̄ -11.07% -6.00% -8.53%
¯|ε| 12.61% 7.18% 9.90%
σ 7.61% 4.48% 6.64%
points(±10%) 23.1% 92.3% 57.7%
points(±15%) 53.85% 100% 76.92%
points(±20%) 100% 100% 100%

8.1.2 Two-phase heat transfer measurements with R134a

Analysis of the dataset

A dataset of heat transfer coefficient measurements is obtained with R134a at
Tsat = 15◦C in the 7.91 mm test tube, shown in Figure8.3. Measurements were
performed at two mass velocities, i.e.G = 300 kg/m2s andG = 500 kg/m2s, con-
trolled to within±5 kg/m2s. In Figure8.4 the corresponding local heat fluxes are
shown. The data is shown in four heat flux groups. In total 99 data points are
gathered, 70 atG = 300 kg/m2s and 29 atG = 500 kg/m2s. The uncertainty in the
heat transfer coefficient∆hlocal is smaller than±7.5% and is mainly dependent
on the uncertainty in the local heat flux∆qlocal which is kept smaller than±7%.
The uncertainty in the local vapour quality∆xlocal is smaller than±0.015 for
G = 300 kg/m2s and smaller than±0.01 for G = 500 kg/m2s.

The saturation temperature (Figure8.5) was controlled to within±0.5◦C for
G = 300 kg/m2s. At G = 500 kg/m2s however it was not possible to keep the tem-
perature at 15◦C, because the pressure drop in the circuit was to high. The water
bath which has to control the pressure was cooled as low as possible (≈4◦C). To
overcome this problem, the pressure drop in the return pipes and the condenser has
to be lowered.

The difference in wall temperature between the top and the bottom of the tube
∆Twall is depicted in Figure8.6. Although no stratification or dry-out was present,
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Figure 8.3: Two-phase heat transfer coefficient measurements
(� - q = 5-10kW/m2,× - q = 10-15kW/m2,◦ - q = 15-20kW/m2,+ - q = 20-25kW/m2)
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Figure 8.4: Local heat flux of heat transfer measurement data
(� - q = 5-10kW/m2,× - q = 10-15kW/m2,◦ - q = 15-20kW/m2,+ - q = 20-25kW/m2)
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Figure 8.5: Saturation temperature of heat transfer measurement data
(� - q = 5-10kW/m2,× - q = 10-15kW/m2,◦ - q = 15-20kW/m2,+ - q = 20-25kW/m2)

∆Twall is as high as 0.6◦C for the intermittent flows and drops to 0.25◦C for the
fully annular flows. During single phase tests,∆Twall was smaller than 0.09◦C.
The difference is thus induced by the presence of a two-phase flow inside the tube.
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Figure 8.6: Wall temperature difference of heat transfer measurement data
(� - q = 5-10kW/m2,× - q = 10-15kW/m2,◦ - q = 15-20kW/m2,+ - q = 20-25kW/m2)
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Future improvements of the test facility

The dataset suffers from some restrictions of the test facility. To improve the abil-
ities, some adaptations are necessary:

• The heat flux control has to be improved to be able to set the heat flux within
±250 W/m2. This can be achieved by a better temperature control of the
water flowing to the test section since the heat flux is directly related to this
water temperature.

• Since the preheater and the test section are provided with hot water from the
same vessel, it is not possible to create all combinations of vapour quality
and heat flux. A high hot water temperature is necessary for high vapour
qualities, but to achieve a low heat flux condition at this high vapour quali-
ties, the temperature of the water to the test section has to be relatively low.
A separate control of both temperatures is desirable and can be obtained by
using a heat exchanger to cool and control the hot water for the test section.
This can solve the heat flux control problem and expand the possibilities of
the test section. This will also lower the uncertainty in the heat balance of
the preheater and so reduce the uncertainties in the vapour quality of the test
section.

• At high mass velocities with R134a, the saturation temperature could not be
set lower than 20◦C. This is caused by the large pressure drop in the return
pipes and the condenser. So, reducing this pressure drop by shortening the
return pipes and by using a larger condenser will allow for measurements at
lower saturation temperature in the test section.

• It was not possible to obtain reliable and stable data under (partial) dry-out
conditions. At partial dry-out, the tube wall is frequently rewetted. The tem-
peratures therefore fluctuate a lot. The temperature stability criteria could
not be met. A second issue about dry-out is related to the saturation tem-
perature. At (partial) dry-out, the vapour quality at exit of the test section is
always unity. The refrigerant is superheated. The temperature measurement
cannot be used to determine the saturation temperature. Only the tempera-
ture measurement at entrance of the test section measures a saturation tem-
perature. But then, only an estimation of the local saturation temperature
is known, introducing a major uncertainty. This can be overcome by us-
ing high precision pressure transducers both at entrance and exit of the test
section to measure the saturation pressure instead of directly measuring the
temperature. It has to be mentioned that using the saturation curve to cal-
culate the saturation temperature from the pressure, an extra uncertainty is
introduced which is not negligible. When the conditions allow for it, direct
temperature measurements are preferable.
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8.1.3 Assessment of heat transfer prediction models

In Chapter3, a survey is given which discusses the prediction models for two-
phase heat transfer coefficients. In this paragraph, several models will be evaluated
using our measurement database. A comparison with the recent data of da Silva
Lima et al. [48] is also presented. They gathered two-phase heat transfer data of
R134a in a 13.84 mm tube atG = 300 kg/m2s andG = 500 kg/m2s, q = 7.5 kW/m2

andq = 17.5 kW/m2 and saturation temperatures of 5, 15 and 20◦C, over the full
vapour quality range. So they measured under the same conditions except for the
tube diameter.

Enhanced single-phase models
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Figure 8.7: Comparison of measurement data with the model of Shah [47]
(� - q = 5-10kW/m2,× - q = 10-15kW/m2,◦ - q = 15-20kW/m2,+ - q = 20-25kW/m2)

The model of Shah [47] is an enhanced single-phase model (§ 3.2) with a boil-
ing number to identify the boiling regions. In Figure8.7, the prediction is com-
pared to our data. This model underpredicts our measurements with a mean de-
viation of 26.4% and does not perform well with only 62.6% of the data within
the±30% deviation window. ForG = 300 kg/m2s, the prediction at low vapour
qualities is worse than the predictions at high vapour qualities. The prediction of
theG = 500 kg/m2s is better than theG = 300 kg/m2s, but the measurement data is
still underpredicted. da Silva Lima et al. [48] also found that this correlation tends
to underpredict their experimental data.

The Chaddock and Buzzard model [51] is a second enhanced single-phase
model. The enhancement factor is only based on the Martinelli parameter. This
model can therefore also be classified as astrictly convective correlationsince no
nucleate boiling identification (in terms of a boiling number etc.) is included. The
performance is slightly better than the Shah model (Figure8.8) with a mean de-
viation of 21.3% and 66.7% of the data points within the±30% window. Again,
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Figure 8.8: Comparison of measurement data with the model of Chaddock-Buzzard [51]
(� - q = 5-10kW/m2,× - q = 10-15kW/m2,◦ - q = 15-20kW/m2,+ - q = 20-25kW/m2)

the prediction is better forG = 500kg/m2s than forG = 300kg/m2s. da Silva Lima
et al. [48] found that this correlation could capture the experimental parameters in
annular flow well since their data points converge into a single line at high heat
transfer coefficient values. In our dataset, the measurements at high vapour quali-
ties are clearly better predicted than the measurements at low vapour quality. This
indicates that annular flows are better predicted than intermittent or slug flows, but
their is no clear convergence of the data points.
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Figure 8.9: Comparison of measurement data with the model of Greco-Vanoli [50]
(� - q = 5-10kW/m2,× - q = 10-15kW/m2,◦ - q = 15-20kW/m2,+ - q = 20-25kW/m2)

The model of Greco and Vanoli [50] is a third enhanced single-phase model
based on the Kandlikar correlations (Eq.3.15). The model again underpredicts
the data (Figure8.9). The performance (with a mean deviation of 45.7% and only
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18.2% of the data points within the±30% window) is even worse than the model
of Shah and the worst of all models evaluated. The low vapour quality data points
have the largest deviations with the predictions. The prediction of bothG series
are bad. This is not a surprise since the fluid-dependent parameter in the Kandlikar
correlation was replaced by a pressure correction factor based on a database of
R404A and R410A measurements. These refrigerants are both near-azeotropic
high pressure blends. The reduced pressures atTsat = 15◦C are 0.253 and 0.256
for R404A and R410A respectively. This is twice as high as the corresponding
reduced pressure of R134a, which is 0.120.

Enhanced single-phase models using dimensionless numbers likeBo, FrL,
Xtt are simple in use but do not incorporate the necessary flow boiling phenomena
to perform well.

Superposition models

The superposition model (§ 3.3) of Gungor-Winterton [53] uses an enhancement
factor based on the boiling number and the Martinelli parameter. Among the eval-
uated correlations, the Gungor-Winterton correlation has the lowest mean of ab-
solute deviations (8.79%) and all data points are located within the±30% devia-
tion window (Figure8.10). Comparable with the results of da Silva Lima et al. [48]
an underprediction of the heat transfer coefficient is found at high heat transfer co-
efficients, when mainly annular flows are present (Figure8.11). But these annular
flows are still better predicted than the strictly convective model of Chaddock and
Buzzard [51]. The data of the different heat flux series coincide very well, which
means that the heat flux dependency is correctly implemented in this model, but the
convective contribution at high vapour quality should be enhanced. The slug flow
and intermittent flow data is well predicted with the majority of the measurement
points within±10%.
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Figure 8.10: Comparison of measurement data with the model of Gungor-Winterton
by heat flux (� - q = 5-10kW/m2,× - q = 10-15kW/m2,◦ - q = 15-20kW/m2,

+ - q = 20-25kW/m2)
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Figure 8.11: Comparison of measurement data with the model of Gungor-Winterton
by flow regime (� slug flow,× intermittent flow,◦ annular)

Asymptotic model

The model of Wattelet et al. [59] is an asymptotic model (§ 3.4). It asymptoti-
cally adds the nucleate boiling and convective boiling contributions with the ex-
ponentn = 2.5. The mean of absolute deviations (10.1%) and the standard de-
viation (9.78%) (Figure8.12) are comparable to these of the Gungor-Winterton
model (8.79% and 10.8% respectively). But the mean deviation is slightly higher
(6.68% compared to 0.41% for Gungor-Winterton). The annular flows are quite
well predicted (Figure8.13), but the intermittent and slug flow are systematically
underpredicted. This corresponds to flows at low vapour quality at thus the re-
gion where nucleate boiling is important. This suggests that the nucleate boiling
contribution is not high enough.

Flow pattern based model

The flow pattern based model (§ 3.5) of Wojtan-Ursenbacher-Thome [61] tries to
include more two-phase flow phenomena in the heat transfer predictions. It is the
only model that incorporates dry-out effects and mist flow conditions. But in our
database no data points under these conditions are included. The mean deviation
is the best among the evaluated models withε = 0.06%. The data is very well
centered. The mean of absolute deviations (16.4%) and the standard deviation
(19.7%) however are higher than these of the superposition and asymptotic models.
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Figure 8.12: Comparison of measurement data with the model of Wattelet et al. [59]
by heat flux (� - q = 5-10kW/m2, × - q = 10-15kW/m2, ◦ - q = 15-20kW/m2,

+ - q = 20-25kW/m2)
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Figure 8.13: Comparison of measurement data with the model of Wattelet et al. [59]
by flow regime (� slug flow,× intermittent flow,◦ annular)
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Figure 8.14: Comparison of measurement data with the model of
Wojtan-Ursenbacher-Thome [61] by heat flux (� - q = 5-10kW/m2,
× - q = 10-15kW/m2, ◦ - q = 15-20kW/m2, + - q = 20-25kW/m2)
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Figure 8.15: Comparison of measurement data with the model of
Wojtan-Ursenbacher-Thome [61] by flow regime (� slug flow,

× intermittent flow,◦ annular)

da Silva Lima et al. [48] found an underprediction at higher heat transfer coef-
ficient values due to the underprediction of the dry-out inception and completion
vapour qualities. This is not found in our data (Figure8.14), although R134a un-
der our conditions was not incorporated in the database of Wojtan et al. [61] for
dry-out and mist flow evaluation (§ 3.5.3).

In Figure8.16, our measurement data is compared to the model of Wojtan-
Ursenbacher-Thome in more detail. Our measurements show a lower dependency
of the heat transfer coefficient on the vapour quality. Especially atG = 300 kg/m2s.
The predictions atG = 500 kg/m2s are remarkably better. Secondly there is a larger
dependency on heat flux in our dataset compared to the prediction model. In terms
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Figure 8.16: Comparison of measurement data with the model of
Wojtan-Ursenbacher-Thome [61]
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of flow regimes (Figure8.15), the intermittent flows and slug flows are rather un-
derpredicted, especially at the lowest vapour qualities. The annular flows are both
under and overpredicted, depending on both the heat flux and vapour quality. But
atG = 500 kg/m2s, the model performs well for the annular flows with the majority
of the data points within±10%.

Summarizing statistical analysis

The assessment of the heat transfer prediction models is summarized by the statis-
tical analysis of Table8.2 (using Eqs. (8.6)). The superposition model of Gungor-
Winterton [53] and the asymptotic model of Wattelet et al. [59] perform consid-
erably better than the enhanced single-phase models. The Wojtan et al. [61] flow
pattern based model, is the only model able to track dry-out and should therefore
perform considerable better than all other models. This is not propagated in the
analysis results since no dry-out conditions are included in our dataset. The data is
very well centered but the dependency on vapour quality is not as large as predicted
by the Wojtan et al. [61] model. The performance of the Gungor-Winterton [53]
model is remarkably well considering the simplicity of the model (compared to the
flow pattern based model). This model has the lowest standard deviation, but tends
to underpredict the highest heat transfer coefficients (mainly in annular flow).

Table 8.2: Statistical analysis of the heat transfer models

mean(ε) mean(|ε|) σ points within
[%] [%] [%] ±30% [%] ±50% [%]

Shah 26.4 26.6 17.6 62.6 84.8
Chaddock-Buzzard 21.3 21.8 14.7 66.7 100
Greco-Vanoli 45.7 45.7 17.8 18.2 68.7
Gungor-Winterton 0.41 8.79 10.8 100 100
Wattelet et al. 6.68 10.1 9.78 100 100
Wojtan et al. 0.06 16.4 19.7 84.8 100

8.1.4 Comparison with new data of da Silva Lima et al.

Influence of heat flux

The heat flux has an influence on the nucleate boiling contribution and on the
dry-out inception and completion qualities. The higher the heat flux, the higher
the temperature difference between the wall and the fluid. This causes a faster
nucleation and growth of vapour bubbles (cf.§ 3.1.1). Higher heat fluxes thus
enhance the heat transfer coefficient.

In our heat transfer data, it was found that the dependency on the heat flux
was much larger than predicted by Wojtan et al. [61] (Figure8.16). This can also
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be concluded from the recent heat transfer data of da Silva Lima et al. [48] (Fig-
ure8.17). Especially in the nucleate boiling region (at low vapour qualities), the
influence of the heat flux is much larger. This applies for both mass velocities.
The prediction of the low flux series (q = 7.5 kW/m2) is remarkably better than for
the high heat flux series (q = 17.5 kW/m2). From Figure8.17, it is also clear that
the dry-out inception atG = 500 kg/m2s is predicted at a lower vapour quality for
q = 17.5kW/m2s. ForG = 500 kg/m2s andq = 7.5kW/m2, the measurements show
a larger increase in function of the vapour quality.
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Figure 8.17: Heat transfer data of da Silva Lima et al. [48] compared to model of
Wojtan-Ursenbacher-Thome [61]

Influence of tube diameter

The only difference in the conditions of our dataset compared to the dataset of da
Silva Lima et al. [48] is the tube diameter. It has to be mentioned that the heat
flux in our data is controlled within wide ranges (±2.5 kW/m2). In Figure8.18
the influence of the tube diameter is shown, where both the Wojtan-Ursenbacher-
Thome model and the Gungor-Winteron model are evaluated (forD = 7.91 mm
andD = 13.84 mm) and compared to our measurements and the measurements of
da Silva Lima et al. [48]. Both models predict lower heat transfer coefficients for
larger tubes. The convective contribution drops for larger tubes because of the
length scale in the denominator of the Dittus-Boelter correlation. In the Gungor-
Winterton model, the boiling suppression factor also drops because of a higher
Reynolds number in the denominator and so the nucleate boiling contribution de-
creases for larger tubes.

Because of the heat flux control problem, the comparison of the measurements
is not fully clear but rather tend to be smaller for the smaller tube. When comparing
the measurements of da Silva Lima et al. with the Gungor-Winterton model, the
model clearly underpredicts the data and the trend in function of the vapour quality
is not steep enough.
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Figure 8.18: Influence of the tube diameter on the heat transfer coefficient data
(� D = 7.91mm,× D = 13.84mm da Silva Lima et al.) compared to model of

Wojtan-Ursenbacher-Thome (— D = 7.91mm,-·- D = 13.84mm) and
Gungor-Winterton (– – D = 7.91mm,· · · D = 13.84mm)
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8.2 Perspectives for heat transfer predictions

Improving the performance of heat transfer correlations should be achieved by
incorporating more flow regime characteristics into the models [1]. This favours
the flow pattern based methods and the probabilistic approach over the other types
of correlations. The assessment of the new heat transfer data does not support
this, by pointing out the Gungor-Winterton superposition model. But this can be
attributed to the limited amount of data points and test conditions used. Not all
flow regimes are represented in our data set.

In the next paragraphs some ideas and suggestions are described for further
model improvements without having the ambition to fully prove them.

8.2.1 Probabilistic modelling

Jassim et al. [71] developed a probabilistic condensation model for refrigerants in
single, smooth, horizontal tubes (cf.§ 3.6). This probabilistic approach is unique
in that the flow is modelled based on the actual physical flow field characteristics,
which allows the incorporation of the appropriate weighting of the respective two-
phase flow models. The models exhibit no discontinuities because the time fraction
functions are smooth and continuous for the entire quality range. The model is
compared with their experimental data with good agreement but other models have
a largely comparable performance.

Recently, the time fraction functions were also used by Jassim et al. [73] for
void fraction modelling. The probabilistic model is seen to have the lowest mean
absolute deviation of all evaluated models but the improvement to other models is
rather limited.

The major advantage of the model is the possibility of flexibly combining flow
regime specific correlations. The major drawback of the model however is the need
to determine time fractions or probability functions for a large set of conditions.
The use of the model outside the range of test conditions should absolutely be
avoided.

A probabilistic model for evaporating refrigerant flow is not developed so far.
The probabilistic flow pattern maps developed in Chapter7 can be used to fit in the
probabilistic heat transfer modelling. But based on the results of the condensation
model and the void fraction model, a similar performance as the flow pattern based
model can be expected. Both methods have a different way of incorporating flow
regime effects, but need a lot of data regression in the end.

8.2.2 Flow pattern based modelling

As an alternative for incorporating more flow characteristics in the flow pattern
based methods, new flow structures can be investigated or combinations of existing
flow structures.

In the current flow pattern based model of Wojtan-Ursenbacher-Thome [21]
slug flows, intermittent flows as well as annular flows are all considered to have
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a fully wetted perimeter.θdry is thus zero. The heat transfer model is in this
case an asymptotic model. The nucleate boiling contributionhnb is based on the
Cooper correlation which is function of the heat fluxq, the molecular weight of the
fluid and the reduced pressure. The convective contribution is based on turbulent
annular film flow, i.e. a modified Dittus-Boelter correlation (Eq. (3.11)) with the
film thicknessδ the length scale for the Reynolds numberReδ (Eq. (1.21)). The
model thus assumes an annular ring flow with a uniform film thickness. But in
slug flow and intermittent flow, the flow structure is far from uniform.
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Figure 8.19: Flow structure with non-uniform film (left) cross-section (right) relative film
thicknessδ/(D/2) = f(θ)

Consider the simplified flow structure presented in Figure8.19. The film thick-
ness varies from the bottom to the top of the tube, according to Eq. (8.7). In this
example, the thickness at the bottom isdmax =

√
2D/4 and at the top of the tube

only dmin = 0.0005D. The liquid film at the top of the tube is almost dried out.
This flow structure can represent a wavy flow in between two liquid slugs, when
the film thickness at the top gradually diminishes in time after the passage of a
slug. The void fraction of the structure shown is 0.48. The corresponding average
film thickness when assuming annular film flow with a uniform film thickness is
1.1 mm in an 8 mm ID tube. The convective heat transfer contribution using this
uniform film thickness and (Eq.3.11) is then 1063 W/m2K.

δ(θ) =
dmin + dmax

2
− dmax − dmin

2
sin(θ) (8.7)

Assume now the following working conditions: R134a,G = 300 kg/m2s,Tsat =
15◦C in an 8 mm ID tube. The vapour quality corresponding toε = 0.48 under
these conditions is 0.03. This is a typical value for a slug flow. If the same con-
vective heat transfer coefficient is now calculated with the film thickness profile of
Figure8.19, the average over the perimeter is 1919 W/m2K or 80% higher than cal-
culated with the uniform film thickness. The profile of the convective heat transfer
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coefficient is shown in Figure8.20. This shows that thin liquid films have a higher
than average contribution to the convective heat transfer coefficient.
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Figure 8.20:hcb in function ofθ (—) non-uniform film, (-.-) uniform film

This simple example suggests that the current annular film flow structures does
not incorporate the necessary flow characteristics of slug flows and intermittent
flows. It can be an interesting idea to combine different flow structures in a (time
dependent) dynamic way to investigate whether the time average heat transfer co-
efficient deviates from the one calculated using the annular film flow assumption.
Dynamic (capacitive) void fraction measurements can be useful for creating these
dynamic flow structures to determine the time dependent film thickness or slug
length for instance. However, an accurate evaluation of the local liquid film thick-
ness around the perimeter of the tube will be necessary. As shown in the example
above, it will have a large effect on the heat transfer coefficient. The determina-
tion and/or measurement of the void distribution in the cross section of the tube
remains a huge challenge.

8.3 Conclusions

A first series of two-phase flow measurements is reported and their reliability is as-
sured by single-phase accuracy tests. To be suitable for use in further heat transfer
modelling, the data set has to be expanded and the abilities of the test facility have
to be further improved considering mainly heat flux control and dry-out conditions.

An assessment of the heat transfer models is made using the new data and com-
paring it with the recent data of da Silva Lima et al. [48]. Suggestions and ideas
for future model improvements are made considering probabilistic heat transfer
modelling and dynamic flow structures for improving flow pattern based models.
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Conclusions

9.1 Conclusions

For optimization of evaporator design of air-conditioning devices, the prediction of
two-phase flow heat transfer of evaporating refrigerants has to be improved. This
heat transfer coefficient is strongly related to the two-phase flow patterns. Improv-
ing the current two-phase flow models should be achieved by the incorporation
of more flow phenomena [1]. In this work, two-phase flow patterns of horizontal
evaporating refrigerant flow in smooth round macro-scale tubes were investigated.

A macro-scale test facility for two-phase flow and heat transfer studies of HFCs
was designed and constructed during this work. It is suitable for low pressure as
well as high pressure HFCs (up to 40 bar). A water heated preheater is used to
condition the refrigerant flow to the test section. A Labview procedure is writ-
ten to measure and fully control these test conditions. A great deal of time was
spent on developing a calibration procedure for the temperature measurements, to
achieve very low uncertainties in the (heat transfer) measurements, competitive to
the highest of international laboratory standards.

A capacitive void fraction sensor was developed to study the dynamic behav-
iour of two-phase flows. A first prototype was tested with air-water flow. The
dielectric constant of liquid HFCs however is much smaller than the one of water,
which results in much smaller capacitances to be measured. An improved version
of the capacitance transducer makes it possible to measure dynamic signals of flu-
ids with the capacitance of the liquid smaller than 1pF and still achieve a SNR
greater than 300. Capacitance signals of HFCs can thus be investigated, which
was not reported before, because of the low dielectric constant. The average signal
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values compared to the Rouhani-Axelsson void fraction model [2] differ less than
5% on average.

The dynamic capacitance signals in combination with high speed camera im-
ages were used to characterize horizontal two-phase flows in an 7.91 mm ID smooth
tube. Two datasets were gathered using R410A and R134a respectively. Each
dataset consists of four series at mass velocities fromG = 200 to 500 kg/m2s with
vapour qualities covering to full range from 0 to 1 in steps of 0.025. A visual clas-
sification confirmed the intermittent/annular flow transition proposed by Barbieri
et al. [3] for use with R410A and a saturation temperature of 15◦C. A detailed de-
scription of the two-phase flow phenomena was presented together with a sensor
signal characterization using the time signals as well as PDFs and PSDs. All major
two-phase flow phenomena were clearly represented in the sensor signals.

To investigate the objectivity in the current (visually determined) flow pattern
maps and the ability of the sensor to be used as flow pattern detector, several
statistical parameters were analysed. The average of the signal, the variance and
a frequency parameter (HFCF for air-water and F95 for the HFCs) were indicated
by a multivariate analysis as most suitable for flow pattern distinction. The choice
of the features can be related to the two-phase flows as follow: the AVG is a matter
for void fraction, the M2 is directly related to the presence of liquid slugs and the
frequency parameters (HFCF and F95) can track the power spectrum contribution
shift towards higher frequencies in the intermittent-annular flow transition.

The use the fuzzy c-means clustering algorithm was explored to find more
objectivity in flow pattern mapping by classifying two-phase flows solely based
on sensor signals without the interference of subjective visual observations. The
clustering in the selected feature space, groups the data points in clearly separable
areas in a flow pattern map. Applying the technique to the HFC datasets, the
slug flows could be easily separated from non-slug flows by using the variance
of the sensor signal. The AVG and the F95 parameter were found most suitable
for separating intermittent flows from annular flows. But, because of the gradual
nature of this transition, the choice of this parameter is rather arbitrary and was
chosen to best fit the visual classification.

The soft-clustering algorithm also assigns a membership grade to each data
point which can be interpreted as a flow regime probability. After regression of
these membership grades, flow regime probability functions were found and a
probabilistic flow pattern map was presented for the HFC data. These maps clearly
quantify the width of the transition zones and can be applied for probabilistic heat
transfer and/or pressure drop modelling.

Finally, a first set of heat transfer measurements obtained with R134a was pro-
vided. Single-phase accuracy tests prove the proper functioning of the diabatic
test section. An assessment of several models from literature was presented us-
ing the new heat transfer data. Based on the insights gained from the two-phase
flow characterization, suggestions were made for further improvement of the pre-
dictive models. Recommendations for improvements to the test facility were also
discussed to further lower the uncertainties in the measurements and extend the
current limitations to the test conditions.
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9.2 Perspectives

There is still the need to incorporate more flow phenomena in the heat transfer
models and so a further coupling between the flow regimes and heat transfer pre-
dictions. From an experimental point of view, there are challenges in measuring
the vapour-liquid distribution in the cross section of a tube. The accuracies should
be high enough to determine local (non-uniform) film thickness and dry-angles,
because these parameters are the most interesting from a heat transfer point of
view. Direct measurements of these parameters is another option. Recent tech-
niques developed for pool boiling research could be adopted. Continuous local
wall temperature measurements using thermochromic liquid crystals for instance
can be interesting to investigate dry-out inception and dry-out completion quali-
ties.

Improving the void fraction sensor accuracy by minimizing the non-uniform
contribution effect can be another challenge. The use of a multiple-electrode con-
figuration can be explored but should first be evaluated for the maximum expected
improvement over the increase in complexity of the transducer circuit.

A last consideration concerns the effect of tube inlets and return bends upon
the two-phase flow regimes and so the pressure drop and heat transfer. So far, all
the flow pattern maps and predictive models assume fully developed flow. It is
well known that the entrance effects of a two-phase flow propagate much further
downstream of inlets or return bends compared to single-phase flow. From ex-
periments in return bends using air-water flow, effects were noticed by Wang et
al. [134] as far as 30D downstream the bends. To achieve fully developed flow,
developing lengths of about 50 times the length scale are recommended. Taking
into account that tube lengths in some evaporators are only 100 to 150D in length,
these entrance effects can have a significant effect upon the design and therefore
deserve the necessary attention in future experimental research.





A
Instrumentation and Calibration

A.1 Flow measurements

The refrigerant mass flow meter is a coriolis type flow meter:

Bronkhorst CORI-FLOW M55 ABD-55-0, Class A
range: 10-200 kg/h
output: 0-10 V
power supply: 15-24 Vdc
accuracy: 0.2 % of rate + zero stability
zero stability: <0.100 kg/h
warm-up time: 30 min

The water flow meters of the preheater and the test section are also coriolis
type flow meters:

Bronkhorst CORI-FLOW M55 AGD-55-0, Class A
range: 25-500 kg/h
output: 0-10 V
power supply: 15-24 Vdc
accuracy: 0.2 % of rate + zero stability
zero stability: <0.100 kg/h
warm-up time: 30 min

These flow meters are calibrated in the factory. An accuracy of0.2 % ±
0.1/3600 kg/s is used in the uncertainty analysis.
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A.2 Pressure measurements

Three gauge pressure transducers are used in the refrigerant loop. A first one at
the entrance of the preheater, a second one at at exit of preheater and a third one at
exit of the condenser:

Gems sensors& Control (type 2200RG4B001A3UA)
range: -1 to 39 barG
output: 0-5 V
power supply: 6.5-35 Vdc
accuracy: ±0.25% f.s or±0.1 bar

A.3 Thermocouple measurements

A.3.1 Measurement principle

Thermo-physical effects

A thermocoupleis a combination of two metal junctions. Temperature measure-
ments with a thermocouple are based on two thermo-physical effects.

• Thomson effect: A difference in electric potentialET exists in a metal which
ends are at a different temperature. Electrons at the high temperature end
will migrate to the low temperature end because of the difference in thermal
energy. An electrical field builds up that counteracts the move of electrons.
This field causes a potential differenceET which is dependent on the tem-
perature difference of the metal ends.

• Peltier-effect: A difference in electric potentialEK exists when two dif-
ferent metals are connected to each other. Electrons will migrate from the
metal with the highest electron density to the metal with the lowest electron
density. Again, an electrical field builds up which counteracts the move of
electrons and causes the potential differenceEK dependent on the tempera-
ture the junction.

When two different material A and B are joined to form a closed loop (Figure
A.1), an electrical current will flow when both junctions are kept at a different tem-
perature. This causes a net thermal potential orSeebeck potential, Es (Eq. (A.1)).

Es = EK(AB, T1)− EK(AB, T2)− ET (A, T1T2) + ET (B, T1T2) (A.1)
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A 

 

T1

Es

T2

B B 
Tb

Figure A.1: Measurement principal of a thermocouple

When measuring this potential (in theµV range) the temperature differences
can be found. Different types of thermocouples are standardized with well docu-
mented standard polynomial curve fits:

• type K:

– NiCr-Ni junctions

– universal applicable: -200 - 1200◦C

– sensitivity±41µV/◦C (in the 0-100◦C range)

– absolute error of standardµV-◦C curve: 1.5-3%

• type T:

– Cu-Constantan junctions

– temperature range: -200 - 200◦C

– sensitivity± 42µV/◦C (in the 0-100◦C range)

– absolute error of standerµV-◦C curve: 0.8-3%

– more expensive than type K

The absolute error of the standard curve fits is not small enough for accurate
laboratory measurements. Every thermocouple does differ from the standard fits
because of differences in production and ageing. In house and in situ calibration
is recommended. The practical configuration of the thermocouple measurements
is therefore studied in more detail.

Practical configurations

The standard configuration for a thermocouple measurement (type T) is shown in
FigureA.2. The voltageEr read by the meter is given by Eq. (A.2). This poten-
tial is dependent onTm andTCJC . When both junction are completely identical,
EK is the same function of temperature forJm andJCJC . The standardTm -
Er curve fits were obtained withTCJC = 0◦C. The absolute temperatureTm can
thus be determined by creating an ice bath (at 0◦C) for JCJC , measuringEr, and
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using these curve fits. In practice, the temperature of an ice bath can easily re-
sult in±0.5 K deviation from 0◦C, even when a lot of care is taken at creation by
using crushed ice from demin water and stirring continuously. This deviation is
directly reflected in the temperature measurements, with unacceptable errors as a
consequence. However, when the difference is taken of two thermocouple mea-
surements, the potential difference is independent ofTCJC under the condition
that both cold junctions are completely identical and as long as they are kept at
the same temperature (Eq. (A.3)). In practice, thermocouples are never identical
because of differences in production and ageing. To improve the accuracy, an in-
dividual calibration is needed for each thermocouple. For this type and configura-
tion, the calibration curve can easily be determined becauseTm is only dependent
onEr if TCJC is kept constant. Thus, calibration is performed by measuringEr at
several knowTm while keepingJCJC at a constant and known temperature. Dur-
ing the measurements, theJCJC should be at the same and constant temperature
as during calibration.

Insulated 
box 

Cu 

Cu Cu 

Ct 
Jm type T JCJC type T Tm TCJC

Ct Cu 
Em ECJC

Tb

Er

Figure A.2: Thermocouple configuration with CJC compensation (type T)

Er = ET (Cu, TbTm) + EK(Jm, Tm) + ET (Ct, TmTCJC)
+EK(JCJC , TCJC) + ET (Cu, TCJCTb)

= ET (Cu, TCJCTm) + ET (Ct, TmTCJC)
+EK(Jm, Tm) + EK(JCJC , TCJC)

= Em (A.2)
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δEr = ET (Cu, TCJCTm1) + ET (Ct, Tm1TCJC)
+EK(Jm1, Tm1) + EK(JCJC1, TCJC)
−ET (Cu, TCJCTm2)− ET (Ct, Tm2TCJC)
−EK(Jm2, Tm2)− EK(JCJC2, TCJC)

= ET (Cu, Tm2Tm1) + ET (Ct, Tm2Tm1)
+EK(Jm1, Tm1)− EK(Jm2, Tm2) (A.3)

When type K junctions are used, the connections with the voltage meter are
junctions itself (FigureA.3). But as long as the connections are at the same tem-
perature, these junctions cancel out each other.Er is again only dependent onTm

andTCJC . Eq. (A.4) is completely similar to Eq. (A.2). The same conclusions
apply under the extra condition of keepingJb1 andJb2 at the same temperature.

Tm Jm type K TCJC JCJC type K 

Ni NiCr NiCr Ni
Em ECJC

 
 

Insulated 
box 

Cu

Jb1 Tb Jb2

Cu
Er

Figure A.3: Thermocouple configuration with CJC compensation (type K)

Er = EK(Jb1, Tb) + EK(Jm, Tm) + EK(JCJC , TCJC) + EK(Jb2, Tb)
+ET (Ni, TbTm) + ET (NiCr, TmTCJC) + ET (Ni, TCJCTb)

= EK(Jm, Tm) + EK(JCJC , TCJC)
+ET (Ni, TCJCTm) + ET (NiCr, TCJCTm) (A.4)

A major drawback of this configuration is the use of a cold junction for each tem-
perature measurement. This makes this configuration only interesting when a lim-
ited number of temperature measurements are needed.

In FigureA.4, the thermocouple configuration with a Pt-100 compensation is
shown. This is the common configuration of thermocouple measurements with the
Keithley Switch Module 2700. In this configuration, the cold junction is elimi-
nated, but an extra junctionJb in the connection box is present. The temperature
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of the box is measured with a 4-wire Pt-100.Er for a type T thermocouple is now:

Er = ET (Cu, TbTm) + EK(Jm, Tm) + ET (Ct, TmTb) + EK(Jb, Tb)
= Em + EK(Jb, Tb) (A.5)

   Tm Jm type T 

 Cu  Ct 

 

Insulated 
box 

Em

  Cu Cu 

Er

 Jb   Tb

Pt-100 

Figure A.4: Thermocouple configuration with Pt100 compensation (type T)

Because of the extra Ct-Cu junction in the insulated box,Er is now also depen-
dent onTb. In an ideal situation, this temperature is constant and exactly known.
Then andEr-◦C curve fit can be determined with a calibration. Measurements
should be performed at the sameTb. In practice,Tb is not constant because of
changes in room temperature and is only known by the Pt-100 measurement with
some uncertainty. However, when the difference is taken of two thermocouple
measurements, the potential difference is independent ofTb as long as the box
junctionsJb are kept at the same temperature (Eq. (A.6)). Note that this equation
is similar to Eq. (A.3) if Tb is replaced byTCJC .

δEr = ET (Cu, TbTm1) + ET (Ct, Tm1Tb) + EK(Jm1, Tm1) + EK(Jb1, Tb)
−ET (Cu, TbTm2)− ET (Ct, Tm2Tb)
−EK(Jm2, Tm2)− EK(Jb2, Tb)

= ET (Cu, Tm2Tm1) + ET (Ct, Tm2Tm1)
+EK(Jm1, Tm1)− EK(Jm2, Tm2) (A.6)

Using a type K thermocouple (FigureA.5), two extra junctions exist in the
insulated box.Er is then:

Er = EK(Jb1, Tb) + ET (Ni, TbTm) + EK(Jm, Tm)
+ET (NiCr, TmTb) + EK(Jb2, Tb) (A.7)
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   Tm Jm type K 

Ni  NiCr 

 

  Insulated      box 

Em

  Cu Cu 

Er

 Jb2   Tb

Pt-100 

 Jb1

Figure A.5: Thermocouple configuration with Pt100 compensation (type K)

BecauseEK(A,B) + EK(B,C) = EK(A,C) the two extra junctions can be
replaced by one virtual Ni-NiCr junction:

Er = ET (Ni, TbTm) + EK(Ni/NiCr, Tm)
+ET (NiCr, TmTb)− EK(Ni/NiCr, Tb)

= Em − EK(Ni/NiCr, Tb) (A.8)

Er is again dependent onTb and the same conclusions apply as for Eq. (A.5).
Therefore accurate calibration is not possible with this configuration because the
temperature measurement is strongly dependent on the accuracy of the Pt-100 and
the calibration is dependent onTb. A calibration of∆T instead is possible, but
then the absolute temperature is not known, which is needed for the evaluation of
the thermo-physical properties.

To eliminate the use of a cold junction for every temperature measurement, but
also keep the calibration and measurements independent ofTb, an alternative con-
figuration is proposed in FigureA.6 for type K junctions. It is a combination of the
previous configurations with only one separate cold junction for every temperature
measurement.

Er = EK(Cu/Ni, Tb) + ET (Ni, TbTm) + EK(Jm, Tm)
+ET (NiCr, TmTb) + EK(NiCr/Cu, Tb) (A.9a)

Er,CJC = EK(Cu/Ni, Tb) + ET (Ni, TbTCJC) + EK(JCJC , TCJC)
+ET (NiCr, TCJCTb) + EK(NiCr/Cu, Tb) (A.9b)

By taking the difference ofEr andEr,CJC , theEK of the Jb are eliminated if
the connections are at the same temperatureTb (Eq. (A.10)). The Thomson-effect
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Figure A.6: Thermocouple configuration with a separate CJC compensation (Type K)

terms can also be simplified. The equation is again independent ofTb. A calibra-
tion is possible by keepingTCJC constant. Because a simple ice bath does not
achieve the necessary accuracy, atriple point of water cell, TWC, is used.

Er − Er,CJC = Em − ECJC

= ET (NiCr, TmTb)− ET (NiCr, TCJCTb) + EK(Jm, Tm)
−EK(JCJC , TCJC) + ET (Ni, TbTm)− ET (Ni, TCJCTb)

= ET (NiCr, TmTCJC) + EK(Jm, Tm)− EK(JCJC , TCJC)
+ET (Ni, TCJCTm) (A.10)

For all temperature measurements type K junctions are used with this configu-
ration.

A.3.2 Calibration procedure

Temperature calibrator correction

The thermocouple calibration is performed with adry block temperature calibra-
tor, DBC (Druck DBC 150/650 K400 of GEsensing). This device has a very stable
controller to set a desired temperature. The input for the controller is an internal
Pt-100. Due to ageing, this Pt-100 drifts away from the factory calibration. There-
fore, it is recommended to use an external Pt-100. Inside the DBC an insert is
used with different boreholes. It is important that the size of the holes fit perfectly
with the thermocouple size (difference<0.5 mm). When the borehole is larger, a
fluid with a high thermal conductivity can improve the accuracy. The thermocou-
ple should be fully inserted up to the bottom of the insert. Deviations larger than
±0.2 K were noticed when the TC was not properly positioned.

The actual temperature inside the DBC is measured with the reference Pt-100
of the Triple Point of Water Cell, TWC ((Fluke - Hart Scientific 5901B) with
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an accuracy of±0.05 K in the range of 0-40◦C (factory calibration at 13th of
May, 2008, against equipment traceable to NIST or natural physical constants in
compliance with several standards). The reference probe Pt-100 is inserted in the
DBC before and after each calibration point. The calibration procedure can be
further improved by using a more precise reference probe with an uncertainty of
±0.01◦C.

TC calibration

Each individual thermocouple is now calibrated using the DBC. The cold junction
compensation junction is inserted in the central borehole of the TWC (Fluke -
Hart Scientific 5901B). This is a calibration device that creates the triple point of
water (0.01◦C) in a glass tube filled with pure water under vacuum. This reference
temperature is directly related to the physical properties of water. The accuracy is
therefore extremely well (±0.0005◦C) with a drift of only±0.1 mK/year. The cell
can maintain the temperature for about six hours by using the TWC maintenance
apparatus (Fluke - Hart Scientific 9210). The probes are inserted in the central
borehole which is filled with ethanol to enhance the thermal conductivity. Creating
an ice bath with crushed and stirred demin ice water can easily result in±0.5 K
deviation from 0◦C and is therefore not good enough for this calibration.

The temperature of the DBC is set and measured with the reference probe. The
temperature difference is thendT = Tref−0.01. The voltagesETC andECJC are
measured using the KE2700 at the 100 mV range with an aperture time of 10 ms.
The published accuracy of the KE2700 in this range is only 30 ppm of reading +
3.2µV at 23◦C± 5◦C. This corresponds with± 0.1◦C. (Type K thermocouples
have a sensitivity of about 40µV/◦C.) The differencedE = ETC −ECJC is used
to fit the data withdT .

In FigureA.7, the difference∆dE between the measureddE and the predic-
tion of dE obtained with a polynomial curve fit is shown for two test thermocou-
ples. The highest uncertainty in the measurement (Eq. (A.11)) is found for a 4th

order polynomial fit (±1.25µV and±1.35µV). 79% of the data fall within the
±2µV boundaries, which corresponds with±0.05◦C.

σdE =

√√√√ 1
N − 2

N∑
i=1

(dEmi
− dEpi

)2 (A.11)

The temperature measurements are repeated continuously. The temperature
used in the calculations is the average of the last ten measurements. If all these
temperature measurements are within±0.05◦C of their average, the measurement
is valid. In the other case the measurement is rejected. This averaging reduces the
uncertainty. When all possible influence of the measurement are included in the
distribution of these ten measurements, the reduction factor is1/

√
10. Obviously

this is not the case. Considering this, it is appropriate to assume the uncertainty in
the temperature measurements±0.05◦C.
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Figure A.7: Difference in dE between measurements and prediction of two test
thermocouples (× TC1 and◦ TC2)



B
Experimental Uncertainty Analysis

B.1 Uncertainty in the thermo-physical properties

The thermo-physical properties of the fluids (refrigerants and water) are evaluated
using the REFPROP 7.0 database of the National Institute of Standards and Tech-
nology (NIST). The uncertainties in the models of REFPROP vary considerably,
depending on the fluid, property, and thermodynamic state. It is thus impossible
to give a simple, global statement of uncertainties. Even for the most-studied flu-
ids with equations of state based on accurate, wide ranging data, uncertainties are
complicated functions of the temperature and pressure [135].

Thermo-physical properties of water

The implemented water properties are based on the Helmoltz equation of state of
Wagner and Pruss [136]. The corresponding uncertainties under the conditions
used in the refrigerant test rig are:

δρL = 0.001 %
δρV = 0.05 %

δcp,L = 0.1 %
δcp,V = 0.2 % (B.1)

The uncertainties rise at more extreme conditions. For the heat balance at the
water side,cp,w has to be evaluated from the temperature and the pressure of the
water. The pressure was set fixed at 2.5 bar (absolute). Due to the uncertainty in
the temperature measurement, an uncertainty incp,w is induced. In a worst case
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scenario with a∆T = ±0.1K and a∆p = 0.5 bar, a ∆cp,w ≤ 0.01 is found.
Therefore the measurement uncertainty in T and p is negligible in evaluatingcp,w.
The accepted practice is to take the uncertainty of the enthalpy as half of that of
the isobaric specific heat [137].

Thermo-physical properties of R410A

R410A is a blend of R32 and R125 (50%/50% by weight). REFPROP evaluates
the properties of the components and calculates the requested mixture value by the
Lemmon & Jacobsen mixture model for hydrocarbon mixtures [138] [139].When
calculating the vapour quality after the preheater,h(p, T ), h(P, x = 0) andh(P,
x = 1) have to be evaluated.

δρL = 0.2 %
δρV = 0.1 %
δcp = 1%
δh = 0.5 %

δPbubble = 1 a 2 % (B.2)

Due to the uncertainty in the temperature measurement and pressure mea-
surement, an uncertainty inh(P, T ) is induced. In a worst case scenario with a
∆T = ± 0.05 K and a∆p = 0.1 bar, a∆ h(P, T )≤ 0.1% is found. It is acceptable
to assume that the measuremental uncertainty inT andp fall within the exper-
imental uncertainties of the mixture model and can therefore be neglected upon
evalution ofh(P, T ). An uncertainty of±2 % in the bubble pressure corresponds
to an uncertainty of less than±0.8 K in the saturation temperature, when calculat-
ing Tsat(Psat) for 5 bar≤ Psat ≤ 20 bar and half of that forδPbubble = 1%.

B.2 Uncertainty in the diameter and cross section of
the tube

The copper tubes used are standard refrigeration tubes of 3/8 in. O.D. The standard
diameters are 9.52 mm O.D. and 8 mm I.D. (thickness 0.76 mm, type L, max. pres-
sure 93.08 bar). The inner diameters are measured with a micrometer with an ac-
curacy of 1µm. The outer diameters are measured with an accuracy of 10µm. The
tube used in the heat transfer section is 7.91±0.01 mm I.D. and 9.54±0.01 mm
O.D. The average thickness is 0.82±0.02 mm. δD, the uncertainty in the tube
diameter can be estimated asδD = δDext = 25µm. The fractional uncertainty in
the tube diameter is estimated as 0.316, using Eq. (B.3) with N = 6.

fractional uncertainty inσx =
1√

2(N − 1)
(B.3)

The cross section of the tube and the uncertainty in the cross section are eval-
uated using Eqs. (B.4)-(B.5). For an 8 mm tube, the relative uncertainty in the
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cross section isδA/A = 0.625 %, and the corresponding fractional uncertainty is
0.198 %.

A =
πD2

4
(B.4)

δA =
2πD

4
δD (B.5)

B.3 Uncertainty in the refrigerant mass flux

The mass velocityG and the corresponding uncertainty is given in Eqs. (B.6)-
(B.7).

G =
mR

A
(B.6)

(δG)2 =
(

∂G

∂mR
δmR

)2

+
(

∂G

∂A
δA

)2

=
(

1
A

δmR

)2

+
(
−mR

A2
δA
)2

(B.7)

Table B.1: Uncertainty in the mass velocityG

G ∂G
∂mR

δmR
∂G
∂AδA δG δG

G 100
55 0.66 0.34 0.75 1.36
100 0.75 0.63 0.98 0.98
250 1.05 1.56 1.88 0.75
500 1.55 3.13 3.49 0.70
750 2.05 4.69 5.12 0.68
1000 2.55 6.25 6.75 0.68
1150 2.85 7.19 7.73 0.67

The uncertainty in the mass velocity is smaller than 1.5 % at low mass veloci-
ties and smaller than 0.75 % for mass velocities higher than 250 kg/m2s.

B.4 Uncertainty in the vapour quality

B.4.1 Test section inlet vapour quality

Because of the subcooling at inlet of the preheater, the vapour quality is evaluated
using an enthalpy balance:

xPH =
hR,PHout − hR,L

hR,V − hR,L
(B.8)
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The uncertainty in the vapour quality at inlet of the test section from Eq. (B.8) is
then:

(δxPH)2 =
(

∂x

∂hR,PHout
δhR,PHout

)2

+
(

∂x

∂hR,V
δhR,V

)2

+
(

∂x

∂hR,L
δhR,L

)2
(B.9)

with

∂x

∂hR,PHout
=

1
hV − hL

(B.10)

∂x

∂hR,V
= −hR,PHout − hL

(hV − hL)2
(B.11)

∂x

∂hR,L
=

(
− 1

hV − hL
+

hR,PHout − hL

(hV − hL)2

)
(B.12)

The uncertainty in the vapour quality depends on the uncertainty inhR,PHout

and the uncertainty of the thermo-physical propertieshR,V andhR,L. The latter
are dependent on the accuracy of the pressure transducers and functions of the
property database. The uncertainty inhR,PHout is dependent on working condi-
tions of the preheater. These should be properly chosen to minimize the error.

Uncertainty in the outlet enthalpy of the preheater

hR,PHout = hR,in +
Q

mR
(B.13)

(δhR,PHout)2 =
(

∂hR,PHout

∂hR,in
δhR,in

)2

+
(

∂hR,PHout

∂Q
δQ

)2

+
(

∂hR,PHout

∂mR
δmR

)2

(B.14)

with

∂hR,PHout

∂hR,in
= 1 (B.15)

∂hR,PHout

∂Q
=

1
mR

(B.16)

∂hR,PHout

∂mR
= − Q

m2
R

(B.17)

Minimizing hR,PHout during the measurements means minimizingδQ. The
other uncertainties are fixed by the choice of the instruments and the choice of the
measuremental point(G, x).
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Uncertainty in heat balance of the preheater

Q = mwcp,w∆T (B.18)

(δQ)2 =
(

∂Q

∂mw
δmw

)2

+
(

∂Q

∂cp,w
δcp,w

)2

+
(

∂Q

∂∆T
δ∆T

)2

= (cp,w∆Tδmw)2 + (mw∆Tδcp,w)2 + (mwcp,wδ∆T )2 (B.19)

In order to minimize the uncertainty in the vapour qualityδQ has to be mini-
mized. Substituting Eq. (B.18) into Eq. (B.19):

(δQ)2 =
(

Q
δmw

mw

)2

+
(

Q
δcp,w

cp,w

)2

+ (mwcp,wδ∆T )2 (B.20)

When a measurement point (G,x) is set,Q is fixed so

(δQ)2 = cte + cte(mwcp,w)2 = cte +
cte

∆T
(B.21)

This meansmwcp,w should be minimized or∆T should be maximized. So it
is better to work with smallmw because the magnetic flow meter has a relative
error and set a highTw,PHin.

B.4.2 Diabatic test section outlet vapour quality

The outlet vapour quality is:

xexit = xPH +
mw,TS(hw,H − hw,B)

mRhLV
(B.22)

The corresponding uncertainty is then:

(δxexit)2 =(δxPH)2

+
(

hw,H − hw,B

mRhLV
δmw,TS

)2

+
(
− mw,TS

mRhLV
δhw,B

)2

+
(

mw,TS

mRhLV
δhw,H

)2

+
(
−mw,TS(hw,H − hw,B)

m2
RhLV

δmR

)2

+
(
−mw,TS(hw,H − hw,B)

mRh2
LV

δhLV

)2

(B.23)

with (δhLV )2 = (δhV )2 + (δhL)2.
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B.4.3 Local vapour quality at position wall thermocouples

The local vapour quality at the position of the wall thermocouples is:

xlocal = xPH +
mw,TS(hw,E − hw,B)

mRhLV
(B.24)

The corresponding uncertainty is then:

(δxlocal)2 =(δxPH)2

+
(

hw,E − hw,B

mRhLV
δmw,TS

)2

+
(
− mw,TS

mRhLV
δhw,B

)2

+
(

mw,TS

mRhLV
δhw,E

)2

+
(
−mw,TS(hw,E − hw,B)

m2
RhLV

δmR

)2

+
(
−mw,TS(hw,E − hw,B)

mRh2
LV

δhLV

)2

(B.25)

B.5 Uncertainty in the heat transfer coefficient

The heat transfer coefficient at the inside of the tube is evaluated using Eqs. (B.26),
with q the local heat flux at the wall temperature measurement point.

1
hTP

=
Twall − Tsat

q
− ln(Dext/D)D

2λ
(B.26a)

q(z) =
mw,TS

πD

dhw

dz

∣∣∣∣
zE

(B.26b)

Uncertainty in local heat flux

(δq)2 =
(

∂q

∂mw
δmw

)2

+
(

∂q

∂D
δD

)2

+

(
∂q

∂ dhw

dz

δ
dhw

dz

∣∣∣∣
zE

)2

(B.27)

∂q

∂mw
=

1
πD

dhw

dz

∣∣∣∣
zE

(B.28)

∂q

∂D
= − mw

πD2

dhw

dz

∣∣∣∣
zE

(B.29)

∂q

∂ dhw

dz

=
mw

πD
(B.30)
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The derivative of the enthalpy profile at the location of the wall thermocouples
can be estimated using Eq. (B.31).

dhw

dz

∣∣∣∣
zE

≈ hF − hD

zF − zD
(B.31)

The uncertainty in the derivative of the enthalpy can then be estimated with
Eq. (B.32).

δ
dhw

dz

∣∣∣∣
zE

≈ (δhF )2 − (δhD)2

(zF − zD)2
+ 2

[
(hF − hD)δz
(zF − zD)2

]2
(B.32)

Uncertainty in saturation temperature

The uncertainty in the saturation temperature at the location of the wall thermo-
couples is determined by linear interpolation between the temperature at entrance
and exit of the test section:

Tsat,E =
zE

zI
(TR,A − TR,I) + TR,A (B.33)

(δTsat,E)2 =
(

TR,A − TR,I

zI
δzE

)2

+
(

zE

zI
δTR,A

)2

+
(
−zE

zI
δTR,I

)2

+
(

zE(TR,A − TR,I)
z2
I

δzI

)2

+ (δTR,A)2

(B.34)

With TR,A ≈ TR,I ≈ 283 K, δTR = ±0.05, δz = 0.5 mm, zE = 1.220 m
andzI = 2.369 m, the uncertainty isδTsat,E ≈ ±0.06 K.

Uncertainty in wall temperature

The wall temperature is determined by three wall thermocouples, each with an
uncertainty of±0.05 K. The uncertainty in the average wall temperatureδTwall

is then:

δTwall = ± δT√
3

= ±0.05√
3
≈ ±0.03 K (B.35)

Uncertainty in conductivity of copper tube

The conductivity of copper isλCu = 350 W/mK withδλ = 0.01 % [140]. The un-
certainty in the conductivity only influences the second term in Eq. (B.26). The
difference inhTP usingλCu = 300 W/mK andλCu = 400 W/mK is only≈ 0.15%
(at q = 7500 W,Tsat = 15◦C, Twall = 17◦C, Dext = 9.54 mm,D = 8 mm). The un-
certainty inλCu is thus negligible.
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Uncertainty in heat transfer coefficient

The inner tube heat transfer coefficient ishTP = f(q, Twall, Tsat, Dext, D, λ).
The uncertainty can be calculated using Eqs. (B.36)-(B.41).

∂hTP

∂q
=

(Twall − Tsat)h2
TP

q2
(B.36)

∂hTP

∂Twall
= −h2

TP

q
(B.37)

∂hTP

∂Tsat
=

h2
TP

q
(B.38)

∂hTP

∂Dext
=

h2
TP

2λ

D

Dext
(B.39)

∂hTP

∂D
= −h2

TP

(
1
2λ

− ln(Dext/D

2λ

)
(B.40)

∂hTP

∂λ
= − ln(Dext/D)Dh2

TP

2λ2
(B.41)



C
Capacitance transducer

C.1 Air-water version
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C.2 Refrigerant version
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D
Data mining Techniques

D.1 Supervised learning methods

D.1.1 Decision trees

Decision trees are a simple and successful technique for classification learning
(Breiman et al. [123]). An object represented by continuously distributed features
xi, i = 1..n is classified according to a sequence of questions. Traditionally these
questions arexi > th, with th a splitting value. Every nod represents a question
and every leaf gives a classification result, denoted as1..k. The tree is grown using
theGini index, an index that measures the diversity in a set of samples:

g(S) = 1−
k∑

j=1

p2
j (D.1)

pj , j = 1..k is the fraction of elements from classj to the total number of
elements in the datasetS. The Gini index for a decision,dec = xi < th, that
divides the datasetS in the two datasetsS1 andS2 is:

g(i, th) = g(S1) + g(S2)− g(S) (D.2)

S1 is the subset of data that fulfil the condition of the question,S2 the com-
plementary subset. The traditional training algorithm is an iterative growing algo-
rithm:
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1. Associate the full dataset to a first node. This node is the root of the tree.

2. While all leaves which have an associated set of more than 10 elements from
different classes: choose such a leaf with associated setS.

• Calculate for every feature:i = 1..n and for every possible splitting
valueth the Gini indexg(i, th) onS.

• Replace the leaf by a new node that represents the decision with the
lowest Gini-index. Associate the corresponding subsets ofS to the 2
new leaves.

Applying this statistical technique to a dataset of sensor signals, AVG, M2
and HFCF were selected as featuresxi. First, consider the full dataset. Calculate
the Gini-index with Eq. (D.2) for every value ofth and every feature. Select the
question with the lowest Gini-index and divide the datasetS into the subsetsS1

andS2. Two leaves are grown. To obtain a fully grown tree, repeat the same
procedure for every leaf that has a subset of more than 10 elements and for which
the elements does not belong to the same flow regime.

D.1.2 Support vector machines

Support vector machines (SVM) are an another popular approach to the problem
of classification. The construction of the SVM algorithm is based on an elaborate
statistical framework which prevents the algorithm for overfitting. In many cases
the performance of SVM was shown to be comparable with that of neural networks
(Huang et al. [124] and Van Looy et al. [125]).

Any solution for a classification algorithm is represented by a decision rule
which decides in what class a given signal will be classified. During the train-
ing stage, the decision rule is looked for which best fits the set of training data:
(~x1, y1), (~x2, y2),... ,(~xn, yn). ~xi is a vector representing the features of each data
point andyi represents the class of the data point.

The sensor features selected from the multivariate analysis of the air-water
signals were used as training data: AVG, M2 and HFCF as input variables~xi and
the visual classifications based on the high-speed camera images as training output
yi. A cost valuecan be calculated for every decision rule. This cost value is used
to find the optimal decision rule.

FigureD.1 illustrates the decision rule used in a linear Support Vector Machine
with non-separable data. Two classes are considered: dots and circles. The deci-
sion rule is represented by a line in the plane. When using this decision rule, every
sample above the line will be classified by the SVM as a dot, all other samples as
circles. The rule in this example makes one mistake, because there is a dot be-
low the line. To measure the quality of this decision rule, two borders are drawn
(dotted lines in FigureD.1), one above and another below the full line, on an equal
distanced. For every ’dot’ below the upper border, the orthogonal distance is mea-
sured to this borderξi(d). For every ’circle’ above the lower border, the distance
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Figure D.1: Example of a linear SVM with non-separable data [127]

ξ′i(d) is measured to this lower border. The cost of the decision rule is then defined
by:

min

1
d

+ C1

∑
i:yi=′dot′

ξi(d) + C2

∑
i:yi=′circle′

ξ′i(d)

 for all values ofd (D.3)

C1 and C2 are weight parameters that need to be chosen. NormallyC1 is
set equal toC2. This means that misclassification is equally important for both
classes, when both classes contain the same amount of data points. However, the
dataset created by the sensor was strongly unbalanced. The intermittent flow class
has a lot more data points than the stratified flow class or the annular flow class.
This results in a higher contribution to the cost value from the dataset with the
highest number of data points, because it is more probable that the number of
misclassifications in that class will be higher. For that,C1n1 = C2n2 = C was
used withn1 andn2 the number of data points in each class. The decision rule is
now (Scḧolkopf and Smola [128]):

F (~x) = ~w · ~x + b with ~w =
n∑

i=1

αi~xi (D.4)

with i the dimensional index. This~w determines the normal direction of the
decision rule line andb the position. In the training stage the coefficientsαi andb
are searched for to minimize Eq. (D.3). The sign ofF (~x) determines whether the
data point~x is situated above or below the decision line.

To obtain a non-linear decision rule, the same analysis is performed after map-
ping the data vectors~x1 ,... , ~xn into a high dimensional space into the vec-
tors φ(~x1),... , φ(~xn). To evaluate Eq. (D.3) and Eq. (D.4), only the function
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K(~x, ~x′) = φ(~x) · φ(~x′) expressing the dot-product in the high dimensional space
is necessary, not the explicit mappingφ. As in the standard case, this dot product
is chosen to be the radial basis function (Schölkopf and Smola [128]).

K(~x, ~x′) = exp

(
−
∑

i(x
i − x′i)2

2σ2

)
(D.5)

with i the dimensional index andσ another parameter that needs to be chosen.
The decision rule is determined by the sign ofF (~x), Eq. (D.6).

F (~x) =
n∑

i=1

αiK(~xi, ~x) + b (D.6)

again,αi andb are learned during the training stage. This form of the deci-
sion rule is the same as for a radial basis neural network. For every couple of
tuning parameters(σ,C) a unique classification solution is found. These parame-
ters are tuned by a grid search to find the optimum model accuracy. This means
that a rectangular grid of(σ,C)-couples is created. For every couple, the model is
evaluated by the number of misclassifications using a 10-fold cross-validation. A
second, finer grid is then evaluated near the maximum value, to find the optimum
(σ,C)-couple.

D.2 Cluster methods: effect of weight parameters

This paragraph considers the effect of the weight parameters [132] on clustering
algorithms. The input matrix of the cluster algorithm contains several signal fea-
tures. For each of them, a weight parameterwk can be chosen to set the relative
importance of the features upon the degree of similarity of the objects. It is impor-
tant to realize that setting the weightwk to the same value for each variable (every
k) does not necessarily give all features equal influence. The influence of thekth

feature,Xk, on the object dissimilarityD(xj , x
′
j) depends upon its relative contri-

bution to the average object dissimilarity measure over all pairs of observations in
the data set:

D̄ =
1

N2

N∑
j=1

N∑
j′=1

D(xj , xj′) =
K∑

k=1

wk · d̄k (D.7)

with

d̄k =
1

N2

N∑
j=1

N∑
j′=1

dk(xkj , xkj′) (D.8)

being the average dissimilarity on thekth attribute. Thus, the relative influence of
thekth variable iswk · d̄k and settingwk ∝ 1/d̄k would give all attributes equal
influence in characterizing overall dissimilarity between objects.
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In the case ofK features and the Euclidian distance function,D(xj , xj′) is

D(xj , xj′) =
K∑

k=1

wk · (xkj − xkj′)2 (D.9)

In this case Eq. (D.8) becomes

d̄k =
1

N2

N∑
j=1

N∑
j′=1

(xkj − xkj′)2 = 2 · vark (D.10)

wherevark is the sample estimate ofvar(Xk). Thus the relative importance
of each such variable is proportional to its variance over the data set. Setting
wk = 1/d̄k for all features will cause each one of them to equally influence the
overall dissimilarity between pairs of objects(xj , xj′). Although this may seem
reasonable, it can be highly counterproductive as well. If the goal is to divide the
data into groups of similar objects, all features may not contribute equally to the
notion of dissimilarity between objects. Some feature value differences may reflect
greater actual object dissimilarity. Variables that are more relevant in separating
the groups should be assigned a higher influence in defining object dissimilarity.

D.3 Support vector regression

 

Figure D.2: Linear support vector regression

Consider a datavectorxj with corresponding valuesyj . When applying a linear
regression technique, a straight line is searched for under the condition that all data
points must be as close as possible to that line. With multiple features, an optimal
hyperplane (Eq. (D.11)) is looked for (with〈w, x〉 the dot-product ofw andx).

f(x) = 〈w, x〉+ b (D.11)

The deviation ofy fromf(x) of new samplesx needs to be as small as possible.
This is achieved by optimizing the flatness, which can be expressed as||w||2. On
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the other hand, a sufficient accuracy is also necessary by trying to keep all data
points within a margin of the hyperplane. This causes the optimization problem,
with tuning parametersε andC:

Minimize 1
2 ||w||

2 + C
∑

i=1(ζi − ζ∗i ) (D.12a)

Subject to


yi − 〈w, xi〉 − b ≤ ε + ζi

〈w, xi〉+ b− yi ≤ ε + ζ∗i
ζi, ζ

∗
i ≥ 0

(D.12b)

The optimal solution can be written as:

f(x) =
∑
i=1

(αi − α∗i )〈xi, x〉+ b (D.13)

In general,α andα∗ can be uniquely determined. The algorithm and the result
only uses scalar products. When the data samples are projected to another space
φ(x), then only〈x1, x2〉 should be replaced by〈φ(x1), φ(x2)〉 = K(x1, x2). In
this way, a non-linear function can easily be fitted. The standard choice of kernel
K typically is a radial basis function:

K(x1, x2) = exp

(
−||x1 − x2||2

2σ2

)
(D.14)

D.4 Air-water probability functions

Eqs. (D.15)-(D.17) are the probability surfaces obtained with a second order poly-
nomial regression. These surfaces differ slightly from the SVR surfaces which are
used in the flow map of Figure7.19. The SVR surfaces are a better regression of
the data and are therefore preferred, but cannot easily be written in an analytical
form. Eqs. (D.15)-(D.17) are applicable for air-water flows in a 9 mm tube with
30 kg/m2s < Gwater < 700 kg/m2s and0.3 kg/m2s < Gair < 50 kg/m2s.

X1 = 0.388ln(Gair)− 0.523 (D.15a)

X2 = 0.627ln(Gwater)− 3.109 (D.15b)

Y1 =0.652− 0.199X1 − 0.313X2

− 0.55X2
1 − 0.221X2

2 + 0.123X1X2

(D.16a)

Y2 =0.315− 0.215X1 + 0.382X2

− 0.082X2
1 + 0.261X2

2 − 0.020X1X2

(D.16b)
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Y3 =0.033 + 0.414X1 − 0.070X2

+ 0.635X2
1 − 0.039X2

2 − 0.103X1X2

(D.16c)

Pstrat =
Y1

Y1 + Y2 + Y3
(D.17a)

Pint =
Y2

Y1 + Y2 + Y3
(D.17b)

Pann =
Y3

Y1 + Y2 + Y3
(D.17c)
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Publications

E.1 Publications in peer reviewed international jour-
nals

1. Canìere, H., Bauwens, B., T’Joen, C. and De Paepe, M., Probabilistic map-
ping of adiabatic horizontal two-phase flow by capacitance signal feature
clustering, International Journal of Multiphase Flow, Vol. 35, 2009, pp.
650-660

2. Canìere, H., T’Joen, C., Willockx, A. and De Paepe, M., Capacitance signal
analysis of horizontal two-phase flow in a small diameter tube, Experimental
Thermal and Fluid Science, Vol. 32, 2008, pp. 892-904

3. Canìere, H., T’Joen, C., Willockx, A., De Paepe, M., Christians, M., van
Rooyen, E., Liebenberg, L. and Meyer, J.P., Horizontal two-phase flow char-
acterization for small diameter tubes with a capacitance sensor, Measure-
ment Science & Technology, Vol. 18, 2007, pp. 2898-2906

4. Canìere, H., Willockx, A., Dick, E. and De Paepe, M., Raising cycle ef-
ficiency by intercooling in air-cooled gas turbines, Applied Thermal Engi-
neering, Vol. 26, 2006, pp. 1780-1787

5. T’Joen, C., Huisseune, H., Willockx, A., Canière, H., De Paepe, M., Com-
bined experimental and numerical flow field study of inclined louvered fins,
Heat Transfer Engineering, publication expected in Vol. 32(2), 2011.
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E.2 Related publications in proceedings of interna-
tional conferences

1. Canìere, H., T’Joen, C. and De Paepe, M., Intube two-phase flow probabil-
ities based on capacitance signal clustering, 7th ECI International Confer-
ence on Boiling Heat Transfer, Florianopolis, Brasil, 3-7 May 2009.

2. Canìere, H., T’Joen, C. and De Paepe, M., Objective two-phase flow pat-
tern mapping by a clustering algorithm, 19th International Symposium on
Transport Phenomena, Reykjavik, Iceland, 17-20 August 2008.

3. Canìere, H., T’Joen, C. and De Paepe, M., Towards objective flow pattern
mapping with the K-means clustering algorithm, 6th International Confer-
ence on Heat Transfer, Fluid Mechanics & Thermodynamics - HEFAT, Pre-
toria, South-Africa, 30 June - 2 July 2008.

4. Canìere, H., Bauwens, B., T’Joen, C., Boullart, L. and De Paepe, M., Clas-
sification of horizontal two-phase flow using support vector machines with
capacitance signals, 22nd International Congress of Refrigeration, Beijing,
China, 21-26 August 2007.

5. Canìere, H., Bauwens, B., T’Joen, C., Willockx, A., Boullart, L. and De
Paepe, M., Horizontal two-phase flow characterisation and classification
based on capacitance measurements, 5th International Conference on Heat
Transfer, Fluid Mechanics & Thermodynamics - HEFAT, Sun City, South-
Africa, 1-4 July 2007.

6. Canìere, H., T’Joen, C., Willockx, A. and De Paepe, M., Capacitance sen-
sor design for refrigerant two-phase flow characterization, 5th International
Symposium on Measurement Techniques for Multiphase flows, Macau, China,
10-13 December 2006.
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